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U.S. Collections & Various

1136 Hm Premium Accumulation $12,000
Few hundred mint and used on black stockcards, only higher 
cat. items, noted #10 used strip of 3 (cert., crease middle), 23 
used (cert.), 28A used, 72 unused, 245 unused, 287 (2) n.h.,
298 pair n.h., 500 used (cert.), 595 very l.h. plate block, 667
plate block n.h., J28 l.h., R723 perf initials, many items not
counted incl. better Washington-Franklin coils (no certs.),
Nebraska set in o.g./n.h. blocks of 4, early Airs incl. blocks,
Philippines 237 l.h., some items with faults, but many very
fine and attractive items, very high retail potential, allow
plenty of time to view this lot ................. Est. $18,000/25,000

1137 Hm Collection in National Album Web $10,000
Hundreds of mint and used to 1940, classics mostly used
incl. #1-2, 1851s to 12¢ incl. 12-13, 1857s to 90¢ (unused)
incl. 30, 1861s to 90¢ incl. 67, E and F Grills to 15¢, 1869s to
90¢, large Bank Notes to 90¢ values, late 1880s onwards
mostly mint (some unused or regummed), incl. 219-229,
Columbians compl. to $1, 246-260, 264-278 (last 3 values
used), Trans-Miss. compl. to $1 (292 used), 300-313 ($2, $5 
used), numerous Washington-Franklins incl. 505 single,
523, later incl. 599A n.h. pair, White Plains sheet o.g.,
Kansas-Nebraska set, booklet panes, Airs mint incl. C1-6,
C13-15 n.h. (slight black offset on $1.30 and $2.60), Special
Delivery mint, Parcel Post set mint, Dues mint and used,
extensive Officials mostly mint, Offices in China compl.
mint, Ducks compl. mint to 1997, Confederates mint and
used, very high cat., a close inspection in recommended,
mixed condition ................................... Est. $15,000/20,000

1138 Hm Extensive Used and Mint Collection Web $9,000
In Scott hingeless album to 1975, earlies mostly used starting
#1-2, incl. #5A (cert), 12-17, 1857-61 to 90¢, 1861-62 to
90¢, strong Grills (certs #79, 85B), 1869 compl., 1870-71
grills compl. except 24¢ (cert 141A), Bank Notes to 90¢,
1879 on mostly compl. with Columbians, Trans-Miss.
compl. mint, coil singles and pairs, #348 on mostly mint,
Airs compl. mint, Special Delivery compl. except #E4,
decent Dues, “Qs” compl. mint, Officials mostly compl.
used, etc., 19th century mixed condition, 20th Century
generally fine to very fine ...................... Est. $12,000/15,000

1139 H Mostly Mint Collection $7,500
In 2 hingeless albums to 1991, mostly used to 1883 with
#1-2 (unused app.), some better mint, some grills, 1869
issue compl. (few mint), 143 used (cert), 144, Bank Notes to
90¢, 1887 on mostly mint incl. Columbians, 262-263,
Trans-Miss. ($1, $2 used), 1902-03 compl. mint, 20th
Century mostly mint, coil pairs incl. line, Offices in China,
Confederates, Airs compl. mint except Zepps, Special
Delivery mint incl. J5, J19 (certs), Ducks compl. mint to
1959, 19th century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine, very high apparent cat. value 
............................................................. Est. $10,000/12,000

1140 Hm Better Accumulation Web $5,500
Nice selection identified on black stockcards, noted #C3
n.h. block of 4 and 2 singles, 120 used (2), 69 regummed,
242 used, 72 used, C18 n.h. block of 4 with plate number,
245 used (2), 243 used (2), 369 n.h. and used, 67 used, 232
imprint block of 4 n.h., 617-619 n.h. side plate blocks, 834
plate blocks of 4 (2) n.h., Q10 n.h., 292 (2), 293 used, 1 (4)
used, 241 used, some minor faults, but condition generally
fine or better, very high cat. .................... Est. $8,000/10,000

1141 m Used Collection in Harris Album Web $5,250
Hundreds on pages to 1990, noted 1851s to 12¢ incl. #12,
1857s to 30¢, 1861s to 90¢, Grills to 90¢, 1869s to 30¢
compl., large Bank Notes to 90¢ values, Columbians compl.,
1895 compl., Trans-Miss. compl., various
Washington-Franklins, White Plains sheet (o.g.), Airs incl.
C13-15, Dues, Offices in China compl., Officials mostly
compl. incl. O68 pen cancel (cert., small thin), Ducks compl. 
to 2002, Confederate States, Canal Zone, Cuba and
Philippines and Hawaii, a collector collection, intact as
received, high cat., mixed condition ....... Est. $7,500/10,000

1142 Hm Superior Collection Web $5,000
Selection of used and mint on homemade pages from 1851
issues to 1920s, many items have certificates, several graded,
noted used #9 (grade 90), 10 (3), 24 (grade 90J), 25 (grade
85), 1861s to 30¢, fancy cancels on 65, Grills to 15¢, 1869s
incl. 119 (grade 85), large Bank Notes incl. 188 (grade 90J),
Columbians mint to $1 incl. 1¢ to 4¢ values graded,
Trans-Miss. compl. mint or used, 296 n.h. (grade 90),
scattered Washington-Franklins, White Plains sheet, few
minor faults, but condition much better than usually seen,
allow plenty of time to evaluation this excellent lot, fine to
very fine ................................................. Est. $7,500/10,000

1143 Hm Accumulation in 5 Banker Boxes $5,000
Thousands of mint and used on stockpages, album pages and 
in various albums, noted good group of compl. booklets
between #BK55 and BK113, used Farley position blocks,
also mint items, cut squares, some better plate blocks,
Columbians used to 50¢, mint to 10¢, Trans-Miss. used to
50¢, Revenues, booklet panes by positions, Recalled
Legends sheet in folder, at least 3 #C18 mint, plus block of 4
mint, Kansas-Nebraska set mint, loads of 19th Century to
sort, a person with patience and time will be rewarded, a close
examination is recommended, mixed condition 
............................................................... Est. $7,000/10,000

1144 Hm Mint and Used in Stockbook $5,000
Couple thousand to 1920s with lots of dupl., noted large
Bank Notes mint and used, Columbians to $3, Trans-Miss.
to 50¢, other early commemorative sets,
Washington-Franklins mostly mint, Kansas-Nebraska set
mint and dupl. mint and used, great lot for bargain boxes and
regular stock, mixed condition. Scott $95,000 (Owner’s) 
............................................................... Est. $7,000/10,000

1145 H
H 20th Century Mint Accumulation $5,000

N.h., sorted by issue into glassines, plate blocks starting with
Washington-Franklins, 1920s Bureau issues, perf and
imperf. Parks, Famous Americans and a scattering of back of 
book, booklet panes consist of Presidentials, Liberty issue
and early Airmails, coil line pairs consist of
Washington-Franklins, Bureaus and Presidentials, all in
moderate to large quantities of each item, a wonderful lot for
wholesaler or Ebay dealer, generally fine to very fine. 2011
Scott $82,370 (Owner’s) ........................ Est. $7,000/10,000
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1146 m 1850s to 1880s Fancy Cancels Web $5,000
Couple thousand used, from #11 (may be some 10s mixed
in) to large Bank Notes, many diff. styles of cancels, noted
flag, harp, negative star, paid, leaf, numerals, fancy cork,
colors, must be seen to appreciate, generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/7,500

1147 Hm Collection in Hingeless 
National Album Web $4,500
Hundreds of mint and used, starts with #1 used, many 1851
issues, most 1857 issues, Grills, 1869 issue compl., many
large Bank Notes, mostly mint small Bank Notes,
Columbians mixed mint and used to $4, Trans-Miss. mint
or used to $1, strong Washington-Franklins, later incl.
White Plains sheet, Kansas-Nebraska sets, Airs incl C1-6
mint, C13 used, C14 mint, Special Delivery, Offices in
China mostly compl., owners cat. value over $60,000
adjusting for dubious or misidentified, mixed condition on
19th Century, otherwise fine .................... Est. $6,000/8,000

1148 m NYFM Cancel Group of 335,
#135//179 $3,750
All identified on Bank Notes to 90¢ value on #102 cards,
some with illustrated cut outs showing compl. design, most
with decent strikes and reasonably compl., priced and ready
for retail, rarely seen unpicked, retail $33,700, fine 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/7,500

1149 Hm Accumulation on Oldtime Dealer Pages $3,500
Nice selection of mint and used on sales pages, noted #12
used, 17 pair used, 23 used (2), 40, 63 block of 4 n.h. (fine),
84 unused, 98 unused, 124 unused (2), 139 used (2), 217
o.g., 263 o.g. (thin), 341-342 o.g., 366 o.g. (small thin), 422
o.g., 523 o.g., 1053 plate block n.h., many surprises from
names you remember, needs a close look, generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/6,000

1150 m Oldtime Massive Precancel Stock $3,000
Over 157,000 organized in small manila envelopes in small
boxes by State, each envelope identifies town (689 diff.) and
type (4146 diff.), many envelopes are empty, 1920s to 1950s
issues, excellent lot for student of this area, hours of fun, fine 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/6,000

1151 H
HH Collection in Lindner Hingeless

Album Web $3,000
Few hundred mostly mint (scattered used) to 1936, several
items with certs., some graded, noted #30A used (cert.), 63
o.g. (cert.), 71 used (cert.), large Bank Notes to 90¢,
Columbians to 50¢, Trans-Miss. compl. to 10¢, plus 50¢
used, Pan-American, Louisiana Purchase and Jamestown
sets, 369, Washington-Franklins, 480 l.h. (cert.), 500 n.h.
(cert.), 547 n.h. (cert.), 1922-25 set n.h., Nebraska set, Airs
incl. C1-6 n.h., C18 (3 n.h. incl. 1 graded 98), virtually all
items selected for colors, centering and condition, much
better than usually seen, a lovely collection to expand, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $4,000/6,000

1152 Hm Used Collection in National Album Web $3,000
Hundreds to 1979, incl. #1-2 (both 4 margins), 1851s to
12¢ (2), 1857s to 12¢ incl. 28, 1861s to 90¢ incl. 67, Grills to
15¢, large Bank Notes to 90¢ values, Columbians compl. to
$1, 1895 issue compl., 1902-03 issue compl.,
Washington-Franklins to $5 values, White Plains sheet
(l.h.), Kansas-Nebraska sets, C13-15 set, few faults on
classics, otherwise fine .............................. Est. $4,000/6,000

1153 H
HH r Booklets, Panes and Plate Blocks $3,000

Late Washington-Franklin to Liberty issues, plus Airs, from 
a few dollars to a couple hundred $, all o.g., most n.h., in
glassines, moderate to large quantities of each item, a
wonderful lot for wholesaler or Ebay dealer, generally fine to
very fine. 2012 Scott $47,963 (Owner’s) .. Est. $4,000/6,000

1154 H
HH Collection in 2 Lighthouse 

Hingeless Albums $2,800
All mint or n.h., incl. #71, 114, 206, 210, 214, 226-27,
230-40 (no 8¢), 287-91, 294//99, 300//08, 323-325,
328-330, scattered Washington-Franklins, 369, 397-98,
401-03, 499//518, then virtually compl. from 548 to 1363,
incl. 630, 803-34, 1030-53, second vol. incl. virtually all Airs
incl. C1-6 and C13-15 (F/VF n.h.), special pages for a run of
coil pairs and PNC strips of 3, Special Delivery compl. (no
E10), decent run of Dues and Officials, and lastly a compl.
set of mint Ducks to 1997, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/6,000

1155 Hm Better Estate Balance $2,500
Hundreds of mostly mint on cards, auction sheets,
stockpages sparse collection in Palo album and in 2
stockbooks, several items with certs., noted #279Bc dist.
o.g. (cert.), 832b n.h. (cert.), C13 o.g. plate single (grade 90), 
J24 n.h. (cert.), 1930s plate blocks, Recalled Legends sheet,
modern imperf. errors, back of the book incl. Confederacy,
collector bought many of these items from high end dealers,
nice condition overall, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/6,000

1156 H
HH Accumulation of Better Items $2,500

N.h. to no gum, some in quantities, noted #538 and 540
pairs and blocks, C11 sheet (folded), 1687i (2) n.h., 323-327
o.g., 329 block of 80 mostly n.h., 372 block of 40, large
quantity of 294 n.h., 834 block of 12 n.h., 150+ n.h. copies of 
C4, sheets of J62-J64, some faults, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $3,500/5,000

1157 H
H Mostly Never Hinged Collection Web $2,500

Several hundred in Lighthouse hingeless album to 1956,
Saar 19th Century, few scattered used, scattered regummed
and o.g., noted #213, 221, 223, Columbians compl. to 8¢,
247, 284 (o.g.), 327, Washington-Franklins incl. coil pairs
(no certs.), 1922-25 set, 579, 581-591, White Plains sheet
(l.h.), Airs incl. C1-2, C4-6, C18 (plate single), some back of
the book incl. Special Delivery, Ducks, CSA, most items
selected for centering and color, much is very fine 
................................................................. Est. $3,500/5,000

1158 Hm Collection on National Pages Web $2,500
Few hundred to 1930s, classics mostly used incl. 1851s to
12¢ incl. #8A (pen cancel, small faults, cert.), 1857s to 30¢
incl. 35 used grade 90, 1861s to 90¢, 1869s compl. to 24¢,
130 unused, Grills to 90¢ values, Columbians compl. to 30¢
mint, 262 unused, Trans-Miss. incl. 50¢ mint, 1902 issue
compl. to 15¢ mint, Pan-American, Louisiana Purchase and
Jamestown sets mint, Washington-Franklins mostly mint to
$5, White Plains sheet l.h., some back of the book on
stockpages incl. #C13 o.g., plus dupl. Dues on stockpage,
several items with certs., high cat., mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $3,500/5,000
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1159 Hm Collection in National Album Web $2,500
Hundreds to 1963, classics mostly used incl. 1851s to 10¢,
1857s to 30¢, 1861s to 90¢ incl. #67, Grills to 15¢, 1869s to
24¢, large Bank Notes to 90¢ values, Columbians compl. to
$1, 1894 to $5, Washington-Franklins, White Plains sheet
(n.h.), Kansas-Nebraska sets, modern mint postage, Airs
incl. C13 l.h., C14 used, C15 n.h., Special Delivery used,
Dues used, Officials used, Ducks mostly used, mixed
condition ................................................. Est. $3,500/5,000

1160 H Retail Stock $2,500
Mostly mint priced on retail sheets, incl. mint pl. blocks incl.
#266, 267 (cert), Kansas-Nebraska, mint and used singles
with slight dupl starting #7 through early 20th Century with
#77 no gum, 78b used, grills, 99 used etc., 1869 to 24¢, mint
Washington-Franklins, nothing inexpensive and nothing
after 590, back of book with C1-2, 4, 6 mint, E1-2 mint, J18
no gum, Q10 mint, few Revenues, 19th century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, retail
$22,000. Scott $51,000 (Owner’s) ........... Est. $3,500/5,000

1161 Hm Old Man’s Collection $2,500
19th & 20th Century mint and used on album pages in 2
large binders, earlies incl. various 1851s, 1857s, 1867 Grills,
Pictorial issues to 15¢, Bank Notes through 90¢,
Columbians to 50¢ and a general run of commemoratives
and regular issues, features White Plains sheet,
Kansas-Nebraska sets, mostly compl. from 1930s through
1998 with premium booklets, singles and sheets, owner’s
2014 Scott catalog value $26, 893, not counting modern
postage issues, mixed condition ................ Est. $3,000/4,000

1162 Hm Better Accumulation Web $2,200
Mint and used, noted #1 (2) and 2 used, 65-E15h,
Trans-Miss. mint to 10¢, 300-313 mint, 403 n.h., White
Plains sheet o.g., some items graded, back of the book incl.
Officials used, PR2, PR102-113 unused, PR114-125 o.g.,
Q4-8 n.h., CSA 3 used, some faults, but still worth a close
look, generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $3,500/5,000

1163 Hm Collection in National Album Web $2,000
Hundreds of used and mint to 1934, classics used incl. #1-2, 
1861s to 90¢, Grills to 15¢, 1869s compl., large Bank Notes
to 90¢ values, later incl. Columbians compl. mint,
Washington-Franklins mixed mint and used, 573 o.g.,
Kansas set mint, Airs mint incl. C1-6, C13-15 (look
regummed), inspect, mixed condition ...... Est. $3,000/4,000

1164 Hm Oldtime Stock $2,000
Few thousand used and mint organized on manila pages with 
dupl., 1850s to 1915, early issues used incl. large Bank Notes
to 30¢, Columbians to 30¢ incl. some mint, Pan-American
values to 8¢ with mint, few Washington-Franklins, some
back of the book incl. Officials, Dues and Revenues, very
high cat., mixed condition ........................ Est. $3,000/4,000

1165 Hm Collection in Scott American Album Web $1,500
Hundreds to 1940, few items with certs., classics used incl.
#1, 1861s to 90¢, Grills to 12¢, 1869s to 30¢, large Bank
Notes to 90¢, Columbians mint or used to 50¢, Trans-Miss.
compl. used to $1, Washington-Franklins mostly used, 1922 
onwards mint incl. White Plains sheet, Kansas-Nebraska
sets, Airs mint incl. C1-6, C18, Ducks used from 1934 to
1966, Dues, Revenues, inspect, mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1166 H Mint Dealer Accumulation $1,500
19th & 20th Century mint group on #102 stockcards in
large binder pages, features various 1869 Pictorials, Bank
Notes, 1893 Columbians incl. $1 value and other early
commemoratives, Washington-Franklins, Dues and more,
good value throughout, condition varies, worth inspection,
generally fine ........................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1167 Hm Mint and Used Oldtime Collection $1,500
On pages to 1938, earlies used starting with #9X1, incl. #17 
pair, 29, Grills, Bank Notes to 90¢, 152 mint, Columbians
$1-$2 used, 20th Century mint and used
Washington-Franklins on, 505 mint, few Airs, K1-2, 4-14,
18 mostly mint, scattered back of book, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th generally fine to very fine . Est. $1,700/2,500

1168 m Classic Used Group Web $1,400
Selection of 1861 and 1867 Grill issues on stockpages with
dupl., noted #63 strip of 3, 67, 70 (7 with various shades), 71 
(4), 72 (3), 75, 92 (2), 95 (2), 98 (2), 99, some minor faults,
but condition better than usually seen, generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1169 H
H Mostly Never Hinged Collection 

to 1938 $1,400
Several hundred on White Ace pages, some regummed,
scattered 19th Century incl. #184, 206, 212, 214, 221-225,
Columbians to 8¢, 247, 273, 300-308,
Washington-Franklins, some Dues, Parcel Post values to
75¢, 581-591, Farleys incl. various positional pieces, worth a
look, generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1170 Hm 245 Priced Mint and Used $1,400
On #102 cards, starting #7 with early period mostly used,
#219 to 550 mint or used with later n.h., few back of book,
no Airs, ready for immediate sale, 19th century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine. Scott
$24,000 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1171 m Used Collection to 1973 $1,400
In Scott album, few earlies, Bank Notes to 90¢, 1920 on
reasonably compl., also better back of book with Airs, decent
Revenues, used Ducks, etc., 19th century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine ........ Est. $2,000/3,000

1172 H
H Graded Mint $1,400

N.h., 129 items (inventory incl.), with PSE SMQ up to
$120, grades mostly 86 to 98, few ungraded, #864,
922/1307, C32/C85, few dup. Scott #s, SMQ $7795+
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1173 Hm Mint and Used $1,200
In stockbook and on pages, few hundred organized by Scott
numbers, 1850s to 1930s, good variety of issues, some n.h.,
incl. Airs, Revenues and some cut squares, worth a look, few
faults, otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $15,000 (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $1,800/2,500

1174 H
H Coil Accumulation Web $1,100

N.h., hundreds of pairs, line pairs, strips, paste-up pairs, few
singles, with dupl., between #390 and 722, excellent for
retail, generally fine to very fine. Scott $16,700+ (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $1,600/2,000
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1175 m Used Collection on National Pages $1,100
Noted 1851s to 5¢, 1857s to 12¢, 1861s to 24¢, Grills to 15¢,
1869s to 30¢, large Bank Notes to 90¢, Columbians to 50¢,
Trans-Miss. compl. to 50¢, various Washington-Franklins,
#397-400A (o.g.), some later mint incl. White Plains sheet
n.h. (few perf separations), mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1176 Hm Collection in National Album Web $1,000
Hundreds on pages to 1979, classics used incl. #1, 1861s to
90¢, Grills to 12¢, 1869s to 30¢, 3P3-4P3, large Bank Notes
to 90¢, Columbians mint or used to $2, Trans-Miss. mint or
used to $1, later incl. 369 n.h., mint from 1920s incl. modern
postage, mixed condition ......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1177 m Mostly 19th Century Accumulation $1,000
Couple thousand mostly used with dupl. organized in
stockbook, noted 1851-57 1¢ and 3¢ issues with shades and
cancels, #65 with cancel interest, large Bank Notes to 90¢,
inspect, mixed condition .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1178 Hm Large Accumulation $1,000
Mint and used collections in more than 20 albums, binders,
sheet files, stockbooks and bundles of glassines, filling 3
banker boxes, a 3-vol. collection of plate blocks incl. #1053
VF n.h., Minkus album of plates incl. C7-8 tops, C17, C19,
C20, C22, C25-31 etc., album with mint Farley material, line 
pairs, C18, binder with mint and used classics, Columbians
incl. 238-39, 295//99, 287-89, Washington-Franklins,
Prexies, stockbook of mostly mint Airmails with multiples of
C11, top plates of C8-9, half sheet of C7 with top plate,
multiple sets of C25-31, plus mint and used back of the book, 
stockbook of large and small Bank Notes, multiples of
Pan-Pacific, binder of mint C3, C4, C6 plus Dues, binder of
mint 2¢ reds to 3¢ purples in multiples, large blue stockbook
with huge cat. value in classics through Columbians, four file
boxes of modern used, all identified in #4 glassines, and
much more, some faults to be expected, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1179 Hm Large Bank Note Collection Web $1,000
Mint and used on Scott pages, noted #138 used, 149 o.g.,
166 used (2), 185 o.g. (cert.), 208 o.g. (cert.), 217 top imprint 
pair o.g., high cat., few minor faults, otherwise fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1180 Hm Collection in Scott Album $900
20th Century mint and used housed in a Scott National
album, front of the book starts 1902-03 issue to $2, also
various Washington-Franklins, then a general run of
material incl. Kansas-Nebraska sets, Farley issues, 1938
Presidentials and 1954-62 Liberty sets both compl.,
noteworthy back of book incl. Airs #C1-6, C18, Special
Delivery, Dues, nice Offices in China, Officials, cut squares
and a good assortment of Revenues with Ducks incl. RW1,
RW2 and others, should be carefully inspected, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,200/1,800

1181 Hm Collection Balances $850
An accumulation of about a dozen, overall this mint and used
group covers classics, large and small Bank Notes,
Columbians incl. #230//38 mint, Trans-Miss.,
Pan-American, Pan Pacific, Washington-Franklins, good
run of commems from Pilgrims onward, Farleys, incl. perf,
imperf and sheets, sets of Prexies, 803-34, 803-33 and
803-32, plus Prexie plates to 50¢, 1053 and mint n.h. into
20¢ issues, good run of Airmails incl. couple of C18s, plus
back of the book, fine ............................... Est. $1,200/1,800

1182 m Fancy Cancel Collection $850
Over 1400 items, many certified, too many interesting
cancels to list them all, but noted a blue bird in circle (PSE
cert.), #76 with star in circle (2 certs.), NYFM cancels on 6¢ 
issues, many varieties of star cancels, “Paid” cancels, colors,
shields, hearts and others, inspect, fine ..... Est. $1,200/1,800

1183 Hm Huge Accumulation $800
From the classics to very modern, dozens of binders,
stockbooks, boxes and glassines of both mint and used that
fill 11 banker boxes, good showing of plate blocks, incl. items
from 1920s to late 1940s, mint and used plate # singles, coils, 
cut squares, revenues and much more, Farleys well
represented incl. nearly dozen mint copies of #751, Airmails
virtually compl. in multiples from C16 onward, with fair
number earlier, worth inspection, fine ...... Est. $1,200/1,800

1184 H
H Error and Freak Lot Web $750

N.h., nice selection of 1950s to 1980s items, imperf. pairs,
strips and block, imperf. between, shifts (not counted),
minor dupl., inspect, fine to very fine. Scott $5,200+ 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1185 m Used Dealer Accumulation $750
Mostly 19th Century used group on #102 stockcards in
large binder pages, features run of early classics incl. various
1851-57, 1857-66, Grills, 1869 issues, Bank Notes,
Columbians and Trans-Miss., items of value throughout,
some dupl., condition varies, generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1186 Hm Collection in 2 Scott Specialty Albums $750
Starts with few used classics and large Bank Notes
#145//153, 156//166, small Bank Notes 219-29, mint and
used 230-40, 242 (fault), then mint 285-288, 294//298, used
301-11, mint/used 323-330, scattered
Washington-Franklins, 397/404, then all mint 552-571,
578//591, 658-679, 803-834 and forward solid to 1980,
second album sparse with a few Revenues and Hawaii, few
faults in earlier, otherwise fine to very fine . Est. $1,000/1,500

1187 Hm Accumulation in Banker Box $700
Few thousands mint and used, few covers, plus a bit of U.S.
silver coins ($3.30 face in dimes and a 1891-O silver dollar),
noted selection on #102 sales cards with classics used, mint
Washington-Franklins and some Kansas-Nebraska, few 3¢
sheets, 1920s to 1930s plate blocks, collections on pages,
souvenir cards, generally fine ................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1188 H
H r Older Plate Block Accumulation $700

N.h., late Washington-Franklin issues to 1930s, noted #528 
with monogram, 2¢ reds, 611 (3), 619 (side), White Plains
sheet, 663, 692-701, 704-715, minor dupl., clean lot,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1189 m Used Accumulation $700
Couple hundred 19th Century on small black stockcards
with dupl., noted Columbians to 50¢ (2), Trans-Miss. to 50¢ 
(2), #229, 262, large Bank Notes, few minor faults, but
mostly sound and attractive copies, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1190 Hm r 1920s to 1940s Plate Blocks $700
Few hundreds mostly n.h. on stockpages in 2 binders, noted
#373 n.h., a few Washington-Franklins, #621 (l.h.), 2¢
reds, imperf. Park set, Prexies compl., Famous American set
(2), #906 (3), fine to very fine .................. Est. $1,000/1,500
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1191 Hm Confederacy Collection Web $700
Dupl. selection of mint and used on White Ace pages, incl.
used #1 (9, with shades), 2 (4), 4 (pair on cover), 5 (2), 8, 13
(pen cancel), some multiples, worth a look, mixed condition.
Scott $5,600+ ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1192 H r Mostly Mint Oldtime Collection Web $650
On quadrille pages to 1940s, incl. numerous blocks of 4 incl.
Confederate #8, 13 n.h. to o.g., Columbians to 10¢,
Washington-Franklin and later with 1923-26 perf 10, few pl. 
blocks, singles incl. #15 used, also Airs, better mint Dues,
with #J6 o.g., few Philippines, fresh throughout, mostly fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1193 Hm Graded Mint and Used, #219/1171 $650
47 items about ½ mint, ½ used (inventory incl.), with PSE
SMQ up to $280, grades 75 to 100, couple ungraded, mostly
610-1010 range, SMQ $3689+ .............. Est. $1,000/1,500

1194 Hm Accumulation of Better Items $650
Binder filled with items such as mint blocks of four of #232
(bottom two n.h.), compl. set of blocks of Louisiana 323-327, 
mint singles of number of classics, large Bank Notes,
Columbians one or more each 230-239 (no 4¢), 287 (4), 288
(2), 294-299, 330 (3), and onward to 1920 commems, 1053,
etc., used incl. lots of classics, 121, large Bank Notes to 90c
(2), 323-27, etc. some faults to be expected, huge cat. value,
inspect, generally fine ............................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1195 Hm Collection in Minkus Album $550
Hundreds of mint and used to 1967 (mint in sealed mounts),
classics used, Columbians compl. mint to 30¢ (15¢ used),
Pan-American set mint, some mint Washington-Franklins
incl. coil pairs, Kansas-Nebraska sets mint, Prexie set mint,
#1053, Airs incl. C1-6 and C18 mint, have a look, mixed
condition .................................................... Est. $800/1,200

1196 m Used Collection to 1907 Web $550
Couple hundred on oldtime pages, noted 1851s and 1857s to
10¢, 1861s to 30¢, large Bank Notes to 90¢, Columbians to
$1, Trans-Miss. compl., Dues, few Officials, mixed
condition .................................................... Est. $800/1,200

1197 Hm Accumulation From Consignment $550
Hundreds of mint and used in albums, sales books, and on
#102 sales cards, noted back of the book stock, collection of
Possessions with some better Hawaii, Revenue collection in
Scott album, Airmail stock on sales pages, stockbooks with
1920s to 1930s mint and used stock with dupl., fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,200

1198 Hm Collector Accumulation $550
A binder marked “Better U.S.” from a collector who had
trouble identifying some issues such as the early classics,
there are lots of early issues, large and small Bank Notes,
Columbians, Trans-Miss., Pan-American, Pan-Pacific,
incl. a mint block of four of Scott #400,
Washington-Franklins, most commems of the 1920s to
1930s, C5-6, Parcel Post, mint Ducks and other back of the
book, while condition varies on earlier issues, the cat. is huge,
could be a field day for the knowledgeable U.S. collector,
generally fine .............................................. Est. $800/1,200

1199 H Washington-Franklin Coils $500
Mostly o.g., 14 line pairs, 3 pairs and 19 singles, noted perf
8½ vert. and horiz., incl. #391, 395, 412, no certs., high
potential cat., inspect, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1200 m Fancy Cancel Accumulation Web $500
600+ on stockpages and blank pages, primarily on #65 and
large Bank Note issues, noted various cork killers, stars,
negative letters, patterns, colors, paid, excellent group for
study, generally fine .................................... Est. $750/1,000

1201 Hm Interesting Accumulation $500
Couple hundred mint and used in small stockbook, on
stockcards and pages, noted #70 and 75 used, 218 used,
279B o.g., Columbian mint values to 50¢, Trans-Miss. to
8¢, Airs incl. C18 block of 4 with plate number n.h., Ducks,
worth a look, generally fine .......................... Est. $750/1,000

1202 Hm Unusual Accumulation $500
Rather disorganized, but some surprising material, three
separate collections in albums and on pages, overall good run
of large Bank Notes to 90¢, stockcard with 21 copies of #310 
(total cat. $787), Famous American plates, incl. 893, full sets
of n.h. Prexie plates to $5, two n.h. plates of 5c Nebraska, a
fat envelope with lots of n.h. plates incl. C11 (2), C16 (2),
multiples of C25-31, nice run of used Officials and much
more, well worth inspecting, fine ................. Est. $750/1,000

1203 Hm Collection in Lindner Hingeless Album $500
Mint and used, few scattered early, some large and small
Bank Notes, Columbians incl. mint #238 l.h. and 239 n.h.,
285//289 F/VF l.h., used 300-311, 323-27, 397-402, 630
F/VF n.h., Kansas-Nebr. mint compl. n.h./l.h., C1-6, C14
(shallow thin), C18 and most Farleys, couple with faults,
otherwise fine to very fine ............................ Est. $700/1,000

1204 Hm Collection in Scott Hingeless Album $500
Starts with used large and small Bank Notes, mint/used
#230-237, 285//290, 294-98, mint 323//27, 551-573 (no
562) mint F/VF n.h., 630 mint VF n.h., then generally
compl. mint n.h. onward, incl. 803-834, 1030-1053, then
into 1980s, C1-6 mint F/VF l.h., then F/VF n.h. to 1980s
(no C13-15, C24), generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $700/1,000

1205 Hm r Oldtime Accumulation $450
Plate blocks and singles from 1909 to early 1940s, virtually
all n.h., heavy in plates of 2¢ reds, Farleys, Prexies, Famous
Americans (incl. full set), also plates and singles of some
definitive issues, plus large box of used U.S. from
Columbians to mid-1940s, occasional misidentification, but
overall cat. very high, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1206 H) Col. Ellsworth Civil War Patriotic
Collection Web $400
28 unused patriotic covers mostly related to Col. Ellsworth,
plus one used with cachet “Remember Ellsworth!”, also
newspaper articles of the day, prints and cards showing Col.
Ellsworth, apparent small pieces of his uniform and the flag,
unusual collection, fine, first Union casualty in Civil War 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

See Lots 1311, 1404
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1207 H Accumulation From Estate $400
Thousands of mint and used, a bit of postage and ephemera
mixed in, albums, album pages, glassines, auction sheets incl. 
#599A line pair mint, 14 used, C7-10 side plate blocks mint,
some other better plate blocks noted, classics to mid 20th
Century, inspect, fine ..................................... Est. $600/800

1208 Hm Collection on Loose Pages $400
Starting with dozens of classics to 90¢, used #112-118, large
and small Bank Notes incl. 229 mint, used 230-240,
294-299, mint and/or used 285-291, 323-330, 342 used,
397-399 mint, scattered mint and used up to Prexies, some
back of the book incl. Q1-12 used, cut squares and CSA,
scattered faulty, inspection a must, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1209 Hm Collection in Binder $400
Starting with used varieties and shades of 10 and 11 and other 
classics incl. Grills, used #113//121, 145-154, 156//165,
182//190, 230-239 mint, 241 used (fault), used 264-276,
300//311, 323-27, mint 328-330, 400, 614-622, 630 mint
F/VF n.h., some mint Kansas-Nebr., 692-701 (no 700)
F/VF n.h., then mint compl. through 834 and beyond,
C1-12 mint n.h./l.h., C18 mint l.h. and back of the book, incl. 
Special Delivery, Dues, Parcel Post, fine ........ Est. $600/800

1210 Hm Estate Accumulation $400
In 3 boxes mint and used, incl. albums, stockbooks, loose, on
pages, back of the book, etc., nothing scarce but value adds
up, generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $600/800

1211 H
H r 1923 to 1956 Definitive Plate Blocks $400

N.h., noted multiples of #576-577, set of 632-642 (no
634A), 692-701 incl. 30¢ “cracked plate”, 803-834 and
1030-1053, plus some Air singles, clean lot, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1212 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $375
Culled from large estate, incl on stockpages with classics,
heavily dupl. mint locals, back of book, precancels, DWI,
revenues, etc., mixed condition ...................... Est. $500/750

1213 Hm Oldtime Accumulation $350
Few thousand used and mint in shoebox, old approval pages,
glassines and on stockpages, noted mint Dues, Revenues,
Officials, Trans-Miss. used to 50¢, some better mint Canal
Zone and Philippines overprints on U.S. issues, great
oldtime lot, mixed condition ........................... Est. $500/750

1214 Hm Balance of Estate $350
Few thousand mint and used in various stockbooks and
loose, some better incl. #1053 n.h. plate block, C10 n.h.
plate block, 1920s to 1930s blocks and plate blocks, noted 2
stockbooks with precancels sorted by State, thousands of cut
squares in banker box, mint stationery in banker box, finally a 
banker box with misc. Foreign, generally fine . Est. $500/750

1215 m Precancel Collection and Stock $350
Well filled 1939 Whitebourgh U.S. Precancel album with
approx. 1300 mostly diff., plus many thousands in glassine
envelopes and stockpages incl. plate blocks, coils, part sheets, 
etc., careful inspection recommended, there are many
interesting and elusive items here, fine ........... Est. $500/750

1216 H
H r Unusual Accumulation $350

N.h., mint sheet folder with three compl. sheets of #551, one
each of 702 and 703, part sheets or large blocks of 654-55,
530, 649-50, 655, 680-83, 688, C10-11 and block of 15 of
C4, a number incl. plate blocks, also incl. album page holding 
mint 230-34, 236-37 and 239, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1217 Hm Somewhat Better Accumulation $350
Scattered group of mint and used (mostly classics) culled
from large estate, incl. oldtime priced items on Charles Russ
pages, few Official specimens, few recently certified items,
used Bank Notes on Scott pages, items on stockcards, etc.,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750

1218 H Washington-Franklin Freaks Web $300
16 pieces, noted blind perfs., imperf. to margin, gutter single, 
shifts, double inking, plus 408-409 Kansas City Roulettes,
nice group, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $400/600

1219 H
H r 1920s to 1930s Sheet Lot $300

N.h., consists of #632, 634, 637-640, 653 (piece of selvage
missing at top), 684-685 and 720, some with a few perf
separations, generally fine to very fine. Brookman $1,950
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1220 Hm Oldtime Collection $300
Classics incl. #72 used, 112-17, 134-36, 146-55, 182-85,
187-91, 230-41, 285//91, 294//99, 300-11, decent run of
Washington-Franklins, mint 614-19 and most commems to
Prexies, mint 803-33, mixed condition ........... Est. $400/600

1221 m Mostly Used Collector’s Balance $280
On stockpages, over 100 incl. certs for #64b (grade 70), 88
sound, 155 (reperfed), 87 used, also other Bank Notes to
90¢, small Bureaus, Columbians to 50¢ mint, 573a mint, 229 
mint, above average freshness, fine overall ...... Est. $400/600

1222 Hm Reference Lot $250
Couple hundred mint and used, plus a few covers, on
stockcards, several items with certs. (faults, fake coils,
repaired, etc.), excellent group for study with some genuine
for the bargain boxes, fine .............................. Est. $500/750

1223 Hm Scattered Mint and Used Collection $250
In National album, few earlies mostly used, 20th Century
mostly mint with Washington-Franklins, #578-579,
Kansas-Nebraska to 1943 mostly compl., some Airs, back of
book, mostly fine to very fine .......................... Est. $400/600

1224 (H) r Farley Stock $250
Ungummed, nice selection of issues with dupl., singles,
multiples, gutter pairs both vert. and horiz., cross gutter
blocks, arrow blocks and #756-765 in blocks of 36 with plate 
block, clean lot, fine to very fine. Scott $2,260+ 
....................................................................... Est. $350/500

1225 Hm Collection in National Album $200
Hundreds to 1983, scattered classics to 1920s used, some
mint Washington-Franklins, modern postage, scattered
back of the book, mixed condition .................. Est. $300/400

1226 Hm Accumulation From Estate $200
Hundreds of mint and used on pages and in album, few FDs, 
noted #C4-6 o.g., C18 n.h., used collection in Harris album
with lots of 19th Century, mixed condition ..... Est. $300/400
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1227 P Mostly Large Bank Note Proof Group Web $200
23 singles, 2 pairs, 3 blocks of 4, India and cards, 2
specimens, #205 Large Die, ABN 1939 Worlds Fair
“specimen”, all nice margins and good colors, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1228 P Group of India Proofs Web $200
26 diff. consisting of #145-155P3, 205-211P3, 211P3,
212-218P3, and 210TC4, #154P3 fault, few others with
margins touching, fine to very fine overall. Scott $1,400 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1229 H
H Collection in National Album $200

Nice start for new collector, vast majority n.h., incl.
#230-31, 294-96, 537, 548-50, 551-71 (no 1¢, 2¢) 632-42
(no 634A), 692-701, 803-34, then virtually compl. to 1793,
plus C1, C7-97 (no C13-15), fine to very fine . Est. $300/400

1230 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $200
Large binder from large Bank Notes through Airs, Parcel
Post, Ducks and other back of the book, incl. Trans-Miss. to
10¢, Pan-Americans, lots of Washington-Franklins, 1922
Definitives and onward with most commems represented,
Prexies and onward, mint and used Ducks, incl. #RW1,
condition varies throughout, but high cat., inspect 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1231 Hm 1924 Scott International Junior Album $200
Virtually all value in mint #297-99, 324-25, 328-30, 397-99, 
Kansas-Nebr. compl., mint blocks 632//42 (some are plates), 
plus misc. back of the book, scattered Foreign not counted,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $300/400

1232 (H) Farley Mint Accumulation $200
Ungummed, Culled from large estate, incl. dupl. souvenir
sheets, cross gutter and gutter, blocks of 4, etc., clean overall,
fine to very fine lot .......................................... Est. $300/400

1233 Hm Accumulation From Estate $150
Few hundred mint and used, noted Recalled Legends sheet,
modern postage in sheets and sheetlets (face $320+), some
used on #102 sales cards, few early Postal Stationery
wrappers unused, collection on pages, fine ..... Est. $250/350

1234 m Various Collections in 2 Banker Boxes $150
Hundreds of mostly used in 6 albums, some mint postage,
plus mint U.N. collection incl Flag sheets, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1235 H Collection Balance $150
On pages, old store auction sheets, noted #1053 single and
plate block n.h., Recalled Legends sheet, Revenues on
pages, U.S. overprints for Puerto Rico and Cuba mint on
pages, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $250/350

1236 F Forgeries Lot $150
Incl. #499f, 6X1 provisional on cover and 17 various Locals
and Carriers, inspect, fine .............................. Est. $200/300

1237 Hm Accumulation in Banker Box $150
Hundreds of mint and used organized in stockbooks, on
album pages, few covers, classics to 1940s, inspect, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1238 P Large Bank Note Proofs,
#157P4/218P4 Web $110
On card, consisting of #157, 160, 162-66, 183, 185,
205-211, 213-218P4, nice margins, few with very slight
toning, generally fine to very fine. Scott $705 .. Est. $150/200

1239 Hm P.N.C. Collection $100
Hundreds of used singles with various plate numbers and
mint plate strips of 5 on pages, noted #1891 plate 6 single
used, inspect, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $150/200

1240 H) Confederacy Mint and Used Collection Web $100
Incl. used #1, 4-5, unused 2, nice starter group, fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Postage & Modern Collections

1241 H
H r 9 Boxes $3,750

Culled from large estate with singles, blocks, sheets, coil
rolls, mix of disorganized and organized incl. red boxes,
collections in albums, spotted up to 37¢, dupl., etc., clean
overall, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $5,000/7,500

1242 H
H r Modern Lot in 11 Banker Boxes $2,000

Thousands of singles, plate blocks, coils, some sheets and
booklets, on numerous album pages, in stockbooks and sheet
folders, some premium mixed in, noted #1053 n.h. (2), also
scattered older mint and used and occasional mounted on
pages, too much for us to count, have fun, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1243 H
H r Modern Accumulation in 2 Banker

Boxes $1,500
N.h., thousands of singles, plate blocks, booklets and sheets,
face values up to $5, on stockpages, in stockbooks, 3¢ to 29¢
issues, very high face, fine to very fine ....... Est. $2,000/3,000

1244 H
H r Modern Mint Collection $1,400

N.h., in 5 Scott National albums, starts at #772 and compl.
to 2005, scattered after that to 2007, incl. Recalled sheet,
imperf Bugs Bunny, Prexie set incl. most line pairs, #1053,
incl. few dups, blocks of 4, few sheets, self adhesive booklets,
unpicked, face $2893, fine to very fine ...... Est. $1,800/2,500

1245 H
H r Culled Accumulation $1,000

In 2 full banker boxes from large estate, singles, blocks,
sheets, 3¢ to fairly recent, loose, in stockbooks, etc., incl. year
sets, etc., clean, fine to very fine ................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1246 H
H r Accumulation to 37¢ Issues $750

N.h., numerous modern sheetlets with face values to $5,
older on pages, large group of modern in stockbook with
values to $5, face of sheetlets alone about $1800, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1247 H
H r 2 Stuffed Banker Boxes $700

N.h., sheets, plate blocks, singles, on album pages, sheet
folders, year sets, glassines, loose, 3¢ to at least 22¢ values,
high face, this will take some time to figure, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1248 H
H r 1940s to 1990s Collection $550

N.h., hundreds of singles, plate blocks and sheetlets on well
filled Scott National pages, incl. coil strips, booklets, some
loose, high face, fine to very fine ................... Est. $800/1,200
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1249 H
H r 3¢ to 37¢ Lot $550

N.h., plate blocks and sheets, many self adhesive values, incl.
an occasional premium item, noted Army-Navy plate blocks
(18 sets, plus dupl., cat. $984), face $1480+, fine to very fine
...................................................................  Est. $700/1,000

1250 H
H r 1940s to 1990s Accumulation $500

N.h., hundreds of plate blocks, singles, sheets and sheetlets
to 33¢ values in folders, stockbooks and on album pages,
count away, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $750/1,000

1251 H
H r 3¢ to 25¢ Accumulation on Stockpages $350

N.h., singles and plate blocks with dupl., used mixed in,
some mint stationery and a few booklets, have fun, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/750

1252 H
H r Accumulation to 37¢ $300

In full banker box, about ½ USPS souvenir pages, mostly
multiples and sheets, clean, fine to very fine .... Est. $400/600

1253 H
H r Older Accumulation $200

N.h., incl. part sheets of Famous Americans, Washington
Bicentennial, Overrun Countries and Army-Navy issues,
plus bundles from Post Office of souvenir sheets, some full
sheets, singles and some blocks between #702 and 1300,
noted 1053 n.h., worth a look, generally fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

1254 H
H Coil Strips $150

N.h., few early coil pairs, mostly later PNC strips of 5 or
larger with some dupl., incl. bulk rate, precancels,
denominations up to 32¢, few slightly better numbers, clean,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/350

1255 H
H r 3¢ to 29¢ Plate Blocks $150

N.h., plus a few higher denominations, good variety with no
apparent dupl., in sleeves, several hundred in face, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

1256 H
H r Banker Box From Estate $100

N.h., incl. modern singles and plate blocks on White Ace
pages, sheet file with U.S. and Foreign joint issues in sheets,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

Back-of-the-Book Collections

1257 H Extensive Cut Square Collection Web $12,000
Hundreds of unused in 2 Scott albums to 2005, only missing
key items for completion, incl. #U5-U7, U23 (cert.),
U30-33, U37 (cert., small thin spot), U48, U89-90, U110,
U124, U156, U200, U247 (cert.), U276 (cert.), U290,
U465 (full corner, cert.), U463, U464, U487, Officials incl.
UO13, UO19, UO60 (cert.), UO68-69 (certs.), a lovely
collection, must be seen to appreciate, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $100,000+ .......................... Est. $20,000/25,000

1258 (H
HH Airmail Mint Collection $700

Compl. to 1937, incl. #C1-6 o.g., C13-15 n.h. (irregular
gum on $2.60), C18 n.h., fine to very fine . Est. $1,000/1,500

1259 H) Better Postal Stationery Lot $500
Excellent group of many hundreds unused, envelopes and
postal cards, incl. freaks, samples and specimens, many with
Thorpe-Bartel numbers noted, no obvious face value
material, significant cat., generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1260 H) Postal Card Collection Web $300
Excellent showing of unused cards and intact reply cards
with minor dupl., noted #UX1 (preprinted), UX8 (2),
UX13 (2), UX21, UX47 (ETR-1055-2), UX47a
(ETR-1057-2) with APEX cert., UY5-6, UXC1a used
(APEX cert.), lovely collection, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1261 m Officials Used Collection Web $300
Few hundred and reasonably compl. incl. P.O., Treasury,
War, all with extra pages, particularly Treasury and War,
some interesting cancels, inspect, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1262 H) Better Mint Envelope Accumulation $300
Hundreds in ½ full banker box, mostly late 19th to mid 20th
Century period, incl. items cat. $50+, strong selection of
Postal cards incl. varieties, albinos, large dupl. selection of
1892 Columbian issue, some identified, excellent lot to break
down for retail purposes, mostly clean lot, fine to very fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $400/600

1263 H) Postal Card Stock $250
Stock of unused cards mainly from #UX1//33, UY1//12,
some dupl., highlight is UX13, inventory incl., fine. Scott
$3,800+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $350/500

1264 H) Officials Modern Lot $250
Collection of n.h. plate blocks, blocks and coil strips, between 
#O127 and O148 (cat. $356), plus large accumulation of
used envelopes mailed from U.S. Air Force Academy incl.
UO77 (185, cat. $4625) and UO77a (41, cat. $820), nice
group, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $350/500

1265 H) Stationery Entires Error Group Web $200
50+ pieces, noted #UC1a (2 used), various double
impressions some with shifts, partial prints, printed on
reverse, albinos, shifted printing, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1266 Hm Stationery Accumulation $100
To mid 1980s in 2 banker boxes, postal cards, cut squares
and entires, mint and used, in binders, albums, sleeves and
loose, mostly low to medium cat. items, with cat. to $100,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/300

1267 s Souvenir Pages $100
Few hundred in full banker box, 1972 to 1999, no apparent
dupl., noted #SP305-306 (cat. $170), fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1268 s Souvenir Page Collection $100
Few hundred on double sided pages in full banker box, 1986
to 2000 issues, no apparent dupl., clean, high cat., fine to very 
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

1269 (H) Airmail Postal Stationery Collection Web $100
Unused, from #UC1 to UC47, noted albinos of UC1 (2),
UC6 (3), UC8 surcharge on reverse, UC9, UC13 with
various shifts, printing on U440, UC27, UC28, interesting
group, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $150/200

1270 s Souvenir Pages $100
800 to 850, mostly in USPS binders, noted 1972 to 1991 incl. 
#1448-51, 1397, C84, clean, fine to very fine . Est. $150/200
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1271 H Souvenir Pages and Cards $10
Box of souvenir pages - 1980 to 1997, a few earlier, not a
compl. run, box of souvenir cards 1966 to 1980s dupl. in
White Ace binders (cat. $1220) and extras in envs., clean,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

1272 H) Mint Modern Postal Cards $10
Several hundred in banker box, several “packs” for topical
subjects, few 19th Century used, high face, fine to very fine 
......................................................................... Est. $80/110

Revenue Collections

1273 (H) Gigantic Wine Stock $13,500
In 14 dealer boxes, small box and 1 envelope sorted by Scott
number in glassines of 100 of each (with remainder in final
glassine), consisting of #RE122 (2, 200), RE126 (3, 600),
RE128 (660), RE138 (5, 525), RE141 (3, 652), RE144 (4,
376), RE145 (6, 785), RE146 (1, 144), RE147 (1, 132),
RE149 (860), RE151 (2, 607), RE152 (5, 111), RE153 (1,
937), RE154 (6, 726), RE160 (3, 347), RE173 (1, 647),
RE174 (1, 762), RE180 (1, 855), RE181 (1, 754), RE183
(2, 368), RE184 (768), RE185 (4, 878), RE186 (1, 354),
RE188 (3, 700), RE192 (1, 669), RE195 (7, 613), RE196
(2, 100), RE199 (2,056), RE200 (1, 559), RE201 (2, 261)
and RE203 (2, 558), overall fine to very fine, starting price is
about 1% of cat., so you want to be a wine stamp wholesaler?
2014 Scott $1,340,000 (Owner’s) ........ Est. $18,000/25,000

1274 Hm Interesting Back of the Book Collection Web $1,500
Hundreds of used and mint on lovely homemade pages,
noted Consular Service, #RY6 on license, numerous
Telegraph issues, Cigarette & Cigar, nice group of Match & 
Medicine, and various State revenues, nice lot, generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1275 (H) Massive Wine Stock $1,200
Ungummed, consists of 875 packets, each identical and
consisting of 48 diff. values (cat. $146.40 for each packet),
ready for retail/wholesale or as promotional item, fine to very
fine. Scott $128,100 ................................. Est. $1,800/2,500

1276 (H) Massive Wine Stock $1,200
Ungummed, consists of 875 packets, each identical and
consisting of 48 diff. values (cat. $146.40 for each packet),
ready for retail/wholesale or as promotional item, fine to very
fine. Scott $128,100 ................................. Est. $1,800/2,500

1277 (H) Massive Wine Stock $1,200
Ungummed, consists of 875 packets, each identical and
consisting of 48 diff. values (cat. $146.40 for each packet),
ready for retail/wholesale or as promotional item, fine to very
fine. Scott $128,100 ................................. Est. $1,800/2,500

1278 (H) Massive Wine Stock $1,000
Ungummed, consists of 700 packets, each identical and
consisting of 48 diff. values (cat. $146.40 for each packet),
ready for retail/wholesale or as promotional item, fine to very
fine. Scott $102,480 ................................. Est. $1,400/1,800

1279 H
H r Early Duck Plate Blocks Web $850

N.h., consists of #RW11, RW13, RW14 (3), RW15 (3),
RW16, RW22, RW26-27, RW30 and RW36, fine to very
fine. Scott $6,200 ..................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1280 H
HH Federal Duck Collection Web $750

#RW1 to RW55, mostly n.h. except RW2, RW16-17,
RW19-20, RW22 and RW30, fine to very fine. Scott $5,739 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1281 H
H Federal Duck Collection Web $750

N.h., #RW1 to RW64 (missing RW35-36, RW56-57),
fine to very fine. Scott $6,161 .................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1282 Hm Duck Accumulation $500
Mint and used on stockpages, plus modern $5 to $10 plate
blocks, noted #RW1 with 1934 cds, n.h., o.g., no gum and
dist. gum groups, some faults (noted), otherwise fine to very
fine. Scott $7,366 (+ face $300) .................. Est. $750/1,000

1283 m Massive Red Revenue Documentary
Documents $500
Hansen & Rowland Insurance Inc, based in Oregon and
California (dissolved), thousands filling 12 boxes (few with
supplemental documentation removed - then we gave up!),
from 1940s-50s period, all with perf initial cancels tying it to
the documents, few post adhesive period, all with multiples
used incl. up to at least $1000 value, a project, but adhesives
alone will add up to considerable value, fine . Est. $750/1,000

1284 Hm Old Accumulation $400
Sorted into glassines in various quantities, features general
Revenues, Documentaries, Wine, Playing Card,
Telegraphs, Tax Paid, also some Dues, Newspaper and
Parcel Post to $1, careful inspection is recommended,
substantial cat. value, generally fine ................ Est. $600/800

1285 Hm Federal and State Revenue
Accumulation $200
First binder has First issues, Documentaries, and reds;
second album incl. 1803 Rhode Island receipt for tea from
Canton China, various cigar, wine and States Revenues,
Future Deliveries with large used blocks of #RC13 and
RC14, Proprietaries, Stock Transfers, useful Parcel Posts
with plate # block of four of Q3, mint block of four and pair
Q5, Telegraphs, and selection of CSA incl. two used #1, lots
of cat. in this lot, worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1286 Hm Wine Lot $150
Oldtime accumulation most all identified in glassines, also
incl. Postal Savings stamps in two partially filled folders,
great lot for the specialist, generally fine .......... Est. $250/350

1287 m Collection on Pages $150
Selection of mostly first and second issues, incl. #R13b,
R21c, have a look, mixed condition ................ Est. $200/300

1288 s NY State Stock Transfer Tickets $70
Many hundreds in ½ full box, mostly 1930s period but some
dated circa 1913-1915, all with combination of NY State and
Federal Stock Transfer adhesives, also many hundreds used
NY singles in dupl., inspect, fine .................... Est. $150/200

Possessions Collections

1289 Hm Oldtime Group $700
Attractive mostly mint collection on early homemade pages
featuring issues from Canal Zone, Cuba, Guam, Panama
and Puerto Rico, also some Officials and Periodicals, lovely
assortment, review recommended, fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,200
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1290 Hm) Accumulation in 2 Banker Boxes $250
Balance from retired dealer, noted #102 sales cards, stamps
and covers, some post U.S. Philippines, worth a look, fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1291 H Canal Zone Mostly Mint Collection Web $700
Few hundred (occasional used) on well filled Scott pages,
noted #1 (old Royal cert.), 4-8, 27-30, 52-54, 55-57, 58-59,
67 (used), Airs, Officials incl. O8, Dues, generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1292 H Guam Mint Collection Web $200
O.g. on Scott pages, only missing #9 and 13 for completion,
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

Hawaii

See Lots 1388, 1410-1411

1293 H Mint Collection Web $550
On pages, mix of unused and o.g., noted #30-49, 50, 52C,
red and black “Provisional” overprints incl. 69 and Official
set, mostly well centered group, generally fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,200

1294 m Used Collection Web $425
On pages, noted forgeries of #1-2, 33 with lovely negative
“H” cancel, 42-49 ($1 with Maltese cross cancel), 52C, red
and black “Provisional” overprints incl. 63, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/800

1295 H Mostly Mint Collection Web $350
On Scott pages, incl. #20 (used), 27 (used, cert.), 30-34,
42-49 (47 used), 52C, Provisional issues to $1, Official set,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $500/750

1296 ) Postal History Incoming and Outgoing $250
From kingdom to territorial, noted 1868 incoming cover
addressed to Henry M Whitney (first Postmaster) from
England, 1864 from U.S. addressed to Mrs. Bishop (wife of
famous missionary), #31 used locally form Honolulu to
Maui, 1899 postal card from England, 43 (3 singles) on
Honolulu to Maui cover, some used and mint stationery incl. 
UX9 used, UE1, UY1 unused and unsevered (folded),
Zehler card, incoming from Italy in 1901, Germany 1903,
worth a look, mixed condition ........................ Est. $400/600

1297 ) WWII Cover Collection $200
Very interesting group of covers and ephemera, noted
Rohwer Japanese-American internment camp to Honolulu,
442nd Regimental Combat Team cover, labels, wartime
pamphlets for security, patriotism, etc., ship covers from
vessels at Pearl Harbor incl. Sep 11, 1945 Tokyo Bay cover,
various military cancels, worth a close look, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1298 H) Stationery Mint Collection $180
Incl. #U3-5, UX1-4, 6-9, UY2M, UY2R, UY1 partially
separated, UY2 separated, overall clean group, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

1299 Hm Collection on Pages $100
Selection of Bank Note and Provisional issues mint and used, 
noted #63 unused block of 4, fine to very fine . Est. $150/200

1300 H Philippines Mostly Mint Collection Web $700
Couple hundred on Scott National pages, noted #212, 223,
various long definitive sets mostly mint incl. 285-289D, Airs
incl. C1//12 and C17, E1, J1-7, few h. s."Victory" issues incl.
480, Japanese Occupation issues, fine ...... Est. $1,000/1,500

1301 H
H Ryukyus Complete Mint $350

Virtually all n.h., no #17 (separate lot), incl. #1a-7a n.h.,
later inscription singles, fine to very fine ......... Est. $500/750

1302 H
HH r Ryukyus Accumulation $250

Quantities of mint (mostly n.h.) singles, blocks, imprint
blocks, FDC’s, postal stationery, commercial covers,
Christmas Seals, etc. plus nice group of Philatelic
Handbooks and literature, high retail potential 
....................................................................... Est. $350/500

1303 Hm Ryukyus Accumulation $150
In 2 banker boxes, mint and used, stamps, stationery, FDs,
noted older auction lots still in packaging, inspect, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/300

1304 (H) Ryukyus Aerogrammes Web $80
Group of 12 unused (couple with favor cancels), incl.
#UC3a, 3b and 3c, fine to very fine ............... Est. $120/200

United Nations

1305 H
H r Massive Stock $1,400

From a retired U.N. dealer/representative to fairly recently,
housed in 15 packed banker boxes, incl. dozens of compl. or
near compl. collections, huge number of stockbooks and
binders, bundles of files of mint sheets, inscription blocks,
etc., nearly 1100 prestige booklets (50th U.N. Anniversary,
Heritage, Terra Cotta Warriors, etc., cat. $16,000+),
hundreds of year sets, hundreds of Flag sheets, many better
items (multiples of #38, 708a, etc.), packs of 100 of other
souvenir sheets and much more, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1306 ) First Day Hoard $400
Massive holding of 22,200+ from 1951 to 2011, vast
majority cacheted and most unaddressed, hundreds of
earliest issues plus large quantities of most all Flag issues,
many with imprint blocks of four as well as multiple #38
FDs, more than 500 large holding multiple blocks, souvenir
sheets and sheets, quantities of matched NY, Geneva and
Vienna sets, scattered First Day programs and maximum
cards, 2 of the 11 banker boxes are mint Postal Stationery
items that cat. to $50+, fine to very fine .......... Est. $600/800

1307 Hm) Collection in 10 Volumes $180
N.h., 1950 to 2004, incl. all NY, Geneva and Vienna and in
most cases used example as well, virtually all incl. imprint
block or blocks and also many sheets, there are first day
covers, souvenir cards, mint and used #38 and three copies
of 1½c precancel, fine to very fine ................... Est. $250/350

1308 H
H r Sheets and Part Sheets $160

N.h., sheet file filled with New York, Geneva and Vienna
issues with face value well over $2000 (in U.S. $ and U.S. $
equivalent), fine to very fine ........................... Est. $200/300

1309 H
H Mint Accumulation $150

Mostly n.h. in banker box, incl. 2 stockbooks with flag
sheets, collections on pages with #38, plate block collection,
etc., little recent, clean, fine to very fine ........... Est. $250/350
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1310 H
H r Mint Collection $100

N.h., in 2 Scott specialty albums, n.h. singles to 2005 incl.
Offices in Geneva and Vienna, inscription blocks to 1981,
plus Flag sheets in folder and dupl. inscription blocks, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

U.S. Postal History Collections

1311 ) Civil War Patriotic Group Web $1,400
30 used, noted various designs incl. flags, eagle, all-over
design, shield, several with enclosures, some very interesting
correspondence with accounts of battles, military leaders,
etc., excellent historical group, generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1312 ) Street Railway RPO Collection $1,000
In 14 books and loose identified and in order by city (with
extensive inventory), about 1450, mostly late 19th to mid
20th Century with better advert., postcard usages, postal
station cancels within DC area, many identified by trip or car
#, minor dupl. but with diff. dates, few additional not listed,
interesting group, mixed condition, Truax collection 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1313 ) Black Jack Accumulation $750
76 covers, noted combinations with other values, pairs, strip
of 3, DPOs, small towns, few Grills probably mixed in, drop
letter, worth a close look, generally fine ..... Est. $1,000/1,500

1314 ) Better Accumulation From Estate $700
100+ mostly 19th Century, noted stampless, #1 blue grid
Eastern R.R. usage, #7, 20, 35 usages, early advertising,
large Bank Notes, some 20th Century incl. C18 on 3 flight
covers, Confederacy, worth a close look, fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1315 ) Group of Better Items Web $700
40, noted #2 (pen cancel), 10 with green cancel, 33, 77 to
France, reg. to Foreign destinations, couple Locals,
Confederacy incl. #1c, 5, some faults, worth inspection,
generally fine ........................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1316 () Early First Flight Group $700
62 franked with #C1-6 (mostly C4), good variety of flights,
advertising, Dues, Special Delivery, worth inspection, high
retail value, generally fine to very fine ....... Est. $1,000/1,500

1317 ) Large Accumulation $700
Thousands filling 3 banker boxes, stampless to mid 20th
Century, noted WWII patriotics, APOs and other military,
flight covers, FDs, commercial, this lot will take some time to 
review, generally fine ............................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1318 ) Stampless to Modern $550
More than 13,700 housed in 9 banker boxes, incl.
commercial, advertising, censored, suspended mail, special
events, show cancels, balloon races, first flights,
inauguration, fancy cancels, collection of hundreds of covers
with plate number singles or strips, hundreds of covers
searching out obscure town cancels, etc., the lot incl. a very
substantial number of first day covers from the 2¢ reds to
recent, incl. a wide array of cachets, fine ....... Est. $800/1,200

1319 ) Oldtime Used Stationery Accumulation $500
From 1930s Germany and many addressed to Germany,
collection housed on handmade album pages and some
accumulation (some bound together of similar “U” #),
couple thousand with few postal cards, few mint, some with
additional adhesives incl. Washington-Franklins, minor
dupl., mixed condition with many useful or interesting items, 
unpicked, inspect ..................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1320 ) Mostly Government Mail $400
Filling 5 binders, incl. government penalty envelopes, post
office forms, official envelopes, advertising meters and
others, several hundred pieces, unusual group, inspect, fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1321 ) Commercial Unpicked $375
Many hundreds loose culled from large estate, mostly
1880s-1910s period, incl. few Confederates, Civil War
patriotics, AEF, APO, virtually all internal usages, mixed
condition ....................................................... Est. $500/750

1322 ) Priced Retail Stock $350
2000+ covers and stationery in stuffed banker box, sleeved
and mostly priced, 19th to early 20th Century, good variety of 
commercial mail, some interesting items with lots for $1
boxes, fine ...................................................... Est. $500/750

1323 ) Wells Fargo Express Group Web $300
9, consists of Silver City, Utah, Salt Lake City, U.T. to
Denmark (stamp missing), Silver City I.T., Bannock City,
I.T., Bemont, Nev., Carlin, Nev. to Prussia, 2 Calico, Cal.
and New York oval h. s. on cover to Cal., few faults, fine
appearance .................................................... Est. $400/600

1324 () Zeppelin Flight Group $300
90+ for the Los Angeles, Shenandoah, Macon and Akron,
also modern commemorative covers, plus a few postcards
and photos, various cachets, lovely group, worth inspection,
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/600

1325 ) Dealer Stock $300
About 75, 19th & 20th Century, good variety of issues,
sleeved and priced, owners retail $2676, generally fine to very 
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/600

1326 ) Accumulation in Banker Box $300
Over 300 in various binders, noted stampless, classics,
advertising, Zeppelin and catapults, must be seen to
appreciate, fine .............................................. Est. $400/600

1327 ) Interesting Accumulation Web $250
43 covers and several adhesives, noted group for 1901
Pan-American Exposition incl. #298 reg. to Germany,
group of early precancels, various “Paid” cancels on 1850s to
1860s, 3¢ adhesives and 4 covers, group of 1861-67 issues
incl. 15¢ on cover to France and 24¢ on cover to England,
plus 2¢ Black Jack on circular to Germany, nice group,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $400/600

1328 ) Early Used Stationery Web $200
6 pieces, incl. #U3, U5, W20 and U34 (Wells Fargo
usage), fine .................................................... Est. $400/600

1329 ) Military Lot $200
Box of about 2000 mostly WWII era military, APOs, FPOs, 
ships and more, fine ....................................... Est. $300/400
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1330 ) Stampless Accumulation $200
200+, 1820s to 1840s, good variety of towns, several diff.
rates, worth a look, fine ................................... Est. $300/400

1331 ) 1789 to 1815 Dulith & Wachsmuth
Correspondence $200
Of Philadelphia, 18 pieces most with content written in
French, incl. 12 with Baltimore straightline postmarks, 3
bearing New York Ship markings, origins incl. Baltimore,
London, Hamburg, Bordeaux, Rotterdam and St.
Sebastian, fine, Dulith & Wachsmuth was an important
shipping and trading firm in Philadelphia during late 18th and
early 19th Century ........................................... Est. $300/400

1332 ) 1930s Depression Illustrated Covers
and Letters Web $200
Unique lot of 37, with hand illustrated color drawings, incl.
patriotic, disabled veterans, NRA theme, Revolutionary
War heroes, Santa Claus, Grand Army of The Republic,
Halloween, mail carriers, etc., by Charles L. Dox of
Elizabeth, N.J., fine to very fine ..................... Est. $300/400

1333 ) Confederacy Postal History Web $200
6 incl. #1 (faults, CSA cert.), 4, 7 pair (CSA cert.), 11a, 12
on wallpaper cover, several enclosures, some transcribed,
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1334 ) Estate Commercial Accumulation $200
Hundreds in full banker box pulled together from huge
accumulation, mostly 20th Century, incl. Postal Card usages
incl. overseas, #10 size group, mostly 1920s-50s period,
occasional advert., unpicked, generally fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

1335 ) Somewhat Better Group $200
Around 100 mostly circa late 1800s to early 1900s culled
from estate, incl. postal card usages overseas with additional
adhesives, advertising, etc., many used overseas, condition
better than normally seen, excellent lot to price for retail, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $300/400

1336 ) Postal Card Used Accumulation $200
Few hundred in one third full banker box, nothing recent,
mostly late 1800s to mid 1900s, some with additional
adhesives with overseas destinations, some preprinted,
interesting group, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $300/400

1337 ) Postal Cards and Stationery
Accumulation $200
19th and early 20th Century group, also some advertising
covers and ephemera, inspect, generally fine ... Est. $250/350

1338 ) Cunard Line Mail Web $170
5 to Europe, plus 1 domestic with Cunard corner card, 1860s 
to 1890s, noted #78 to England, 159 to England, on
annotated pages, generally fine ....................... Est. $170/250

1339 ) Second Bureau Issues Used on
Postcards $150
14 diff., noted Foreign destinations, redirected, interesting
group, fine ..................................................... Est. $300/400

1340 ) Fourth Bureau Group $150
15, noted reg., Airmail Special Delivery, nice group,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

1341 ) Early Auxiliary Markings Web $150
8, late 19th to early 20th Century, with various markings incl. 
“Held for Postage”, “Misdirected”, “Dead Letters”,
“Mutilated”, “Missent”, nice group, fine ....... Est. $300/400

1342 ) Foreign Destinations $150
About 100, 1900 to 1945, surface and Airmail to wide range
of Foreign destinations, many useful, mixed condition 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1343 ) Registry Collection $150
Incl. late 19th to early 20th Century covers, reg. package
envelopes, registry package receipts, seals, literature on the
subject, very interesting group, generally fine to very fine,
Ex. David Straight .......................................... Est. $200/300

1344 ) Stampless Lot $150
41 incl. 1804 from Guadeloupe to Newburyport (no
markings), 1848 Kalamazoo, MI “death letter” with
handdrawn mourning border on face, a few free franks,
couple of transatlantic from U.K. and France to U.S.,
unusual Dauphin, PA postmark, 1847 Mexican War to
Governor of Virginia, nice lot, fine ................. Est. $200/300

1345 ) 19th Century Official Envelope Lot $150
47, incl. several with interesting U.S. Envelope Agency
illustrated corner cards, scarce to find in this quantity,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/300

1346 ) 1860s Wells Fargo Express Lot Web $150
8, noted cross-border from Redwood City, CA to Victoria,
B.C., usages from Wells Fargo offices in San Andreas, San
Francisco, Downieville, Auburn and Moke Hill, clean lot,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/300

1347 ) Small Group of Classics Web $140
5 incl. #1 (cert.), 10A (cert.), 11 with green cancel and
Boyd’s City Express on 1847 cover, fine ......... Est. $200/300

1348 ) 22 Classic to 1930s $130
Incl. #35 to Canada, #73 with fancy cancel, Express mail on 
#11, 149 2 singles to Switzerland, 1930s fancy cancels, 189
to Cape of Good Hope, Ripley NY soaring bird cancel 1886,
215 strip of 3 reg., etc., inspect, fine overall ..... Est. $200/300

1349 ) Estate Balance $100
Banker box with hundreds of commercial and FDs, noted
#C18 (2), better cachet makers, few stampless, 30¢ Prexie
single franking censored, have a look, fine ...... Est. $200/300

1350 ) Paqueboat Mail $100
400+ from 1920s to 1940s, good variety of vessels, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

1351 () “Flight” Group Web $100
Incl. #C18 on Zeppelin flight, SCADTA CLEU51-52 on
cover, 1942 crash, two 1936 rocket mails, interesting group,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200

1352 ) Accumulation in Banker Box $100
Several hundred 19th to WWII era covers and stationery,
noted Large Bank usages, censored, military, Airs, have a
look, fine ........................................................ Est. $150/200
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1353 ) Correspondence of Lt. Ralph Griswold $100
Of the store ship U.S.S. Bridge (AF-1), 15 letters (all but 2
dated Constantinople 1923), to his wife incl. original covers
postmarked U.S.S. Scorpion and U.S.S. Pittsburgh,
interesting content in regards to the Laussanne Treaty, ship
board life, French lessons (instructor “uglier than hell”),
going for short range battle practice in sea of Marmora, got
dysentery, saw a eunuch in a cafe, etc., great historical group,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200

1354 ) Alfred Terry, Sr. New Haven, CT
Correspondence $100
Lot of 33 stampless folded letters from 1818 to 1837, dated
and postmarked New Haven, the younger Terry frequently
in need of money and in one letter says that he is practically
destitute, interesting snapshot in history, fine, Alfred Terry
was Yale graduate and local attorney to his father, Nathaniel
Terry, who was president of the Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1355 ) Older Meter Mail $100
½ full banker box, from 1920s and later, nothing recent, incl.
corner advert, occasional one priced, older group than you
normally see, fine ........................................... Est. $150/200

1356 ) 28 Stampless $80
Incl. New Orleans December 25th 1825, 1833 and 1836
Marietta, Ohio on Court briefs, NY, fancy Utica Paid ms.
20, etc., mixed condition to very fine ............... Est. $100/150

1357 ) Second Bureau Group Web $70
5, incl. #300 used on 1904 deed from New Mexico territory,
interesting auxiliary marking from Norwalk, OH, 1908
usage from Rhyolite, NV and 1910 usage to Jamaica, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1358 ) Alaska Group $70
40 circa 1935-1940 to same family “Moseley”
correspondence, mostly scarcer towns are receiving cancels
incl. Circle, Eagle, Platinum, Russian Mission, etc., some
addressed to or from Texas, some with auxiliary markings,
fine to very fine overall ................................... Est. $100/150

1359 ) Modern Group $50
Several thousand commercial, mostly legal size in 6 cover
boxes and 1 full banker box, virtually all mid to later 20th
Century, $1 box material, fine ........................ Est. $100/150

1360 ) APO Accumulation $10
Many hundreds unorganized in full banker box, all from
Pvt. Dodge APO, mostly unopened with content, mostly on
6¢ Airmail envs., 1944-45 period, fine ............ Est. $100/150

First Day and Cachet Makers

1361 ) Massive First Day Stock $1,000
Approx. 20,000 in 38 cover boxes and 4 banker boxes (covers 
in albums), from 1926 White Plains issue (#629) to late
1990s, some dupl., primarily cacheted with variety of cachet
makers, early issues tend to be addressed, modern
unaddressed, overall fine to very fine, so you want to be a
First Day dealer? ..................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1362 () First Flight Collection $1,000
Hundreds of various flights mounted on pages in binders
ranging from 1910s to 1950s filling 2 banker boxes, features
first flights, CAMs, pilot signed, event flights, better usages,
rare and attractive cachets, Akron items, dedications,
catapult, crash, Alaska, Rocket mail and more, incl. 1931
Wilkins-Ellsworth Trans-Arctic submarine Expedition
(signed Wilkins), and many other fascinating items,
condition mostly decent overall, many dubious early items
noted (not counted), review is recommended, generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1363 ) Collection in 6 Banker Boxes $1,000
FDs, flight and events, FDs start with Norse-Americans,
Harding, Lexington-Concord (all on one cover), Ericsson,
Hawaii, many 2¢ reds, Parks, Prexies incl. lovely $5
Coolidge right arrow block of four, virtually all cacheted
unaddressed from 1940s to mid-1990s, a few in 1920s to mid
1930s have cachets, Airmails incl. flights or FDs starting
with #C1 onward, incl. C13-15 on separate covers, also a few 
news clippings, postage and miscellaneous philatelic
material, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $1,500/2,000

1364 () Large Flight Accumulation $700
Several thousand in 2 full banker boxes, 1920s to 1950s with
dupl., excellent variety of flights, dedications, some pilot
signed, crash, glider mail, worth a close look, generally fine to 
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1365 () Lindbergh Flights and Events $650
Over 280, all sleeved and priced, noted retail to $150, good
variety with some dupl., owners retail $6665, fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $900/1,500

1366 ) First Day Collection and Accumulation $500
Few thousand on cover album pages and loose, 1920s to
2005, dupl., earliest addressed and uncacheted, later
addressed and cacheted, modern unaddressed and cachet,
good variety of cachet makers, noted #552, 584, 610, 616,
628, 2¢ reds, Park issues, 3¢ purples, Washington
Bicentennial set, 1053, inspect, generally fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1367 () CAM Stock $500
Almost 300 first flights, many franked with #C1/C6, better
adhesives with siderographer’s, pilot autographs, printed
cachets, mostly sleeved and priced, owners retail $4660,
excellent lot, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $700/1,000

1368 ) 1953 to 1958 Hand Painted FDC
Collection $400
Seldom seen group of 95 by Paula Bogert and William
Wright incl. few early U.N. issues, please inspect, overall
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/800

1369 ) Accumulation in 14 Banker Boxes $350
Thousands of mostly modern FDs, cacheted, some
unaddressed, plus events and occasional Foreign, good
variety, excellent for $1 box, fine .................. Est. $700/1,000

1370 ) Flight and Naval Group $300
Hundreds mostly cachet in ½ full banker box, incl. some
censored Navy and 1930s cancels, few better incl. Pan-Am
clipper, WWII Patriotic, etc., clean group overall, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600
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1371 ) 1930s-90s Naval Cachet $280
Hundreds, large majority sleeved in ¾ full banker box,
mostly 1930s-40s period, incl. WWII patriotics, subs,
cachets incl. Crosby, clean, fine to very fine ..... Est. $400/600

1372 ) Baseball Related Group $200
Banker box with several hundred FDs of Babe Ruth, Lou
Gehrig, and other baseball issues, many diff. cachets, some
signed by players, plus Pittsburgh box with hundreds of
baseball events, many with corner card of various baseball
teams, several unique items, fine to very fine, Ex. Elten
Schiller, VP of the San Diego Padres .................. Est. $300/400

1373 ) FD’s and Stationery $200
Few thousand in 4 boxes, loose, in sleeves, some pages,
mostly 1940s-90s with few late 1930s, approx. 10% Foreign,
10% U.S. stationery and around 15% U.S. cacheted non
FD’s, clean, fine to very fine ........................... Est. $300/400

1374 () First Flight and Dedications $150
Several hundred on cover pages, 1925 to early 2000s (mostly
earlier material), good variety of FAMs, CAMs and events,
little or no dupl., generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $250/350

1375 () Trans-Pacific First Flights $150
Group of 70 franked FAM #14 and 19 flights incl. two
forerunners, some dupl., useful lot, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1376 ) 1929 to 1947 First Day Collection $150
In two binders with better found throughout, most cacheted
with better incl. 2 Harris Hunt cachets (#682), a few
Staehles (#907-908), mixed set of Army-Navy (#785-794,
Dietz, Ioor, etc.) and Leatherstocking baseball (#855), over
150 present, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $150/200

1377 () First Flights, Airport Dedication $100
Hundreds, about 60% full in banker box consisting of 1
album, sleeved, and loose, also airport dedication, some
heavy dupl. in 1940s period, clean, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1378 ) 4 Boxes of First Days, Etc. $100
Incl. cachet non FDs, some U.N., noted #589 FD,
Overrun Nations inscription blocks, etc., clean, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

1379 ) First Days and Mint Stationery $100
Couple thousand crammed in 2 banker boxes, culled from
estate, mostly recent addressed, unaddressed, stationery
recent, few better earlier hidden, clean, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1380 () Flight Stock $100
800+ sleeved, all diff. in 2 cover boxes, first 1940 to 1980 era
CAMs, FAMs and Jets, some with postmaster or pilot
autograph.s., second box all Jet era, 1953 to 1983, also some
postmaster and pilot signed, ready for sale, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1381 ) “Cachet” Accumulation $100
Few hundreds mostly 1920s to 1940s with cachets for FDs,
flights, events, advertising, etc., few Foreign and a bit of
modern, unusual group, fine .......................... Est. $150/200

1382 () Milestones of Flight Collection Web $100
100 cacheted, incl. #1 flown at supersonic speed by Chuck
Yeager, nice group, fine to very fine ................ Est. $150/200

1383 ) WWII Patriotics $100
Between 450 and 500, good variety of cachet makers and
subjects, minor dupl., worth a look, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1384 ) Modern First Day Accumulation $50
Hundreds in full banker box and 3 cover boxes, mostly 1960s 
to 1970s with dupl., unaddressed, cacheted, plus group of
events, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $100/150

1385 ) Hand Painted First Days $50
1980s-90s, 100+ with many Naval related incl. Remmick,
Adams, Gearling, Bevil, Collins, etc., clean, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

Postcards

United States

See Lot 2036

1386 ) Massive Unpicked Balance $3,500
Unpicked with majority mint, mostly U.S., in 25 boxes,
approx. 110,000+ (?) with mix of older and modern (some
dups), mostly in postcard boxes arranged where States and
cities were counted as topic, mostly clean, excellent 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/7,500

1387 Hm) Large Unpicked Older Lot $1,000
Around 6000 mint and used, about 70% mostly in albums
arranged by topic in 7 boxes, culled from larger hoard, incl.
some real photo, leather, etc., mostly clean, very good to
excellent .................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1388 H) Hawaii Classic Group $700
125+ unused and used postcards from early 1900s to 1940s,
noted real photos, excellent variety of scenic, natives,
buildings, street scenes, etc., largest group we have offered of
this very popular collecting area, must be viewed to
appreciate, excellent ................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1389 ) Accumulation of Mostly California $150
Hundreds of mostly used, 1900s to modern, linens and
chromes (few real photo), majority from southern part of the
State, noted Catalina Island, boardwalk, street scenes, hotels, 
nice historical group, very good to excellent .... Est. $200/300

1390 H) Sorted By States $100
1000+ mint and used, mostly linens, but some earlier and a
few later noted, good variety, inspect, very good to excellent 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1391 ) Accumulation in Banker Box $10
Hundreds of mostly mint in full banker box, few Foreign,
mostly chromes, inspect, very good to excellent 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150
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Worldwide Postcards

1392 ) Premium Lot $2,000
Few hundred mostly unused from early 20th Century to
1930s, noted many art nouveau from France, Germany and
Austria, noted lovely card of lady signed “I.R.”, various sets,
comedy, animals, seasonal, Koehler dances, sports, alcohol,
bawdy, fantastic group of classic postcards with numerous
$50+ items, allow plenty of time for this lot, excellent to
nearly mint .............................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1393 ) Large Accumulation $200
Group of nearly 4000 picture dating from early 1900s, topics
incl. street scenes, trains, ships, churches, bridges, trains,
mining, humor, etc., collection incl. nearly 500 postcards
depicting post offices around U.S., very good to excellent
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1394 H) Accumulation $150
Largely mint in 3 long boxes, mix of old and modern, some
real photos, linens and chromes, good mix of U.S. and
Foreign, fine .................................................. Est. $300/400

1395 ) Few Hundred $150
Culled from large estate, mint and used, all earlier period
only, incl. U.S. with preprinted 1898 to 1904 period
insurance cards, mostly views, few with interesting
destinations, fine overall ................................. Est. $250/350

1396 H) Germany Zeppelin Mechanical Web $100
Unused, 1909 inscribed “Gruss von der
Luftschiff-Ausstellung-Frankfurt a.M.”, lovely piece,
nearly mint .................................................... Est. $150/200

1397 ) Battleship and Submarine Group $100
About 80 mint or used, heavy in German fleet, mostly WWI
related, few freighters, cruisers, etc., some sunk, fine overall 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

U.S. Ephemera

1398 Nevada 19th and Early 20th Century
Group $700
150+ pieces, letters, invoices, warrants, checks, a mining
certificate, excellent variety of towns, noted 1904 cover from
Butler (now Tonopah), 1901 letter from Yoacham, 1900
letter from Zelda, 1928 cover from Wahmonie, 1892 cover
from El Dorado, 1899 Ruby Hill school warrant, Austin
1867 cover with contents, 1870 invoice from D.W. Earl in
Battle Mountain, owners retail over $7900, interesting
group, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $1,000/1,500

1399 Antarctic Expedition Lot $150
Mostly earlier Byrd expeditions incl. covers, contemporary
letters, 8x10" photo of Byrd expedition II ship S Jacob
Ruppert, autographs incl. Bernt Balchen (pilot for Byrd’s
1929 South Pole flight), various real photo postcards, some
dating to early 1900s, unused highly illustrated 1936 Lincoln 
Ellsworth transantarctic flight expedition letterhead,
advertising related to early Byrd trips, some very elusive
material here, fine .......................................... Est. $200/300

1400 1930s Pan-Am Employee
Correspondence $100
50+ letters from 1935 to 1940, mostly typed and multi page
from Charles L.R. Smith a traffic agent for Pan-American
Airways in Los Angeles, to his parents in Ithaca, N.Y., all
written on Pan-Am stationery with matching Pan-Am
envelopes, smith promoted Pan-Am to travel agents and
worked closely with many well to do people planning
airborne trips, letters filled with nice anecdotes, both
professional and personal, mentions meeting and knowing
Cecil B. Demille, Gary Cooper, Jose Ferrer and Clarke
Gable, some good aircraft content regarding Clippers, real
slice of life in 1930s, fine to very fine ............... Est. $200/300

1401 Banker Box Lot $100
Vast majority American dating from 19th Century to 1950s,
incl. letters, stampless coves, correspondence, interesting
printed brochures, postal history, Foreign banknotes, 19th
Century revenue usages on documents, photographs, travel
related, music topical, etc., from oldtimer with a good eye,
virtually all fresh and new to the market, fine .. Est. $200/300

1402 Homer Lee Bank Note Co. 
Trade Card Web $100
This company produced the first 3 types of U.S. Postal
Notes of the 1883-84 series (the successor to fractional
currency), lovely item, fine to very fine ........... Est. $200/300

1403 Ephemera Culled From Large Estate $100
2 boxes incl. 1933 German military photos, late 1890s diary
of NY policeman, stockbook of cinderella, older photos, pilot 
autographs on cover, etc., inspect ................... Est. $200/300

1404 Magnus Union Civil War Songsheets Web $100
15 unused multicolor lithographed patriotic songsheets,
topics incl. Ft. Sumter, soldiers, caricature of Jeff Davis as
woman, Belle Isle Richmond, VA, Yankee warship, etc.,
lovely group, fine to very fine .......................... Est. $150/200

1405 Stock Certificates $100
More than 100 elegantly engraved from 1827 to date, very
strong in trains, others incl. motor cars, gold mines,
allegorical scenes, and a couple of oriental stocks, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

1406 1893 World Columbian Exposition
Souvenir Ribbon Web $100
Lovely multicolor ribbon, fine to very fine ...... Est. $150/200

1407 1933 Century of Progress $50
Large size scrap book pages with brochures, postcards,
souvenirs about this exposition, unusual, fine . Est. $100/150

1408 WWI Mostly Naval Photos $50
175+ in album incl. many sinking ships, few graphic
battlefield scenes, etc. ..................................... Est. $100/150

1409 U.S. Shenandoah Dirigible 
“Gas Bag” Fragment Web $50
Affixed to facsimile of original affidavit signed by notary
Nelle Emsley, fine, found by Mr. M. Ducar near Ava where the
airship crashed on September 3, 1925 ................... Est. $80/120
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Worldwide Ephemera

1410 Hawaii Post Office Stamp Requisition $200
Dated May 17, 1889, request for 2000 5¢ and 1000 10¢
stamps, signed by D. Manaku, Asst. Postmaster General,
lovely collateral item, fine to very fine ............. Est. $300/400

1411 Hawaii Post Office Stamp Requisition $200
Dated Oct 21, 1890, request for 2¢ and 10¢ stamps, signed
by F. Wundenburg, Postmaster General, lovely collateral
item, fine to very fine ...................................... Est. $300/400

1412 China 1920s to 1930s Photos $1,000
Around 160 black & white images, many showing Japanese
Occupation and “torture”, very grim historical lot, inspect,
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1413 Worldwide Postage Stamp Themed
Trade Cards $500
Collection of 246 turn of the century showing wide range of
classic stamps of the world, unusual in such quantity, fine
 ................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

British Country Collections

Great Britain

1414 H
H r Postage Hoard $4,000

N.h., approx. £12,000 face value in commemoratives and
definitives, singles and block and some booklets, good
variety, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $5,000/6,000

1415 Hm) Penny Plate Exhibit Balance Web $1,000
Hundreds of used, mint (incl. several blocks) and covers
mounted on pages or in stockbook, plate 71 to 225, noted
interesting cancels incl. Azemar machine “A1" (7, incl. 1 on
cover), Newspaper Bureau (2), re-entry and watermark
inverted on plate 71 used, mint incl. block of 9 plate 81, block
of 6 plate 111, block of 9 plate 125, block of 12 plate 129,
block of 9 plate 137, ”imprimatur" of plate 176 (rubbed on
face), imprint blocks of 4 plate 193, 197 and 219, top left
imprint pair plate 222, plate 225 on mourning cover (fault at
right), Foreign destinations on covers incl. Italy, Guatemala,
Malta, Germany, Poland, Canada, U.S., France, Mexico,
India, Greece, lovely group to expand, fine or better 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1416 ) Mail Carried on Cunard Line Web $800
20 to U.S., various vessels, 1850s to 1900, on well annotated
pages, numerous rates and markings, nice group, generally
fine ............................................................. Est. $800/1,200

1417 Hm Collection on Homemade Pages Web $700
Few hundred mint and used, starts with #1 (2 used), a group 
of #3 used incl. pairs and a strip of 3, some better unused
early issues, later mostly mint with fresh colors incl. 111-122,
127-138, 187-200, GVI issues, few Offices, usual mixed
condition 19th Century, otherwise fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1418 Hm Collection to 1995 Web $700
Couple thousand mint and used in 3 Lighthouse hingeless
albums, classics used incl. #1 (4), 2, 4 (regummed), 96 (2),
108, later mix of used and mint, QEII generally n.h., lots of
modern postage, mixed condition on 19th and early 20th
Century, otherwise fine to very fine .......... Est. $1,000/1,500

1419 H
H Postage Lot $700

Approx. £3,400 face value in singles (commemoratives and
definitives) in glassines plus shoe box of booklets incl
prestige type, some of singles will be slightly stuck together,
but are usually easily separated, generally fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $900/1,500

1420 H
HH Mostly Mint Collection $500

N.h. to l.h. in 2 Lighthouse hingeless albums, except for very
few used, starting with Penny Reds and other classics, Scott
#58 with most plates represented, scattered mint through
EVII and GV, incl. 185-86 and 203-04, GVI 286-89, then
QEII incl. 309-12, 317-33, and misc. sets to 1990, extensive
representation of Machins, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $700/1,000

1421 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $350
Hundreds organized in stockbooks, on album pages and
extra stockpages, classics used incl. #1 (5 copies), 109,
Seahorses to 10/- values, modern mint, some modern
booklets, inspect, generally fine ...................... Est. $500/750
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1422 m Used Stock $300
194 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, 1841 to
1939, plus a plating of Scott #20 (missing 7 positions),
mixed condition. Scott $14,450 (Owner’s) ..... Est. $600/800

1423 ) Penny Plate Postal History Web $300
About 100, noted usages from Ireland and Scotland, lovely
hand illustrated piece, destinations incl. India, U.S., Poland,
Canada, Switzerland, Germany, Italy and France, nice
group, generally fine ...................................... Est. $500/750

1424 H
H Channel Islands Collection to 2005 $300

Compl. n.h. in 2 Scott specialty albums (2 first issue Dues
sets l.h.), Guernsey, Alderney, Isle of Man and Jersey, clean
lot, very fine ................................................... Est. $400/600

1425 H
H Channel Islands Collection $250

N.h., Isle of Man appears compl. in 2 White Ace albums to
1997, Jersey, Guernsey in well filled Lighthouse album to
late 1980s, clean lot, very fine. Scott approximately $2,500
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $350/500

1426 Hm) Mint and Used 1970s to 1990s
Collection $250
Strength in decimal definitives, in 4 binders (2 are
stockbooks used) on homemade pages, incl. booklets, FDs
used with multiples, dupl., mostly identified to some degree,
value in mint, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $300/400

1427 ) Postal History $150
Box of a couple hundred covers from stampless to 1960s,
mostly before 1945, good range of material with a good
showing of military, fine ................................. Est. $250/350

1428 m Penny Plate Used Accumulation $150
About 1500 sorted in stockbook by plate numbers, with
dupl., only missing #71, 224 and 225, few scattered mint,
excellent for cancels and study, generally fine . Est. $200/300

1429 ) Military Maritime Mail $150
Collection of 40 WWI and WWII Naval covers with wide
variety of franking and markings, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1430 m Penny Plate Foreign Usages Web $100
Consists of “C61" (San Juan, P.R.) pair and strip of 4, ”C"
(Constantinople), “C83" (Rio de Janeiro), ”A26" (Gibraltar) 
4 copies, “F69" (Savanilla), ”BO2" (Suez) block of 6, looks
like “D27" (Amoy?), nice group, fine ............. Est. $150/200

1431 m Penny Plate “Underprints” Web $100
9 copies, consists of Oxford Union Society (5, incl. 1 on
front), Great Eastern RR, J and C Boyd (2) and Copestake,
Moore Crampton & Co., nice group, fine ...... Est. $150/200

1432 H
H 1998 to 2005 Mint Collection $100

N.h., virtually compl. in Scott specialty album, high face,
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

1433 (H) Aerogramme Collection $100
Over 100 mostly unused, stamped to order, POW, 1911
used flight postcard noted, inspect, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1434 () Anguilla Aerogrammes Web $150
Consists of Kessler #1 mint and used, 2 mint and cto’d,
scarce, very fine. Kessler #1-2 ....................... Est. $200/300

Australia

1435 H 1913 to 1932 Mint Collection Web $1,500
O.g. (few n.h.) on Scott pages, incl. #1-12, 38-42, 44 (dist.
gum), GV issues compl., 45-52, 96-100, 121-126, 132, fresh
colors, fine to very fine. Scott $9,000+ ..... Est. $2,200/3,000

1436 m Used Accumulation Web $1,500
Hundreds organized in stockbook, with dupl., noted Roos
incl. #1-12, 38-44, 45-55, 57, 102, 113-129, later incl. 132,
166-179, high cat., nice lot for break down, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1437 Hm Intact Mint and Used Collection Web $1,500
In Minkus album to 1979, scattered earlies mint or used,
later mostly mint with compl. sets, strength in States incl.
NSW, Queensland, Tasmania, and Victoria mint or used,
usual condition for this type of collection, 19th century mixed 
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine. Scott
$13,000 ................................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1438 H Postage Due Collection Web $750
Good assortment of o.g. and l.h. on Scott pages, incl. #J1-J7, 
J9-J18, J20 (small facial scuff), J36, J46, J60, clean group,
fine to very fine. Scott $4,100+ ................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1439 Hm States Used and Mint Collection $700
Several hundred on Scott specialty pages, noted NSW #13,
19, 20, 30, Victoria 1, 3, 12, nice selection of Postal Fiscals,
Tasmania 5, 11-16 and Western Australia 1, some faults, but 
condition better than usual, generally fine  Est. $1,000/1,500

1440 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $500
Few thousand in various albums, on stockpages and album
pages, noted States, Dependencies, value in extensive
modern issues n.h. to 1998, noted Roos used to 5/-, faulty to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1441 m Used Collection $450
Several hundred in Schaubek hingeless album to 1979, dupl.
on stockpages, noted #12, 43, 95a with expo cancel in red,
noted some perf OS issues, fine to very fine ..... Est. $600/800

1442 Hm Collection to 2005 $350
Hundreds of n.h., o.g. and used sets and singles in album,
noted Roos used to 2/-, value in modern n.h., also used Dues, 
and mint AAT, clean lot, fine to very fine ........ Est. $500/750

1443 m States Mostly Used Stock $300
On priced pages but never offered, occasional mint, with
pricing up to $550, under 100 of mostly earlier period, mostly 
Queensland and NSW, usual condition as to be expected,
old retail $8400+ .......................................... Est. $400/600

1444 m States Mostly Identified $300
Hundreds scattered identified used on stockpages, old
approval books, and some dupl. in glassines, unchecked for
vars., cancels, items up to $50+ cat., typical condition, needs
inspection ...................................................... Est. $400/600

1445 () WWII Military Aerogramme Group Web $150
Over 30 items mostly used, incl. 6d postcard and 1/- letter
sheet used, “Blue Triangle” aerogrammes from India and
Singapore to Australia, FDC of 7d KGVI aerogramme, 2
postcards from Burma POW camp, worth careful
inspection, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $200/300
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1446 H South Australia Reprints Web $100
29 diff. items, all with “REPRINT” overprints (1 with
specimen), unusual group, generally fine ....... Est. $150/200

1447 Hm Bahamas Collection $200
Few hundreds mint and used on homemade pages to 1978,
scattered QV issues used incl. #32, later mint incl. 44-47,
QEII mostly mint incl. definitive sets, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1448 Hm Bangkok Selection of 10 Web $200
On album page mint or used, incl. #3 mint, 5 used, 6 mint,
mostly fine to very fine sold “as is” .................. Est. $250/350

1449 H
HH Bermuda Mint Collection to 2003 $250

Hundreds of n.h. and o.g. sets and singles in album (few
scattered classics used), value in QEII issues, clean lot, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/600

1450 H
H Bermuda Never Hinged Stock $150

N.h., couple hundred sets from 1950s to 1980s, good variety, 
some dupl., clean group, fine to very fine ........ Est. $200/300

Canada & Provinces

1451 Hm Better Mint and Used Stock $2,000
Few hundred on dealer sales pages in 3 small binders, good
variety of issues, minor dupl., noted classics used incl. #4,
17, 20, 23, 26a, 28, 57, 58 (2), 62, 84, 95, 103, mint incl. 21a,
39, 42-44, 47, 50 (3), 55, 56 (2), 58 (3), 59, 73, 79, 82, 83,
100 (2), 101-102, 111, 125 strip of 5 n.h., 127 strip of 5 n.h.,
129 strip of 5 n.h., 133 strip of 4 n.h., 149-159, 158, 176, 177
(3), 181 strip of 5 n.h., some back of the book, few faults, but
discounted from cat., owners discounted retail $15,200+,
worth a look, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $3,000/4,000

1452 m Oldtime Mostly Used Web $1,000
In old book on blank pages to 1970s, incl. #1, large Queens
to 15¢, few early Provinces used, F1-3, Jubilees to $3 used,
minor dupl. (mostly later), back of book, some later mint
blocks, #OX1, 3 mint, generally fine ....... Est. $1,500/2,000

1453 Hm Stock of Better Mint and Used $900
Between #18//218b and a bit of back of the book, some
dupl., noted 23 used, mint incl. 70 (5), 71 (2), 72, 73 (2), 83
(3), 92, 93 (2), 101, 102, nice group for stock, generally fine
to very fine. Scott $8,970 (Owner’s) ......... Est. $1,300/1,500

1454 m Used Collection Web $800
Hundreds in Scott specialty album to 1986, classics incl. #8,
12, 18-20, large and small Queens, Jubilees to 50¢, 96-103,
Admirals incl. coil pairs and some blocks of 4 to $1, all later
sets to $1, Airs, Special Delivery, Registration incl. F3, Dues
and Officials (O9 l.h.), generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,300/1,800

1455 (H
H Semi-Official Airmails Mint Collection Web $750

N.h., except #CLP2 no gum, group of 36, very fresh, minor
dupl., mostly fine to very fine .................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1456 H Newfoundland Mint Selection Web $700
O.g. sets on black stockpages (couple used), noted #61-74
mint and used, 78-85, 98-103, 104-114, 115-126, 131-144,
C9-11 and C13-17, clean lot, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1457 Hm Mint and Used Collection $700
On stockpages mostly late 19th Century through 1950s, with 
used dupl., value mostly in Canada but incl. couple better
Newfoundland sets, value in mint 1897 QV sets compl.,
Jubilees to 15c, 1908 Tercentenary, some dupl. used, also
back of book, fine to very fine overall ........ Est. $1,000/1,500

1458 P Essay and Proof Group Web $650
60 items incl. Newfoundland proofs with #24P green pair,
trial colors, Nova Scotia trial colors, Canada large Queens
Bills trial colors, group of 14 New Brunswick trial colors,
etc., very clean group, overall very fine ...... Est. $1,000/1,500

1459 m Used Collection to 1958 $550
Hundreds in Schaubek hingeless album, noted #4, 17-18,
large and small Queens with dupl. on stockpage, 50, 55,
57-59, 96-103, 136-138 blocks of 4, 149-159, clean lot, fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1460 Hm Provinces Collection Web $550
Mint and used on Scott pages, value in Newfoundland, incl.
#33 unused, 61-74 mint or used, 98-103 mint, 104-114
mint, 128 used, Airs incl. C6-8 mint, C12 used (faults), bit of 
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and P.E.I., some mint with no
gum, few faults, generally fine .................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1461 Hm Collector Stock $550
Useful 19th & 20th Century mint and used stock on manila
stockpages in 2 binders, nice assortment of 19th Century
material, careful inspection recommended, generally fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1462 m Collection in Minkus Album Web $500
Couple hundred used (scattered mint) to 1962, noted #5, 8,
20, large and small Queens, Jubilees compl. mint to 50¢,
used $1 and $2 (both roller cancels), 72 (mint), 80 (mint), 84, 
95, Provinces incl. Nova Scotia 1-2, inspect, mixed condition 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1463 Hm Collection in 2 Volumes $500
Housed in Lighthouse hingeless albums, incl. unused #14
and 17b, mint and used large and small Queens, 66-73 used,
mint 50-52, 54, 56, 58-60, used 89-95, 104-22, most pictorial 
issues from 1930s onward and virtually compl. from 1950s to
mid-1980s, also nice run of Provinces, especially
Newfoundland, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $700/1,000

1464 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $350
Hundreds organized in stockbooks, classics used incl large
and small Queens with dupl., modern mint, also nice group
of Newfoundland, inspect, generally fine ....... Est. $500/750

1465 H
HH Mint Accumulation Web $350

Mix of o.g. and n.h. on 3 stockpages, noted small Queens,
Jubilee values, Edward, bit of Newfoundland, few faults,
high cat., generally fine .................................. Est. $500/750

1466 Hm Collection in Scott Album $300
Hundreds of mint and used to 1993, classics mostly used
incl. #14-19 (no 16), large and small Queens, Jubilees mint
or used to 50¢, Quebec set mint, later mix of used and mint to 
late 1940s, balance mint incl. modern postage, mixed
condition on 19th and early 20th Century, otherwise fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600
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1467 Hm Newfoundland Collection in Lindner
Hingeless Album $300
Few hundred mint and used, some better incl. #C6-8 and
C13-17 mint, also dupl. mint and used on stockpages, plus a
bit of other Provinces mint, few faults, otherwise fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/600

1468 Hm Stock and Collections $250
Few thousand mint and used in White Ace albums,
homemade albums and 1 dealer box with #102 sales cards,
some better classics, lots of modern postage, inspect, fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/600

146 m Accumulation in Banker Box $200
Hundreds of mostly used on various album pages,
stockpages and in album, dupl., noted mint Admirals to 50¢,
Revenues, Newfoundland, some modern postage, generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1470 () Military Aerogrammes Web $200
Mint and used, incl. Kessler #103-105, 115a (2), 117a and
others, Naval aerogrammes, supposed only one known
noted, nice group, fine to very fine .................. Est. $300/400

1471 () Semi-Official Flights Web $200
18 covers, incl. #CLP5b, CL5, CL43, nice group, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1472 Hm Mint and Used in 2 Stockbooks $200
Hundreds incl. large and small Queens, Admirals, good run
of definitive pictorial sets in multiples to 1950s, then mostly
mint, incl. Airmail and back of the book, booklet panes,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

1473 Hm Provinces Mint and Used
Accumulation Web $200
150+ on 3 stockpages, value in Newfoundland, some dupl.,
high cat., mixed condition .............................. Est. $300/400

1474 m Used Stock $150
200 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, 1859 to
1939, generally fine. Scott $2,832 ................... Est. $250/350

1475 H
H 1989 to 2005 Collection $150

Few hundred n.h. in well filled Scott specialty album, lots of
face, very fine ................................................. Est. $200/300

1476 m) 3 Classic Items $140
Consisting of New Brunswick #8 on cover (Greene cert.
States #9), fine, Canada #27 on cross border cover (Greene
cert.), fine, 5b used with cleaned cancel, faults, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1477 H
H Postage Lot $100

N.h., ½ banker box with 1950s to 1970s values, dupl., bit of
used mixed in, inspect, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1478 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $100
In 5 albums, on pages, and loose, used stock on stockpages,
scattered modern, mostly low end, fine overall  Est. $200/300

1479 m Cape of Good Hope “Triangle”
Collection Web $1,000
Selection written up on homemade pages, noted various
printings, shades, incl. #3 (5), 14 (2), 15 (8), high cat.,
inspect, mixed condition .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1480 Hm Cape of Good Hope Collection Web $120
Dupl. mint and used on homemade pages, incl. a few listed
shades, noted #21 used, 41//54 (missing 50) mint, 71 mint,
nice group, fine or better ................................ Est. $180/300

1481 () Ceylon Used GVI Aerogrammes Web $100
4 used, consists of HG #FG-1 to Australia, FG-2 to
England, FG-3 to U.S. and FG-4a to Spain, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1482 (H) Ceylon Mint Aerogramme Collection $100
Comprehensive showing from #FG-5 to recent, over 125
mostly unused, very clean, very fine ................ Est. $150/200

1483 H
HH Falkland Islands Collection Web $1,000

Several hundred mint (few scattered early used) to 2002 in
Lighthouse hingeless album, noted #1-2, 6a, 20-21, 30-40,
48, 99-100, QEII compl. n.h., nice collection to expand,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1484 H
HH Falklands Mint Collection to 2004 $350

Hundreds of n.h. and o.g. sets and singles in album, value in
QEII issues, incl. BAT and South Georgia and
Dependencies, clean lot, fine to very fine ........ Est. $500/750

1485 H
HH Falkland Islands Group $180

Consists of o.g. #70-72, 84-96, 107-20, 122-27, 166-79,
1L19-33 plus a stockpage of post 2000 n.h. sets, fine to very
fine. Scott $1,300+ ....................................... Est. $250/350

Hong Kong

1486 Hm Mint and Used Stock Web $2,500
Few hundred on pages and stocksheets, noted QV unused to
96c, Edward 2c black proof on thick paper, 1891 QV $3
specimen, 1898 10c on 30c double overprint, 1969 Rooster
issue missing red color, plus a group of Treaty Port cancels
on pages, worth a look, fine ....................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1487 ) Cover Lot $1,800
About 300 items, from QV to QEII, lot of pre-WWII
material, 1930s to 1940s Airmails, noted Treaty Port
(Swatow, one addressed from Hoihow), good retail
potential, inspect, fine .............................. Est. $1,800/2,500

1488 Hm Mint and Used Collection Web $1,000
Several hundred in Lighthouse hingeless album, classics mix 
of used and mint incl. mint #27, 51, 64, 66c (faults), used 67, 
83, 104, later mint incl. 154-166A, 179, n.h. from 1968 and
fairly compl., Offices in China mint and used incl. 13 mint,
fine or better ............................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1489 Hm Collection on Pages Web $1,000
Few hundred mint and used, noted #20 mint, 22 used,
Edward issues onwards all mint incl. 71-81, 86//106, later
incl. 123 (cat. $750), 144, 154-166A, 185-198 all o.g.,
203-217 n.h., better commemorative sets n.h., issues to
2000s, inspect, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $1,400/2,000

1490 Hm 1862 to 1980 Collection Web $1,000
Couple hundred mint and used on pages, value in QV used
and mint QEII, noted #6-7, 17, 29, 34, 67, Dues mint, have
a look, fine. Scott $7,800 (Owner’s) ......... Est. $1,000/1,500
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1491 Hm Collection to 2005 $300
Hundreds of mint and used in Scott specialty album (pages
not compl.), classics used incl. #69, 121, mix of used and
mint to QEII, balance mostly n.h. incl. souvenir sheets,
inspect, fine to very fine .................................. Est. $400/600

1492 H
H Never Hinged Collection $300

In Lighthouse album, incl. #185-98, 203-17, 219-24,
234-46, 249-50, 253-54, 260-67, 308a, 388-403, 438a, 446b, 
485a, etc., very clean, fine to very fine. Scott $1,650+ 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1493 Hm Mint and Used Collection $200
Couple hundred definitive issues on stockpages, GVI to
QEII, minor dupl., inspect, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1494 (H) Aerogramme Collection Web $150
Comprehensive group of over 100 mostly unused from
#FG-1 to 1997, incl. specimens and errors, worth a look,
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

1495 Hm India & States Intact Collection Web $3,000
In Minkus album, oldtime lot with Convention States well
represented mint with compl. sets, Feudatory scattered but
fuller than usual incl. Sirmoor, India earlies mostly used with
better back of book, to 1980, 19th century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine. Scott $16,000 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1496 m India Classic Group Web $250
44 items used with dupl. for shades and dies, between SG#2
and 31, 4a values (8) cut to shape, high cat., nice reference
group, generally fine ...................................... Est. $350/500

1497 (H) India Aerogramme Collection $200
Outstanding group in 8 binders, mostly unused, specimens,
errors, etc., much thematic value, worth careful inspection,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1498 Hm India Mint and Used Accumulation $180
19th & 20th Century on manila stockpages, nice selection of
States, inspect, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $250/350

1499 ) Iraq British Occupation Postal History Web $2,000
About 170 covers and stationery, noted reg., Turkish issues
used from Baghdad, military cancels, various towns, 1 An.
overprint in 20 para stationery envelopes (10) and postal card 
(2), needs a close look, fine ....................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1500 H
HH Ireland Mint Collection to 2005 $250

Hundreds of n.h. and o.g. sets and singles in album (few
scattered used), overprints on G.B. incl. #1-8, value in
independent period, clean lot, fine to very fine  Est. $400/600

1501 ) Ireland Postal History Accumulation $250
Few hundred covers, mix of commercial and FDs, noted
censored, G.B. usages to modern, good variety, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/500

1502 H) Ireland Postal Stationery $150
Couple hundred mostly modern mint envelopes, postal cards 
and a few wrappers, dupl., clean lot, good for Ebay, marked
retail $1530, fine to very fine ........................... Est. $200/300

1503 Hm Jordan Overprint Lot $100
16 mint and used items, noted SG#20a and b mint, 41
inverted overprint (cert.) used, 60 mint, 66 used, 68 used,
couple multiples, inspect, fine to very fine ....... Est. $150/200

1504 () Malaya “Colton” Correspondence of
Envelopes and Aerogrammes Web $100
16 pieces with “Postage paid 25 cents Malaya” or “Postage
paid 12 cents Johore” h.s., date range from Sept. 1941 to Feb. 
1942, many with enclosures, interesting historical group,
mixed condition ............................................. Est. $150/200

1505 H New Britain Mint Collection Web $850
O.g. on Scott pages, balance consists of #2-8, 16-25
(missing 21), 32-33, 36-37, 48, 46h, 51 and O1-2, all verified 
by R. Gibbs, fine to very fine. Scott $4,177 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,800

New Zealand

1506 m Used Collection Web $500
Hundreds in Schaubek album to 1985, nice selection of
Chalon heads, later incl. #59-60, 145-159, 165-170,
179-181, 183 (2), nice collection, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1507 Hm Collections $350
3 different collection, first on homemade pages with value in
modern mint, second specialized remainder collection with
numerous shades and perf varieties late 19th and early 20th
Century, plus Officials, third 1953 to 1982 mostly n.h.
collection on well filled pages, nice group to breakdown,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/750

1508 Hm Mint and Used Collection $300
On Minkus pages to 1980, few scattered 19th Century,
earlies mint or used, later mostly mint with compl. sets,
scattered back of book, 19th century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine. Scott $3,700 . Est. $400/600

1509 Hm Collection to 2005 $250
Hundreds of n.h., o.g. and used sets and singles in album,
starts with couple Chalon heads used, value in modern n.h.,
Officials mint and used, clean lot, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1510 () Official Aerogrammes Web $150
11 used incl. Kessler #201-205, plus others and the very
scarce illustrated lettersheet Kessler 301, nice lot, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

1511 () 1944 POW Aerogrammes Web $100
Kessler #105 unused and used (Samuel GA.4a), Kessler
106 unused (Samuel GA.7a), fine to very fine  Est. $150/200

1512 ) North Borneo Postal History Web $1,600
Outstanding collection of dozens of covers in 2 albums,
noted many scarce postal stationery, several used (some
cto’d), many early pictorial issues, WWII items incl.
Japanese Occupation and P.O.W. postcard, square 1946
Victory commemorative cancel on BMA overprint set (2,
one to $2, other to $5), also later GVI to $10, rare cancels,
interesting censored, reg., plus some QEII incl. Sabah, a
very desirable group, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500
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1513 m Orange Free State Mostly Used
Collection Web $200
On few stockpages, incl. #13/16 used, 23-27 mint and used,
29a used, 30a used, VRI to 5/- incl. 50c block of 4,
Telegraphs, etc., fine to very fine .................... Est. $300/400

1514 Hm Palestine Extensive Stock $1,500
Thousands of mint and used organized in 4 stockbooks with
heavy dupl., various overprints, 1927-42 set mint (several),
Dues, paper varieties, overprint varieties, multiples, the
largest group we have ever offered, inspection
recommended, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $2,000/3,000

1515 H Palestine Mint Group of 6 Web $150
Consisting of SG#1, 2, 4, 43, 46 (signed), 3 n.h. strip of 3,
fine to very fine. SG £1,000 ............................ Est. $250/350

1516 H
HHm Papua “Lakatoi” Collection $350

Mint and used on homemade pages organized by SG
numbers (old), incl. #1-7 o.g. and used, 18 o.g., 45a used,
some overprint varieties and diff. watermarks, nice group,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $1,155 ........... Est. $500/750

1517 H
HH Papua New Guinea Collection Web $300

O.g. to n.h. in Lighthouse hingeless album, 1932 to 1975
compl. (C10-C16 used, missing J6) incl. O1-12, dupl.
122-135 used, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $400/600

1518 H
H Singapore 1959 to 2005 Collection $200

Few hundred on well filled Scott specialty pages (not
compl.), few early l.h. issues, balance n.h., incl. modern
souvenir sheets, clean lot, very fine ................. Est. $300/400

1519 Hm South Africa Mint and Used
Accumulation $150
Many hundreds to 1963 with most value in earlier mostly
lower denominations with many identified by plating or
positions in glassines, incl. Springbok ½d value with some
plated and identified by flaws, incl. #C5-6 used, few Dues,
dupl., fun lot for the specialist, fine to very fine  Est. $200/300

1520 (H) South West Africa Aerogrammes Web $200
Consists of 28 military and 3 illustrated letter sheets, a
number have mint and used examples, seldom offered,
inspect, fine to very fine .................................. Est. $300/400

1521 ) Tonga Postal History $150
100+ items, incl. 25+ “Tin Can” mail dispatches from
1930s, modern aerogrammes used, early 1900s postcards
used, worth a look, fine ................................... Est. $250/350

Commonwealth Collections

1522 Hm Malaya & States Intact Collection Web $7,500
Classics to circa 1980, all States well covered along with
Malaysia, Sabah, Sarawak, mint and used with many compl.
sets, better throughout, also few Japanese Occupation,
strong Straits Settlements, inevitably a few are probably
revenue cancels, but oldtime collection like this rarely seen
these days, 19th century some mixed condition, 20th Century 
mostly fine to very fine, excellent lot for expansion. Scott
$48,000 ............................................... Est. $10,000/13,000

1523 H Virtually Intact Mostly Mint Collection Web $7,000
Mostly compl. sets from early 20th Century to QEII period
with many compl. sets (some missing top values), incl. Aden
& States with #1-10, Antigua to Edward and GV 5/-,
Ascension 1924 to QEII compl. except Jubilees, early
Barbados used, later mint, Basutoland to 10/- sets,
Bechuanaland, Caymans, better Falklands with QV with
better shades, Gibraltar to GV £1 values, Iraq, Malta, New
Guinea Airs with SG#204, Niger Coast QV, North Borneo
with SG#112-124, 295-302, 303-316 mint, Nyasaland
mint, Papua with Lakatois, #130-145, Rhodesia with Falls
compl., Double Heads to 1/-, Admirals to 7/6, St. Helena
with Badge to 10/-, Kedah #1-14, 60-68, Tanganyika
#74-88, 93-107, Turks & Caicos, Zanzibar, excellent lot,
fine to very fine overall .......................... Est. $10,000/15,000

1524 Hm Mint and Used Collections, Etc. $4,500
Consists of America collection on Scott pages, to 1970s with
compl. sets mint and used (rough inventory incl., 12
countries cat. up to $2700 per country) total cat. $20,000+,
Bermuda 2 stockbooks and on pages to 1970s with few
scattered classics mint and used but mostly QEII to 1970s
(cat. $5400), early Bahamas, British Honduras, Caymans,
Falklands mint and used on #102 cards, etc. (cat. $4300 -
mixed condition), America collection mostly mint with few
earlies used in Scott album to 1970s with mint compl. sets
(particularly later); total cat. almost $40,000, 19th century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $6,000/8,000

1525 Hm Asia Intact Mint and Used Collection Web $3,000
To 1980 in Minkus album where applicable, consists of
Hong Kong (cat. $6675), Bangladesh, Burma (cat. $2749),
Nepal, Pakistan (cat. $1332), Ceylon/Sri Lanka (cat.
$7384), Brunei (cat. $1249), Singapore (cat. $1895),
scattered 19th Century, earlies mint or used, later mostly
mint with compl. sets, 19th century mixed condition, 20th
Century fine to very fine. Scott $22,000 .... Est. $4,000/6,000

1526 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $2,500
Hundreds on album pages, stockpages and cards, mostly
19th Century, noted large group of Australian States, also
Ceylon, India, Cape of Good Hope triangles, New Zealand,
Newfoundland, St. Helena, very high cat., some faults,
otherwise fine ........................................... Est. $3,500/5,000

1527 Hm Large Accumulation in 4 Banker Boxes $2,000
Thousands of mint and used from all parts of the
Commonwealth and all reigns, in albums, stockbooks and on
pages, dupl., noted better used Hong Kong, Ireland
overprints to 10/- mint, 1948 Silver Wedding sets mint,
QEII sets mint, Australia #95a o.g., New Guinea
#C28-C43 o.g., this lot will take some time to evaluate, but
will be worth it, faulty to very fine .............. Est. $3,000/4,000

1528 Hm America Collection in 4 Volumes $1,500
Few thousand mounted in Scott specialty albums, scattered
better QV issues mostly used, value in o.g. GVI and QEII
sets to 1980, nice collection to expand, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1529 Hm Accumulation in Banker Box $1,000
Few thousand mint and used on album pages, on stockpages
and in stockbooks, dupl., noted India #206 n.h. (pen mark
on gum), few 1948 Silver Wedding sets n.h., mint Canada,
Ascension #10-21 o.g. (missing 6d), classic Hong Kong
used, British Guiana, generally fine .......... Est. $1,500/2,000
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1530 H
HH Caribbean Collection to 1985 $1,000

Few thousand mostly mint (some early used) in 5 Minkus
albums and loose pages with Bahamas and Barbados,
scattered classics, value in modern n.h. sets and souvenir
sheets, nice collection to expand, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1531 Hm Collections on Pages $1,000
Substantial group of country collections featuring 19th &
20th Century mint and used mounted on quad pages, many
compl. mint sets, incl. British Africa, Asia, Caribbean,
Europe, some G.B. and Offices, worth inspection, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1532 H
HH Pacific Modern Mint Collection $900

Hundreds of mostly n.h. sets and singles in various albums,
incl. Australia and Dependencies to 1988, Pitcairn to 1998
(#11-12, 39-51 o.g.), Papua New Guinea to 1998, Norfolk
Is. to 1998 (2 collections, one to 1988), Christmas Is. to 1998, 
Samoa to 1998, Fiji to 1953 to 1998, clean lot, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,300/1,800

1533 Hm Europe Collection to 2004 $550
Hundreds in 2 Scott specialty albums (not compl.), classics
to GVI mix of used and mint, value in modern balance n.h.
sets on well filled pages, nice collection to expand, fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $800/1,200

1534 H
HH Mostly Mint Accumulation $550

With considerable n.h., through QEII issues, many
countries represented in 3 binders and a couple large
envelopes, many sets, singles, blocks and varieties noted, very 
clean lot with items selected for color, freshness and
centering, most items identified by Stanley Gibbons
numbers, also incl. box of mixed British and worldwide sets
and singles, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $800/1,200

1535 Hm Large Collection Group $550
Mostly 20th Century compl. mint sets mounted on album
pages, sorted into following collection groups, Australia &
States, Bahamas, Virgin Islands, Jamaica,
Malawi-Nyasaland, Mauritius, Montserrat, Nauru, New
Zealand, St. Christopher Nevis-Anguilla, St. Kitts-Nevis,
St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Straits Settlements, Trinidad and
Tobago, Tonga, some 19th Century and never hinged
material to be found, worthwhile assortment, generally fine to 
very fine ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1536 Hm Accumulation on Stockpages $500
19th & 20th Century mint and used, neatly arranged on
manila stockpages in 6 binders and various folders, incl. Asia, 
Africa, Oceania, and some Caribbean, careful inspection
recommended, generally fine ...................... Est. $750/1,000

1537 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $500
Hundreds of slightly better items, mostly cat. few $+ range
consisting of mint and used 19th Century to mid 20th
Century on #101 cards identified and priced, and loose in
glassines or on stockcards mostly identified incl. Cooks 1892
1d reprinted from defaced proof block of 8, Bahamas #16
group of 8 used and 3 mint shades (3 with certs), small
stockbook of QEII period, older North Borneo in glassines,
G.B. #1, QEII plated varieties and Offices in Tangier in
n.h. blocks of 4, real hodge podge that needs inspection, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1538 Hm) 1953 QEII Coronation Specialized
Collection $350
Mint and used collection in albums, over 430 covers and
cards, incl. scarce Quantas “Around the World Flight”
covers, better G.B. FDs, black reprints of G.B. produced by
Harrison for 1954 Penrose Annual, material collected over
40 years and formed basis for article that appeared in
December 1982 issue of the American Philatelist, worth
inspection, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $500/750

1539 Hm Small Accumulation of Better $350
Incl. Canada #4 used (4 margins), Trinidad 17, 57 o.g.,
Tobago 2 used, New Guinea C42-C43 o.g., Ceylon GVI set
with perf varieties incl. 286b, 286c o.g., Cook Is. 26 o.g.,
Ascension GVI set incl. perf varieties, G.B. #1 used (huge
margins, tiny thin), nice group, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1540 H
H Stock in 4 File Drawers $325

Dealers stock of Ireland, G.B. and Australia all n.h. except
for some early used Australia, modern to year 2000,
quantities generally a couple to 10 or so, overall quite high
face value, very clean lot, fine to very fine ........ Est. $450/750

1541 Hm Estate Balance $300
19th & 20th Century mint and used in stockbooks, on album
pages and in Australia album, also features Africa, Burma,
G.B., New Zealand and others, mixed condition 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1542 Hm Remainder Collection $300
Predominantly mint in Scott Specialty album, incl. used
G.B. #173-75, 222-24, 249-51A, mint 249-51, then mint
n.h./l.h., Bahrain, Bermuda 71-79, Canada 225-27, 249-62,
Ceylon 264-74, 278-89A, Dominica 97-110, Hong Kong
168-73, Malta 223-24, Sarawak 159-73, Sierra Leone
173-85 and Straits 217-34, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1543 H
HH Caribbean Mint Collection $300

Consisting of Barbuda, Leewards, Anguilla, Antigua,
scattered early mint or used but most value in 1960s-90s
period n.h., fine to very fine overall. Scott $3,288 (Owner’s)
 ...................................................................... Est. $400/600

1544 Hm Mixture $300
Few hundred mint and used singles and sets, good variety of
countries, have a look, fine. Scott $2,000+ (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1545 H Collection in Large Stockbook $280
Mostly lightly hinged, from early 1930s into 1950s, covering
reigns of George V and VI and QEII, many are higher values 
incl. Newfoundland #C11, Canada 156-58, 241-45, Fiji 93, 
Hong Kong 168-73, Burma 30-33, Gibraltar 114-18,
Gambia 164-67, Virgin Islands 124-27, Mauritius 261-65,
Bahamas 158-73, Fiji 147-62, St. Helena 140-52 and Sabah
1-16, generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $350/500

1546 H 1935 Jubilees Set Complete $200
L.h., incl. non common designs, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1547 H
H New Issue Accumulation $200

Many hundred mostly never hinged sets, singles and
souvenir sheets, some G.B., much topical appeal, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
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1548 Hm Collection in 5 Scott Albums $150
Several hundred mint and used to 1965, no Africa, some
value in Canada noted, fine ............................ Est. $250/350

1549 H
HH QEII Collection $150

Couple hundred mostly definitive sets (few broken sets), mix
of n.h. and o.g. from 1952 to 1962 housed in 3 SG New Age
albums, noted Ascension, Bahamas, Bermuda, Cyprus, Fiji,
Gibraltar and Mauritius, clean lot, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1550 H
HH) Modern Omnibus Issues $100

Mounted on album pages (o.g. and n.h.) in 2 banker boxes,
sets, sheetlets and FD’s, noted 1977 and 1978 QEII Silver
Jubilee, Royal Wedding (all appear compl.), fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1551 H) Rhodesia Area Accumulation $100
80 items, mint Postal Stationery from Rhodesia, British
Central Africa, Nyasaland and Southern Rhodesia, incl. a
few with specimen overprints, also a few modern FDs, clean
lot, fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $150/200

1552 Hm Caribbean Collection $70
Couple hundred mint and used on Scott pages, QV to QE II
issues, value in QV from Tobago and Turks Is., generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $100/150

Foreign Country Collections

1553 (H) Abu Dhabi Aerogramme Collection Web $200
Over 50 unused pieces (scattered used), incl. the unissued
40np, 50np and 75np, each on 2 diff. papers, the unissued
50F (2) and 2 Officials, seldom offered, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1554 (H) Afghanistan Aerogramme Collection Web $300
Group of over 50 unused (few cto’d) incl. double overprints
and missing colors, most unusual offering, fine to very fine.
Higgins and Gage #FG-1//FG-14 .............. Est. $400/600

1555 m Afghanistan Early Used Accumulation Web $200
550 used, almost all on piece, 1892 to 1900 issues, Scott says
that used are rare on many of these, so some are probably
forged, very high cat. (as unused) if genuine, a close
inspection is recommended, fine .................... Est. $400/600

1556 Hm Argentina Extensive Stock $2,800
Thousands of mint and used organized in 8 stockbooks,
1858 to 1960s with modest dupl., items up to cat. $500 each,
noted 20p values, Airs incl. Zeppelins, some interesting
varieties incl. specimen overprints (incl. Revolution set) and
proofs, very high cat., some faults, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $3,500/4,500

1557 Hm) Corrientes 1856 to 1860 Collection Web $700
Lovely group of mint, used and covers written up on exhibit
pages, noted #2 used (2), 3 mint sheet of 24, 4 used (3), 5
half sheet with 2 tete-beche, 6 mint sheet of 32, 7a used blocks 
(2), covers incl. #1, 3, 4 (2) and 5 (2), various forgeries and
reprints, nice representation of these popular and under cat.
issues, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $1,000/1,500

1558 H
HH Argentina Mint Collection $550

Hundreds of o.g. and n.h. sets and souvenir sheets classics to
1999 organized in stockbook and on black stockpages,
excellent showing of issues, no apparent dupl., Semi-postals,
Airs, Officials, surprisingly high cat., generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $800/1,200

1559 Hm Argentina Collection to 2001 $450
Few thousand in well filled Scott specialty album, classics
mostly used, mint from late 1930s with modern n.h.,
Semi-postals, Airs, Officials, nice collection, generally fine to 
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/800

1560 ) Argentina Classic Stationery $200
Pre-war collection out of Germany on handmade album
pages, few mint and dupl. of designs, virtually all internal
usages, some with additional adhesives, mixed condition 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1561 H
H r Armenia 1990s New Issues Hoard $500

N.h., full sheets and mini-sheets, plus some misc. multiples,
incl #457 (50 folded), 480 (114), 482 (58), 483 (140), 484
(147), 493 (109), 495 (60), 501-05 (23), 515-19 (9), C1
(43), etc., great lot for thematic stock or promotional use,
very fine. Scott $52,400+ (Owner’s) .......... Est. $700/1,000

1562 H
H r Armenia 1990s New Issues Hoard $450

N.h., hoard of sheets, mini-sheets, souvenir sheets, etc. note
#431A (16), 457a (200), 459-63 (13), 464-71 (50), 487-91
(30), 496-98 (63), 499-500 (120), etc., great lot for thematic
stock or promotional use, very fine. Scott $48,250+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $600/800

Austria

1563 m) Classic Cancel Accumulation Web $300
Few hundred on various pages, incl. 11 covers, excellent
variety of towns and cancel types, noted #1 (7), 2 (4), 7, 18,
33, large group used from Trieste, plus Lombardy-Venetia,
worth a close look, generally fine .................... Est. $400/600

1564 Hm Mint and Used Collection $300
Several hundred on homemade pages in 3 binders, 1850 to
2004, many compl. sets, Semi-postals, Airs and other back of
the book, overall clean lot, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$3,000+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $400/600

1565 m Used Stock $150
146 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, most
value in back of the book, 1850 to 1937, generally fine. Scott
$2,672 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $250/350

1566 Hm Mint and Used Group $150
19th & 20th Century incl. general collection in an Elbe
album and 4 stockbooks, generally fine .......... Est. $250/350

1567 H Classic Reprint Group Web $100
63 o.g. items in singles or pairs, early issues of Austria and
Lombardy-Venetia, good variety, inspect, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1568 m Offices in Levant Group $100
37 used pieces, primarily from Jerusalem (couple from
Jaffa), plus a couple registry labels for Caifa and
Gerusalemme (note spelling), generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200
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1569 ) WWI POW Disinfected Mail Web $100
9 covers, all from Russian POWs being held in Austria and
addressed to the Danish Red Cross, interesting origin and
censor markings, each marked “Desinfzirt” (disinfected),
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200

1570 H Belgium Mostly Mint Collection $200
Few earlies used, 1849 to 1961 on blank pages, starting #2,
later classics to 1fr and 2fr, most 20th Century in mint compl.
sets incl. min. sheets, some back of book, few covers,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

1571 m Belgium Used Stock $150
115 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, 1849 to
1938, generally fine. Scott $2,569 (Owner’s) .. Est. $200/300

1572 Hm) Bolivia Extensive Collection Web $8,000
Hundreds of mint, used and covers mounted on annotated
pages in 3 vols. to 1960s, incl. proofs, multiples, every
imaginable variety with inverted overprints, inverted centers, 
imperf., bisects, starts with 1863 forerunner issue (in black
and blue) incl. block of 10, first issue well represented with no 
less than 17 examples of the 5c olive green incl. a block, 50c
blue (6, one used), 5c violet (4), 10c brown (5), also noted 14
mint, numerous bisects on cover of classics and later issues,
extensive “EF” overprint groups incl. proof of surcharge in
block, wonderful Airs incl. imperfs., Zeppelins incl. C13,
C17, C24a-C26a, plus inverted overprints on cover, these
highlights barely scratch the surface on the collection, a
fantastic opportunity for the specialist, generally fine to very
fine ...................................................... Est. $10,000/12,000

1573 Hm Bolivia Mint and Used Stock $1,500
Hundreds of mint and used in stockbook, 1867 to 1980s with 
modest dupl., noted better first issues, items to $400, nice
showing of Zeppelin issues, better items among the ordinary
as this was a specialist collection that did not have its varieties, 
cancels, etc., properly identified, have fun, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,800/2,500

1574 Hm Brazil Back of the Book Stock $400
Hundreds of mint and used in stockbook, 1888 to 1960, incl.
Airs with watermark and overprint varieties, Officials, Dues,
several useful items, few faults, otherwise fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1575 Hm Brazil Collection in Scott Album $250
Hundreds of mint and used, 1898 to 1993, sets, singles and
souvenir sheets, much n.h. from 1940s, nice lot, generally
fine to very fine. Scott $2,500+ (Owner’s) ..... Est. $400/600

1576 ) Brazil Postal History $200
Interesting accumulation of 60+ items, incl. good 19th
Century, registry, also Airmail usages with DO-X, Zeppelin
Condor (4), attractive group, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1577 Hm Brazil General Collection $200
19th & 20th Century mint and used collection mounted on
Scott album pages, incl. nice assortment of large and small
numerals and other early issues, 20th Century features
compl. sets and souvenir sheets, decent collection, condition
varies, generally fine. 2014 Scott $3,496 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1578 Hm Bulgaria Mint and Used Better Stock $1,400
In stockbook, most value in 1879 to 1885 surcharge issues
mint and used with dupl., incl. #2 (3-mint, 4-no gum,
11-used, 3 (40 used), 19/21B (4-mint, 18-used), also some
later mint incl. 1931, 1933 Balkan issues, #1029 imperf, C3,
C12-14, J1-6 mostly mint incl. J1 (4), J4 (8 mint), etc., 19th
century mostly fine condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine, inventory incl. and showing any fault issues. Scott
$44,000 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1579 H
HH Bulgaria Collection $300

Hundreds of mostly mint (some early used) in 2 Minkus
specialty albums to 2002, noted #237-243 o.g., C12-14 o.g.,
loads of n.h. sets throughout, nice collection, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $3,300 (Owner’s) ................... Est. $400/600

1580 m Chile 1853 to 1865 Collection Web $500
110+ used incl. shades, cancels, multiples organized on
pages, Scott #1-14, many by position numbers, excellent
group for the specialist, generally fine .......... Est. $750/1,000

1581 Hm Chile Classic Collection Web $300
About 100 mint and used on old album pages and essays on
page, nice lot, fine .......................................... Est. $400/600

1582 Hm Chile Mint and Used Stock $250
Hundreds on small stockcards, classics to 1920s, dupl. with
multiples, good variety, excellent for retail, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

1583 ) Chile Mint Classic Stationery $50
Under 100 on old pages and loose, some used, minor dupl.,
some aging, used mostly internal usages, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

China

1584 H
H Valuable Taiwan Never Hinged Stock $4,250

To 1970s, 8 stockbooks filled with n.h. sets (plus occasional
used) with many better items throughout, highlights incl (all
n.h.) 1037-40, 1092-95, 1290-1307 (2), 1323-26 (6),
1355-58 (2), 1408-11 (5), 1414-17 (5), 1479-82 (2),
1561-62 (4), 1588-89 (5), 1624-27 (6), 1682-93 (5),
1740-49 (4), 1750-51 (5) plus many others mostly in blocks
of 4, very fine clean lot, please inspect., fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/7,000

1585 ) Cover Accumulation $1,200
About 240 pieces, noted a nice group of pre-WWII material
incl. Coiling Dragon issues, red band covers, few Taiwan,
PRC and other Asian countries, inspect, fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,800

1586 Hm Large Accumulation $1,000
Few thousand mint and used on stockpages and in 4
stockbooks, noted Shanghai Treaty Port issues mint, early
Imperial used, PRC early used and n.h. sets, plus 1980s to
1990s n.h. sets and souvenir sheets, Taiwan n.h., needs
inspection, fine to very fine ....................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1587 Hm Imperial Lot Web $1,000
Nice selection on cards, noted #1-2 mint, 5-6 used, 1898 to
1900 Coiling Dragon issues mint and used, various locals
incl. Shanghai, some dupl., inspect, fine ... Est. $1,500/2,000
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1588 Hm Collection to 2006 $850
Hundreds of mint and used mounted on Scott pages, classics 
incl. #78 o.g. (tone spot), various overprints, Taiwan with
modern mint, PRC early mostly reprints, later incl.
#716-731 cto’d, mint 1090-1094, 1104-1107, 1126-1129,
1255-1270, 1540, inspect, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,800

1589 H
H Taiwan New Issue Accumulation $600

Nice range to mid 2000s plus some better older issues from
1960s incl 1323-26 (4), 1327-30 (10) plus others, many in
quantities 4-10, overall very fine .................. Est. $800/1,200

1590 ) Postal History Lot $600
100+ items, from earlies, noted Yunan reg. pieces, inflation
period, few from other Asia areas, inspect, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1591 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $500
Thousands in stockbooks, stockpages, album pages filled
with Imperial, Republic, Taiwan and PRC incl useful range
of coiling dragons, mint Taiwan, nice PRC, sparse Treaty
Port collection with block of 30 of ½c Kewkiang plus approx
3500+ copies of used 2nd Peking ptg. junks (unpicked for
cancels), lots of useful material here that need close
inspection., generally fine to very fine .......... Est. $700/1,000

1592 H Northeast China Collection $400
Attractive, interesting collection mounted on quad pages,
incl. many compl. sets, also some Northwest China, worth
inspection, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $600/800

1593 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $300
Few thousand in various stockbooks, on stockpages,
approval pages, sheet folders, dupl., all areas, Imperial,
Republic, Taiwan, PRC, Occupations, etc., anything could
be in here, worth a close look, fine ................... Est. $400/600

1594 Hm Mint and Used Accumulation $200
Culled from estate, mostly PRC, in small box, incl. 7
booklets of #1863a, 1970s group cat. $200, 1950s used
stationery cards, Manchuria used, 1930 Junk issues on
oversized cover reg. to Texas, etc., inspect, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1595 H Treaty Port Accumulation Web $150
Oldtime group of a few hundred mint on small stockcards,
noted Amoy, Chinkiang, Chungking, Foochow, Ichang,
Wuhu and a very large quantity of Kewkiang, inspect, mixed
condition ....................................................... Est. $300/400

1596 (H) Taiwan Aerogramme Collection $150
Group of over 200 unused (few scattered used) from HG
#F-1, good variety of issues, inspect, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

People’s Republic of China

1597 H
H Massive New Issue Hoard in 

3 Banker Boxes $1,600
N.h., Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets, sheetlets,
booklets, etc, from 1990s to 2009, many 5 of each as received
by owner from various new issue dealers, huge new issue cost
and very high cat. value, overall very fine .. Est. $2,500/3,000

1598 Hm Collection on Minkus Pages Web $1,000
Hundreds of used and mint sets from 1950s to 1978
mounted on pages, most early issues reprints, but later better
mint sets incl. #467-482, 487-489, 592-599, 612-614,
639-646, 661-680 (couple with light tone spots), 684-695,
767-781 (couple with light tone spots), 1076-1079,
1067-175 (incl. strip of 3, light soiling), 1084-1089,
1095-1098, 1108-1113, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1599 ) 1980s Mostly Multicolor
Correspondence to Italy $400
Couple hundred with Airmails in 2 albums, all material with
arrival, several min. sheet usages, some of the early postal
samples (crossed-out lines on value) also accepted and
circulated with no charge, most unusual, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $600/800

1600 H
H Never Hinged Collection and Stock $350

1984-97 in 2 albums plus 2 stockbooks with lots of extra sets,
souvenir sheets plus some modern Taiwan sets, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1601 ) Modern Cover Group $250
Clean and attractive assortment of FDs, maxi-cards, some
commercial and souvenir items, ranging from 1950s to
1990s, very fine .............................................. Est. $300/400

1602 m 1950s to 1960s Used Accumulations $200
Thousands from this early period incl much desirable CTO,
worth examination, fine to very fine ................ Est. $300/400

1603 ) Modern Postal History $150
Box of 1500 covers from 1990s, all addressed to Finland,
interesting mix with some reg. and commemoratives, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1604 Hm Columbia Mint and Used Stock Web $850
Hundreds of mint and used organized in stockbook, 1859 to
1976, moderate dupl., noted useful early material, States and
Airs incl. n.h. blocks of 4 of SCADTA set to 5p, should be
some “sleepers” in this lot, collector of this holding was a
specialist and had not gone through this material yet, some
faults, but worth a close look, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,800

1605 m Costa Rica Used Collection $300
Hundreds in well filled Palo hingeless album, 1863 to 1975,
noted better early issues, few covers incl. 1940
Pan-American FD, 1941 Soccer, back of the book incl.
Guanacaste #12, clean lot, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1606 H
H Cuba Never Hinged Collection $200

N.h., hundreds of sets on homemade pages, 1962 to 1979,
clean lot, very fine. Scott $2,430 (Owner’s) .... Est. $300/400

1607 H
HH Cyrenaica Mint Group $100

Consists of #59-64 n.h., 65-77 n.h., C1-3 n.h., C6-11 n.h.
and C24-29 o.g., fine to very fine. Scott $451 .. Est. $150/200

1608 H D.W.I. Mint Collection Web $300
On Scott pages, only missing #23 for completion (2 and 12
used), generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $400/600
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Denmark

1609 H) Extensive Christmas Seal Collection Web $500
1904 to 1985, each year represented by a postcard (or cover)
and a mint stamp, collateral items incl. progressive color
proofs and imperf pairs, put together over many years by
dedicated specialist, valuable items throughout, fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1610 Hm Mint and Used Collection Web $500
Hundreds in Scott album to 1980s, good showing of classics
used incl. page with varieties and cancels, plus Christmas
Seals, Faroe Is. n.h. and D.W.I., few faults on 19th Century,
otherwise fine to very fine. Scott $5,700 (Owner’s) 
.................................................................... Est. $700/1,000

1611 m Mostly Used Collection $300
Several hundred in 2 Lighthouse hingeless albums, pages to
2006, fairly compl. from 1930 to 1985, noted #11-15, 82,
164-175 blocks of 4, few faults on classics, otherwise fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

1612 m Classics Used Collection Web $250
1851 to 1880s on oldtime pages, noted #3-6, 10, 11-15, 20,
24, Officials incl. O3, few faults, otherwise fine 
....................................................................... Est. $350/500

1613 m Used Stock $200
167 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, 1851 to
1937, generally fine. Scott $3,226 (Owner’s) .. Est. $300/400

1614 Hm Mint and Used Collection $200
Couple hundred on Scott specialty pages to 1940s, noted
#14-15 used, 139, 141 mint, 185-191 mint, Airs mint incl.
C1-C5, few minor faults, but condition better than usual,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

1615 ) Interesting Accumulation $150
Consists of 175 covers written up on homemade pages, 1920s 
to 1950s, various cancels and usages, noted 39 philatelic
exposition cancels from 1940s to 1950s, Boy Scout camp
cancels, events, reg., flights incl. Zeppelin, tete-beche
booklet pane pairs, crash cover, censored, railway cancels,
plus two very unusual 1892 Post Office books showing
uniforms and transportation, finally “The Postage Stamps of
Denmark 1851 to 1951" by Schmidt-Andersen, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1616 Hm 1852 to 1982 Collection $150
Mint and used collection in Lighthouse hingeless album,
many compl. sets, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $200/300

1617 (H) Dubai Aerogramme Collection Web $150
Comprehensive group of over 100 mostly unused (few used
incl. reg.), incl. errors, unissued, seldom seen, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1618 (H) Dubai Scout Aerogrammes Web $100
Over 30 mostly unused, incl. originals, reprints, errors and
the 6 unissued World Scout Jamboree, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1619 Hm Egypt 1866 to 1906 Exhibit Web $1,000
Hundreds of mint and used mounted and written up on
pages, noted used #1-6, 15 (2), in depth study of 1879-1906
issues incl. shades, inverted watermarks, gutter blocks,
covers, lovely group, fine to very fine ........ Est. $1,500/2,000

1620 H Egypt Mostly Mint Collection $500
Hundreds of mostly o.g. (some early used) mounted in well
filled Scott album to 1989, only missing a few key items for
completion, incl. Semi-postals, Airs and Occupation issues,
clean lot, fine to very fine. Scott $4,950 (Owner’s) 
.................................................................... Est. $700/1,000

1621 Hm Egypt Mint and Used Collection Web $250
Few hundred on homemade pages to 1950s, value in classics
incl. #5-6 used, apparent proofs of 1 and 4-6, 15 (2) used,
50-59 mint, generally fine .............................. Est. $400/600

1622 Hm Ethiopia Accumulation $500
Few thousand mint and used, noted stockbook filled with
early issues with various overprints and numerous varieties
(some stuck to pages), presentation folders from 1970s,
bundleware of modern issues, P.O. announcements incl.
photos, fine ................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1623 H Faroe Islands Complete to 2011 Web $300
Mounted in album, #1 used on piece with 5øre, 2-5 o.g. (all
signed BBP), all n.h. incl. min. sheets, booklets, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/600

1624 H
H Finland Modern Mint Stock $500

N.h. (o.g. not counted), hundreds of sets and singles
organized on stockpages by Scott numbers with dupl., 1918
to 1984, incl. Semi-postals, clean lot, fine to very fine. 2009
Scott $5,500 (Owner’s) ............................... Est. $700/1,000

1625 m Finland Classics Used Collection Web $350
1856 to 1901 on oldtime pages, noted #2 pen cancel, 4, 6-11, 
36-37, 57-58, 69, few minor faults, otherwise fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1626 m Finland Used Stock $100
90 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, 1866 to
1939, generally fine. Scott $1,495 (Owner’s) .. Est. $140/200

France

1627 m) Classic Collection Web $700
About 150 covers (few fronts) with numerous adhesives
mounted and written up on homemade pages, stampless to
1870s, focus was on Paris cancels, noted numeral in star
cancels on covers, between #1//39, several covers franked
with 80c values, 3 Balloon Monte covers (#BM9, BM47
and BM55), generally fine ....................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1628 Hm 20th Century Mint and Used $500
To 1973 in Scott album, starting 1906, mostly compl. 1932
on, Semis 1928 on and compl. 1935 on, Airs C1-2 and 1947
on compl., also dupl. used collection relatively compl. 1900 to 
1966, Semis 1935 to 1966 mostly compl., few back of book,
dupl. on stockpages with few Colonies, mostly fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1629 Hm Mint and Used Collection $450
Mounted on quad pages in an album and a binder, France
features some early singles and Semi-postal sets, Colonies
features an interesting assortment of first issues Scott #1-6
imperfs and some French Liberation issues, Offices incl.
Turkey, Port Saide, Cavalle, Egypt, Hatay, Levant and
Alaouites, also covers, fine to very fine ............ Est. $600/800
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1630 Hm Collection in Scott Specialty Album $350
Couple thousand mint and used to 1993, classics used incl.
#1, 7, 9, 10, 17, 37, 46-48, mix of mint and used from 1920s
to 1940, balance mint with modern n.h., no back of the book,
mixed condition on 19th and early 20th Century, otherwise
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/750

1631 m Used Stock $350
250 diff., mostly used singles on dealer sales pages, 1849 to
1939, generally fine. Scott $5,867 (Owner’s) .. Est. $500/750

1632 H
HH Mint Accumulation $350

Identified n.h. to o.g. (earlier) on stockpages, mostly 1940s to 
circa 1970, incl. Semis, Airs, some dupl. incl. blocks of 4, few
souvenir sheets, etc., fine to very fine lot .......... Est. $500/750

1633 ) Postal History Accumulation $150
About 340 covers and 80 fronts from France and various
Colonies, noted nice group from Martinique (50+), classics
to mid 20th Century, generally fine ................ Est. $250/350

1634 H
H 1968 to 1985 Mint $120

N.h., virtually compl. mounted in Schaubek album, incl.
souvenir sheet, very fine. Scott $790 ............... Est. $160/300

1635 () Military Aerogrammes Web $100
4 used, incl. 2 WWI aviation school letter cards (Kessler 102, 
102a), plus 2 military air cards from WWII, fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $150/200

French Colonies

1636 Hm Mint and Used Collection $1,800
Few thousand in Scott specialty albums, noted better mint
Comoros Is., Reunion, New Caledonia, some long sets,
worth a close look, better items throughout, generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1637 H) Africa Country Collections $800
Clean and attractive collection group, consists of mostly early
to mid 20th Century compl. mints sets mounted on quad
pages in 6 binders, over 20 various countries represented, the
most substantial being Guinea, Ivory Coast and Senegal,
many better sets throughout, incl. covers and non-Scott listed 
items, well worth inspection, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1638 Hm Middle East Stock $700
Few thousand mint and used in 3 stockbooks and on pages
with dupl., consists of Cilicia with various overprints on
Turkey and France incl. multiples, Lebanon overprints on
France, modern Syria, excellent for retail, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1639 H) Africa Country Groups $700
19th & 20th Century mint collections attractively mounted
on quad pages in 6 binders, features 20 different countries,
the most substantial being Madagascar, Reunion and Somali 
Coast, many better compl. sets throughout, also incl. covers
and non-Scott listed material, review will prove rewarding,
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $800/1,200

1640 ) Oceania Postal History $350
Fascinating group of covers, incl. reg., paquebot, censored
(one double-censored), dual franking, one to Hawaii, others
very early 20th Century, worth inspection, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1641 H Guadeloupe and Martinique $300
19th & 20th Century mint collections attractively mounted
on quad pages in 2 binders, also incl. French Guiana, better
sets throughout, fine to very fine. 2014 Scott $2,870
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $400/600

1642 H Pacific Collections $300
19th & 20th Century mint collections attractively mounted
on quad pages in 2 binders, features Polynesia (Tahiti), New
Caledonia, New Hebrides and Wallis & Futuna, nice
assortment of compl. sets, fine to very fine ...... Est. $400/600

1643 Hm Neat Little Group $250
19th & 20th Century mint and used, incl. various sets and
singles from mostly Africa on quad album pages in file
folders, also Offices and two stockpages filled with a selection 
of mint issues from Martinique, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1644 ) Postal History Stock $150
35 pieces, 19th & 20th Century, variety of countries, sleeved
and priced, owners retail $1276, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1645 Hm French India Mint and Used Collection $350
On album and stockpages with dupl., good variety of issues
from cancels on 1871 general issues to 1940s, several sets,
fine to very fine. Scott $2,350 (Owner’s) ........ Est. $500/750

1646 H French India Collection $150
19th & 20th Century attractive collection mounted on quad
pages in a binder, many compl. sets, interesting and
worthwhile, fine to very fine ........................... Est. $200/300

1647 H
H F.S.A.T. Never Hinged Selection $180

Between #11//66 and C1//C40a, no dupl., incl. 16-19,
23-24, 30, C6 and C14, very fine. Scott $893 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

Germany & Colonies

1648 Hm Saar Mint and Used Stock $2,400
Hundreds of mint and used in stockbook and sheet folder,
1920 to 1957, modest dupl. mostly 3 or 4 of each, value in
mint with a large part being n.h. with sets from €100 to
€1000, noted 2 Madonna sets, one n.h., clean used with
many expertised, hardly a fault to be found in this fresh, clean
lot, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $3,000/3,500

1649 Hm Large Accumulation $1,400
Thousands of mint and used from #1 to 1990s, large group
organized in stockbooks by Scott numbers with dupl., plus
collections and other stockbooks, filling 3 banker boxes,
several $100+ items, also Colonies, States, nice group of
Berlin, Occupations, etc., from local collector and
accumulated over decades, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1650 H Third Reich Mint Collection $850
Hundreds of o.g. mounted in oldtime Schaubek album,
formed by collector in Germany during 1930s to 1950s,
singles, several blocks (n.h. copies incl.), few varieties, also
selection of postal and propaganda cards, only missing #B58 
for completion, booklet varieties incl. Michel #MHB47
and MHB71, B68 full o.g. (hasn’t destroyed sheet!), plus
various Occupations incl. Rumburg, lovely collection,
inspection worthwhile, fine to very fine ..... Est. $1,200/1,800
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1651 Hm Mint and Used Collection $850
Housed in 2 bulging Minkus albums filling a banker box,
19th and early 20th Century mostly used, decent run of
German States as well as early Germany, mint predominates
from Third Reich to 2000 and beyond, better items incl. n.h.
#B19-22, B49-57 l.h., B69-78 n.h., B104 n.h., DDR incl.
B82-84 used, Saar, Danzig and Occupation issues also
noted, collector liked to incl. both mint and used when he
could, so many issues have dupl., generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,800

1652 Hm Mint and Used Collection $800
Few thousand in Scott specialty albums to 1990, noted better
mint Offices and Colonies, high cat. States, Third Reich
mint, West Germany early n.h. material incl. Semi-postals,
Saar, no Berlin or DDR, have a look, mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,800

1653 Hm) Oldtime States Collection Web $700
Hundreds of mint and used in oldtime Schaubek album,
formed in 1930s to 1950s in Germany, dupl. for shades,
cancels, etc., plus a few covers incl. stampless, noted Baden
#1 used, 14 used, 18 used on piece, 24 used, Prussia 21-22
used on piece, Saxony 14 used, Wurttemberg 6, 18 (2), 33,
40, 46 and 53 used, 39 on cover, very high cat., some faults,
but condition better than usually seen, fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1654 H Third Reich Mint Collection Web $700
Hundreds o.g. in Lighthouse hingeless album, compl. for
Germany, souvenir sheets used (except #B58), Feldpost
incl. Michel #13 unused (signed Engel), Bohemia &
Moravia, General Government issues, overprints on
German issues, clean collection, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1655 Hm Saar Extensive Collection Web $550
Hundreds of mint and used, plus covers on well filled
Schaubek pages, 1920 to 1959, only missing few items for
compl., incl. #1-17, B37-43 mint, B23-29 and B30-36 used, 
several covers incl. B69-73, B77-81, B69-73, B76, B77-81,
C4, C9-11, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $800/1,200

1656 Hm Accumulation in 3 Banker Boxes $500
Thousands of used and mint in stockbooks and albums
filling 3 banker boxes, classics to modern n.h., noted some
better Third Reich, States, etc., great winter sorting project,
mixed condition .......................................... Est. $750/1,000

1657 ) Covers From Estate $500
Couple thousand, inflation to postwar covers, noted good
early West Germany and Berlin commercial mail, also Allied
Occupations, few Airmail incl. Zeppelin flights, worth
inspection, fine ........................................... Est. $750/1,000

1658 H Collection in Hingeless Albums $500
Mostly mint collection (some early used) in 2 vols. to 1945,
noted #1, 5, 13, 22, several Semi-postal n.h. incl. #B57,
B55a, B141-143, B104, WWI Occupations, Danzig mint,
nice collection to expand, fine or better ........ Est. $700/1,000

1659 Hm 1933 to 2000 Collection $500
Hundreds of mint and used in 10 Lindner hingeless albums,
Third Reich mostly used, balance mint (early issues o.g.,
later n.h.) with lots of dupl. used, noted Berlin (to 1990)
black and red overprint sets (not signed), #9N35-9N41
o.g., nice collection, fine to very fine ............ Est. $700/1,000

1660 ) Postal History Stock $500
100+ covers and cards, good variety of mostly Third Reich
to 1950s commercial usages, censored, reg., Airmails, couple 
rocket covers (EZ6C1-2), few related areas, sleeved and
priced, owners retail $5100+, fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $700/1,000

1661 H 1949 to 1955 Complete Mint
Collection Web $450
O.g. on oldtime Schaubek pages, West Germany and Berlin, 
put together as new issues by collector in Germany, incl.
unused Post Horn postal cards, extra used #9N35-9N41,
9N63 (2), 9NB6-7 blocks of 4, fresh colors, fine to very fine.
Scott $4,500+ ............................................... Est. $600/800

1662 Hm) Bavaria Oldtime Collection Web $450
Hundreds of mint, used and covers on well filled Schaubek
pages, formed by collector in Germany in 1930s to 1950s,
1820 to 1920, dupl. for shades, cancels, varieties, noted used
#3, 7-8, 14, 22, 29a, 36, J1, J7 (on piece), perf. Officials,
25pf Semi-official Airmail printed on unused postcard,
condition much better than usually seen, worth inspection,
fine or better .................................................. Est. $600/800

1663 Hm Offices in Turkey Group of Better Web $300
Incl. Michel #9a used (cert.), 9 IV used (cert.), 10 II used
(signed), 23 II, III mint, nice group, fine to very fine. Michel 
€1,770 ........................................................... Est. $400/600

1664 Hm Mostly Modern Collection $250
Several thousand mint and used in various albums, on album
pages, stockbooks and glassines filling 3 banker boxes, noted
post war issues, mostly used collection in multi vol. hingeless
albums, collection of mint and used in Davo albums, nice
collections to expand, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1665 ) States Postal History Group $250
26 covers, primarily from Wurttemberg and Bavaria, good
variety of issues, several with write-ups, inspect, generally
fine. Michel €3,200 (Owner’s) ...................... Est. $400/600

1666 m States Used Stock $250
232 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, nothing
too expensive, 1851 to 1920, inspect, generally fine. Scott
$7,197 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $350/500

1667 H 1945 to 1949 Allied Occupation
Collection $250
O.g. on oldtime Schaubek pages, virtually compl. for British, 
American and French issues, put together as new issues by
collector in Germany, incl. #585A-593, few inverted
overprints, 658b-661a, 664a (FD cancel), 5NB4a, 8NB1-4
(used on piece), 8NB4a, Michel 929 imperf. pair (n.h., small 
fault), few covers, generally fine to very fine. Scott $2,350+ 
....................................................................... Est. $350/500

1668 ) Theresienstadt Mail $200
12 postal cards, 5 fronts with Red Cross markings and 7
parcel receipts, inspect, fine ............................ Est. $300/400

1669 Hm Collection in Scott Specialty Album $200
Incl. better States, Memel, Danzig, some Colonies,
Protectorate, Occupation material, worth careful
examination, generally fine ............................ Est. $300/400
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1670 m) Offices in Turkey Forerunners Web $200
8 adhesives and 3 covers, incl. Michel #V5 (2) on cover, V18 
and V20 on same cover, few signed, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1671 ) Postal History Lot $150
Few hundred in small box, covers and Postal Stationery, incl. 
19th & 20th Century, commercial mail, reg. and Airmails,
many with very colorful multi-frankings, inspect, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1672 Hm New Guinea Collection Web $150
Mix of mint and used, noted #7-19 o.g. and 7-18 used, plus
extra values for town cancels, few Mariana and Marshall
Islands used on last page, fine to very fine ....... Est. $200/300

1673 Hm Danzig Oldtime Collection $150
Several hundred mint and used on Schaubek pages, noted
#95 margin single used, B21a n.h., C31-35 on Zeppelin
flight cover, Semi-postals, Dues, nice lot, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1674 ) Berlin Airlift Commemorative Covers Web $150
9 covers with 3 diff. cachet designs, all with diff. frankings
used in 1948 and 1949, unusual group, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1675 Hm Balance of Estate $100
Few thousand mint and used in various stockbooks and
envelopes, Empire to 1960s West Germany, noted Saar n.h.
in multiples, inspect, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1676 ) Holocaust Mail $100
37 covers from 1939 to 1941, all mounted and written up on
pages, each with explanation of Jewish origins on covers,
variously censored, all to U.S., interesting historical group,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/300

1677 H
H r West Germany Modern Errors Web $100

N.h., consists of Michel #1953L, 1954L, 1963L (all with
Schlegel certs.), 1624U and misperf. sheetlet of 2218,
interesting group, very fine ............................ Est. $150/200

1678 m Saxony Used Group Web $100
Consists of Scott #3-8 and 13 (5 all diff. shades, all signed
Sismondo), margins around on all copies, fine to very fine.
Michel €900 .................................................. Est. $150/200

1679 ) Inflation Postal History $100
27 covers, incl. 5 “Gebühr bezahlt”, 6 “carpet” (all over)
covers, 6 showing rate progression reg. to U.S., nice group,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $150/200

1680 Hm Greece “Hermes Head” Collection Web $700
70 mint and used items organized on pages, various
printings, shades, cancels, couple multiples, worth a close
look, high cat., generally fine to very fine .. Est. $1,000/1,500

1681 Hm Greece Mint and Used Accumulation $150
Hundreds culled from large estate, incl. 8 old APS approval
books starting with Hermes Heads with items to $150+ cat., 
#197 mint, 3 used, 20th Century mint sets in glassines, 19th
Century mixed, 20th fine to very fine .............. Est. $250/350

1682 m Greece Town Cancels Web $100
118 pieces mounted on pages with town names underneath
(in Greek), all on 1896 and 1906 Olympic issues, excellent
variety with minor dupl., fine ......................... Est. $150/200

1683 Hm) Guadeloupe Collection Web $1,000
Mint and used on album and stockpages for dupl., from
French general issues to 1947, plus 38 modern covers
(1950-1995) sent from Guadeloupe with French adhesives,
2 early covers incl. one stampless and one general issue, some
imperf issues incl. 1945 Eboue, 1946 Victory, Chad to
Rhine, 1947 definitive set, Air set and Postage Due set, 1947
100fr Air color deluxe signed proof, Dues incl. #J1 used, J9
mint and used, J10 used, worth a look, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $7,400+ (Owner’s) ................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1684 H Hungary Collection to 1994 $500
Couple thousand mostly mint (some early used) in Minkus
specialty album, noted #486 n.h., Roosevelt souvenir sheets
n.h., C24-C25 n.h., CB2 o.g., many n.h. sets throughout,
nice collection, generally fine to very fine. Scott $5,300
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $700/1,000

1685 Hm Hungary Collection $350
Housed in 13 like-new 18-ring Lindner hingeless albums
and slipcases (new cost, incl. pages, $2,000+), decent run of
earliest to World War II, then about ¾ compl. mint and used
to 1992, incl. nice array of Revenues, show souvenir sheets
and Cinderellas, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $500/750

1686 Hm Hungary Collection to 1972 $300
Hundreds in Scott specialty album, classics to 1930s mix of
used and mint, balance mint with modern n.h. sets, noted
#486 n.h., Airs incl. C26-34 o.g., C66 n.h., C95 o.g., nice
collection to expand, fine to very fine .............. Est. $400/600

1687 m Iceland Used Stock $180
134 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, 1876 to
1939, generally fine. Scott $2,802 (Owner’s) .. Est. $250/350

1688 H Indochina Collection $200
19th & 20th Century lovely mint collection mounted on quad 
pages in binder, great assortment of compl. sets and singles,
incl. Scott #2 ($100), #115-138 ($110), C24 imperf pair
and more, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $300/400

1689 () Indochina Airmail Covers to France $70
48 pieces, 1947 to 1951, commercial correspondence to
Ecole A.B.C. de Dessin, good variety of issues, clean group,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $100/150

1690 Hm Indonesia Collection to 2000 $150
Few hundred mint and used sets and singles, few souvenir
sheets, in 3 Davo hingeless albums, clean lot, ready to
expand, fine to very fine .................................. Est. $200/300

1691 H Iran Collection on Pages $200
20th Century mint collection mounted on Scott album pages, 
generally compl. from 1964 to 1987, better items throughout
incl. #B22-7 ($112), C68-78 ($229), C79-82 ($200), worth
careful inspection, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $250/350

1692 H
HH Israel Virtually Complete Tab

Collection Web $1,000
To 2004 in 2 Schaubek albums, missing only #7-9 (separate
lot), J1-5, few early sets hinged only., fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/1,800
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Italy & Colonies

1693 Hm Collection to 1995 $1,800
Many hundreds in 3 well filled Lighthouse hingeless albums
(no States), classics to early 20th Century mix of used and
mint, mostly mint to 1940s (some dupl. used), n.h. from mid
1950s, Airs, Dues and other back of the book, nice collection, 
generally fine to very fine. Scott $24,500 (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1694 Hm Mint and Used Collection $1,000
Hundreds in 2 Scott specialty albums to 1970s, starts with
States (Roman, Sardinia and Tuscany not counted), value in
1920s to 1930s material, Colonies with some better o.g. sets,
good showing of Fiume (not counted), worth a look, few
faults on 19th Century, otherwise fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1695 H) A.M.G. Extensive Intact Collection Web $1,000
Apparently mint n.h. and covers covering all Allied Forces,
incl. U.S. “RF” overprints, Sicily with 50c with double
transfer on cover, 1944 Badoglio, Bari with numerous vars.,
Naples with various surcharges (Sassone #11b used),
overprint flaws, used as Dues, “VG” used and with mint with
surcharge shifts, inverted, doubles, various gums,
reconstructed panes, mint stationery, French issues with
reconstructed panes, Austria incl. Porto overprints with
vars., clean throughout, excellent collection, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1696 Hm Better Mint and Used Stock $700
Sets and singles on black stockcards, mostly 1920s to 1930s
issues, noted #349-354/C78-83 mint, C23-26 (2) mint, 366
used, 384-386 used, CB1-2 used, several items not counted,
still high cat., fine ..................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1697 Hm Interesting Accumulation on Stockpages $600
19th & 20th Century mint and used on manila stockpages,
incl. back of book, questionable items not counted, fine. 2014 
Scott $12,348+ (Owner’s) ......................... Est. $800/1,200

1698 Hm Eritrea and Somalia Accumulation $600
Mint and used accumulation on manila stockpages, nice
cross section of material incl. back of book, better items
throughout, generally fine to very fine. 2014 Scott $8,193
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1699 Hm Varied Accumulation $400
Mostly early to mid-20th Century mint and used in a
collector stockbook, features Italy proper with Scott #46
($475), 52 ($875), 324-28 ($130), 518 ($120), C42-47
Zepps ($138), C62-65 ($133), E7 ($130), Q6 ($125), also
nice assortment of Colonies, generally fine to very fine. 2014
Scott $7,071 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $600/800

1700 Hm States Collection Web $350
100+ mint and used organized on homemade pages, value in 
Roman Sates, noted #1 used (4 singles, 3 pairs), numerous
shades, some used on piece, Romagna incl. 6 used, Modena,
very high cat. in genuine, mixed condition ...... Est. $500/750

1701 H
HH Mint Group $350

N.h. or o.g. sets and singles on small sales cards, noted
Colonies #C20-27, East Africa C1-11, Eritrea 158-167,
Stampalia 17-26, ready to work up, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1702 m States Used Stock $250
41 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, from
1851 to 1863, inspect, generally fine. Scott $8,633 (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1703 m Used Stock $150
159 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, 1863 to
1939, generally fine. Scott $2,920 (Owner’s) .. Est. $200/300

1704 H Trieste Zone A 1950 Allied Travel
1948, 1950 Values $100
Compl. sheets of Bush/Case #7, 22 (2), 19 (2), 18, clean,
high retail, very fine ....................................... Est. $200/300

Japan

1705 H Clean Mint Intact Collection Web $3,000
To 1959 on pages or in stockbook, scattered early values
used, 1896 to 1908 mint or used, after that virtually all singles 
mint and compl. from 1926 on, incl. Emperor’s hat, #222a,
other better souvenir sheets incl. few National Parks, Airs
compl. C3 on except #C8 separate lot, few Offices, etc., very
clean throughout, fine to very fine. Scott $10,000 
................................................................. Est. $3,500/4,500

1706 Hm Mint and Used Collection Web $1,500
Hundreds in Scott specialty album, classics used (first 2
pages not counted in cat.), noted #198-201 o.g., park sets
and souvenir sheets mint (some n.h.), 378a, 457 (n.h.), 479a
(n.h., few gum skips at top), modern n.h. to 1989, Airs mint
and used, Ryukyu Is. o.g. and Manchukuo, nice collection to 
expand, generally fine to very fine. Scott $10,376 (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1707 H Mint Collection in White Ace Album $1,200
Hundreds of o.g. 1894 to 1963 on well filled pages, noted
#87-90, 111-112, 163-166, 198-201, 227-229 (10s no
gum), 276-279, all park sets and souvenir sheets, 385a, 456,
521c, Airs incl. C9-13 and C25-36, fine to very fine. Scott
$9,745 (Owner’s) .................................... Est. $1,800/2,500

1708 H Mint Collection $1,000
Few hundred on pages and in folders, 1890s to 1950s, noted
1947-1952 presentation book (cat. ¥500,000), plus Park sets 
and couple souvenir sheets, better 1920s to 1950s issues,
worth a look, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $1,000/1,500

1709 ) Cover Accumulation $1,000
About 200 items, good mix of pre-WWII and post war
material, noted some retail value up to $150, inspect, fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1710 H
H Never Hinged Collection $950

Hundreds in 3 White Ace albums, 1913 to 1982, scattered
early issues, noted Park sets and souvenir sheets incl. #306a,
others incl. 479, 480-497, 506b, 521, 521a, Airs incl. C3-7
and C9-13, lovely collection to expand, fresh, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,350/1,800

1711 SH
H “Mihon” Collection $500

N.h., about 1500 diff. in stockbook 1959 to 1997, no
apparent dupl., incl. souvenir sheets and a few booklets, plus
130 mounted on Post Office announcements, nice group,
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $750/1,000
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1712 m Mostly Used Collection $500
Hundreds on album and homemade pages, classics to 1960s, 
few covers and commemorative postcards, noted Park sets,
inspect, fine ................................................... Est. $500/750

1713 Hm) Accumulation to 1990 $350
Mint and used group all identified on black stockpages in
chronological order in 3 binders and a cover album, incl.
general run of issues, souvenir sheets, FDs also Ryukyus,
dupl. throughout, many better items present, worth a look,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/750

1714 Hm Collection on Pages $350
Mint and used on pages to 1967, incl. Offices, Manchukuo
1st set compl. mint except 4f used, Japan scattered 19th
Century, reasonably compl. from 1880s on, few souvenir
sheets, etc., 19th century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine. Scott $2,983 .............. Est. $500/750

1715 H
H Collection Mint Collection $300

Virtually all n.h. in 2 vols., better items incl. mint #400a, 422
and 479 plus other pre and post WWII souvenir sheets,
scattered earlier Parks issues and close to compl. from
mid-1950s to 2001, substantial face value, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1716 Hm Used and Mint Collection $250
Several hundred on Scott specialty pages to 1979, many
classics not counted, mostly mint from 1966, no back of the
book, close inspection recommended, fine ...... Est. $400/600

1717 m Used Hoard $200
2 banker boxes filled with mostly used starting at Scott #13
through the 2800s, 6 smaller enclosed boxes have individual
numbers annotated on #102 cards with one or more stamps
enclosed, emphasis on more modern material soaked off
kiloware which collector bought over 30 years, multiple bags
of kiloware incl., generally fine ....................... Est. $300/400

1718 Hm Mint and Used in 4 Volumes $200
3 albums from early period (reference materials noted) to
1950s, some with interesting cancellations, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1719 m Mainly Used Collection $200
3 albums from early period (reference materials noted) to
1950s, some with interesting cancellations, mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1720 Hm Oldtime Revenue Accumulation $200
Hundreds of assorted housed in a Lighthouse stockbook,
some dupl., nice lot, fine to very fine ............... Est. $250/350

1721 (H) Aerogramme Collection Web $180
Extensive showing of mostly unused, from FG-1 to FG-34,
incl. specimens (14), FG-18 mint and used, FG20 with
double overprint mint and used, worth a look, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1722 Hm Accumulation in Stockbook Web $150
Several hundred, late 19th Century used, balance mix of used 
and mint, noted Park souvenir sheets n.h. (all with corner
creases from mounts), #385 n.h. (light gum bend), fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1723 H Souvenir Presentation Book Group $150
Group of 14 various presentation books, also one stockbook
containing a general run of material, received by collector
from Director of General Posts, a clean and attractive group,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/350

1724 H Varied Accumulation $150
Various quantities of souvenir sheets, booklet panes,
presentation folders, misc. covers, postal stationery and some
early issues as well, interesting assortment, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1725 Hm Collection to 1960 $150
Scattered mint and used in album, strength in 1940s souvenir 
sheets and National Park sets mint, noted Ryukyus #C1-3
o.g., generally fine to very fine ........................ Est. $200/300

1726 H
H Modern Stock $150

N.h., post-war on five stocksheets, key items incl. corner
block of #372 ($250), 457 ($110), 551 ($100), plus singles
and multiples of definitives and commems of the period,
clean lot, fine to very fine. Scott $1,000+ ........ Est. $200/300

1727 m Used Souvenir Sheets $100
130 item, mostly modern in stockbook, but did note #378a,
457, couple Park sheets and lottery sheets, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1728 ) Military Cover Group $100
Approx. 100 postal cards, stationery and stampless, mostly
internal, WWII era, variety of markings, interesting group
with specialist appeal, condition varies, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1729 H Korea (South) Intact Mostly Mint Web $700
In Minkus album to 1977, early period somewhat scattered
with some used, mid 1960s on mostly mint compl. sets, incl.
min. sheets, #32 mint unused, 33 small tear, otherwise fine
to very fine. Scott $9,733 .......................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1730 Hm Korea (South) Collection to 1970s $550
Hundreds of mint and used in well filled Scott specialty
album, value in post WWII mint material, noted extra pages
with souvenir sheets, clean lot, fine to very fine. Scott $4,981
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $800/1,200

1731 (H) Korea (South) Aerogrammes Web $100
Over 95 items unused (couple scattered used), incl.
specimens and varieties, group of military aerogrammes for
Korean Forces in Malta, Japan, South Africa, Hong Kong,
Singapore and Australia, nice group, very fine  Est. $150/200

1732 Hm Liechtenstein Collection to 1988 $350
Few hundred mint and used mounted in Scott specialty
album, plus some scattered FDs, noted #C7 used on piece,
C8 n.h., nice collection to expand, fine to very fine. Scott
$4,500+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $500/750

1733 Hm) Lithuania Collection $350
Few hundred mostly mint on well filled Scott specialty pages, 
noted #3-8 used, 286-296 o.g., several issues both perf and
imperf, plus Semi-postals, Airs, few Occupation issues, also
some covers/cards and mint multiples, clean lot, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750
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1734 m Luxembourg Used Stock $120
45 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, 1859 to
1931, generally fine. Scott $2,100 (Owner’s) .. Est. $180/250

1735 (H) Macao Aerogramme Collection Web $100
About 50 mostly unused from this very popular country, very 
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

1736 Hm Manchukuo Accumulation $150
Approx 1000+ mint and used in stockbook and on album
pages with commemoratives, regular issues, some with
interesting cancellations plus few MLO’s, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1737 Hm) Martinique Collection Web $425
Mint and used on album and stockpages for dupl., from
French general issues to 1947, some early covers, also 19
modern from 1949-1982 sent from Martinique, noted #53
and 61 used, imperf. n.h. issues 217-233, C3, C4-9 (2 sets),
C12 and J37-46, deluxe proofs for 196, C4-10, worth a look,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $3,100+ (Owner’s) 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1738 Hm) Mexico Extensive Collection and Stock Web $2,800
Thousands of mint and used in 4 albums and 2 stockbooks,
1856 to 1965 with dupl., all valuable adhesives have been
identified since collector used the 2 stockbooks as a holding
station for all the stamps until he could get around to
mounting them properly, not sufficient space to list all
$100+ items spotted here, did note #255 mint, 795A mint,
C93A n.h. and specimen overprint n.h., C185a imperf. pair,
patient viewing is highly recommended, generally fine to very 
fine .......................................................... Est. $4,000/5,000

1739 Hm Mexico Mint and Used Collection $550
Couple thousand on homemade pages, classics mostly used,
interesting Civil War issues mostly mint, 1930s on mint with
modern n.h. to 2002, Airs, high cat., few faults on classics,
otherwise fine to very fine ............................ Est. $800/1,200

1740 Hm Mexico Collection to 1987 $425
Hundreds of mint and used in Scott specialty album,
interesting used classics, modern mint incl. Airs, nice
collection to expand, generally fine to very fine. Scott $7,000
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $600/800

1741 H
H Mexico “Exporta” Specialized

Collection $100
N.h., 360+ diff. on album pages, regular, Airmail and
insured letter issues, showing shades, paper and perf
varieties, watermarks, etc., lovely collection to expand, fine to 
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

Netherlands

1742 Hm Large Accumulation $3,000
Thousands of mint and used from #1 to 1990s, large group
organized in stockbooks by NVPH numbers with dupl.,
incl. Colonies, plus collections and other stockbooks, filling 3 
banker boxes, many €100+ items, from local “Dutch”
collector and accumulated over decades, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $4,000/5,000

1743 m Oldtime Collection Web $350
Hundreds on quadrille pages in binder, 1852 to 1923,
extensive showing of first issue incl. cancels, shades, some
varieties, mostly 4 margin copies, noted #3 (3), later incl. 6
(6), 11 (2), 12, also with shades and cancels, Dues, condition
much better than usual, fine to very fine .......... Est. $500/750

1744 Hm Mint and Used Collection Web $350
Several hundred mounted on well filled Scott specialty pages
to 1973, noted #3, 6, 6a, 11-12, 33, 54, 105, some
syncopated perfs., Semi-postals, Dues, Officials, few minor
faults, otherwise fine to very fine ..................... Est. $500/750

1745 m Mostly Used Collection $200
Several hundred in Davo album, 1852 to 1984, few scattered
mint, incl. back of the book, nice collection, fine to very fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $300/400

1746 ) 1950s First Days $150
6 covers all cacheted, incl. NVPH #E3 (addressed), E4
(addressed, fold), E7, E13 and E14, nice group, generally
fine to very fine. NVPH €2,000+ .................. Est. $200/300

1747 m Used Stock $80
261 diff., sets and singles on dealer sales pages, 1852 to 1939,
generally fine. Scott $1,397 (Owner’s) ........... Est. $120/200

1748 m Accumulation $70
Couple hundred on stockpages, nothing too expensive, but
nice condition, noted #1 (3), 2 (4), 3, all 4 margin copies, 32,
better early used Semi-postal sets, clean, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1749 H
HH Netherlands Antilles Collection $350

Hundreds of mostly mint (scattered used) in 2 well filled
Lighthouse hingeless album to 1999 (pages to 2002),
modern n.h., Semi-postals, Airs, Dues, clean lot, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750

1750 Hm Netherlands Indies Mint and Used Web $100
Couple hundred on Scott pages, incl. #1-2, also pages with
New Guinea and West New Guinea, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

1751 Hm Nicaragua Oldtime Collection Web $150
Couple hundred on German album pages, virtually all used
are postal cancels, noted #121-133, Officials, Cabo issues,
Zelaya issues, generally fine to very fine .......... Est. $200/300

1752 Hm Norway Mint and Used Collection $1,000
Hundreds on homemade pages in 2 vols. to 1988, scattered
FDs from 1960s, excellent showing of issues, classics used
incl. #1 plus 2 singles on cover, 2-3, 6-7, 13, 28, 59-61,
64-66, 67-69, 238, mostly mint from late 1920s, condition
much better than usually seen, especially on the classics,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $11,400 (Owner’s) 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1753 m Norway Used Stock $150
149 diff., 1856 to 1935, on dealer sales pages, mostly better
singles, fine. Scott $2,684 (Owner’s) .............. Est. $220/300

1754 H Norway Mint Stock $100
Several hundred singles and sets organized on black
stockpages by Scott number with dupl., between #12//655,
B1//B67, Airs, Officials, fine to very fine ........ Est. $150/200
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1755 Hm Peru Extensive Stock Web $3,500
Thousands of mint and used, 1857 to 2000 neatly organized
in 6 stockbooks, modest dupl. (2 to 5 each), sets and better
items throughout, noted #159 mint (2), 168-176 mint (4
sets), Airs incl. C1a, C16-C39 mint (3) and used (4), also
back of the book with Dues, Officials, Locals, Occupations,
a horde of specimens, many in blocks or larger, incl. proofs
and/or specimens of 159 and the scarce J35, great lot for
specialist, thorough inspection will be rewarded, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $4,000/5,000

1756 m Peru Classic Study Lot Web $2,500
Hundreds of used between #3 and 11 (first to third issues),
noted numerous pairs, various cancels, many identified by
positions, must be viewed to appreciate, difficult to dupl.
today, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $3,500/4,500

1757 ) Peru Postal History $300
Few dozen covers from 1870 to 1950s, interesting 19th
Century, reg., censored, Dues, early FDs, original lot,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

1758 Hm Philippines Mint and Used Collection Web $400
In Minkus album to 1980, some Spanish period, U.S.
administration incl. #277, 299 mint, later mostly compl. sets
mint, mostly fine to very fine. Scott $4,500 ..... Est. $600/800

1759 Hm Philippines in 3 Albums $100
Mint and used on homemade and printed pages, 1 vol. 1854
to 1899, incl. regular issues, Airs, Officials, Revenues,
Occupation, Dues, etc. to 1940s, worth a look, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1760 Hm Portugal Mint and Used Collection $400
Hundreds mounted on pages, classics used and mint, nice
selection of 1920s to 1940s sets, Airs incl. #C1-C10 mint,
few souvenir sheets, few minor faults on classics, otherwise
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

1761 (H) Portugal & Colonies Aerogrammes $200
About 700 unused (few scattered used) in 7 binders and
loose, from St. Tome, Portuguese India, Guinea,
Mozambique, Angola and Portuguese military, a rare
chance to fill in the gaps, very fine ................... Est. $300/400

1762 m Portugal Used Stock $120
125 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, 1855 to
1938, generally fine. Scott $2,157 (Owner’s) .. Est. $180/250

1763 H Puerto Rico 1870s to 1880s Group Web $100
Very unusual group of printer’s waste on 2 stockpages,
multiple prints of several issues, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1764 Hm Romania Collection to 1930s $1,000
Hundreds of mint and used on album pages with dupl.,
classics incl. 1862-63 issues, high cat., inspect, generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1765 Hm Romania 19th Century Accumulation Web $350
Mint and used selection in stockbook, minor dupl., noted
#19b, 21 used, 37-42 (2 sets used), 46 used, 49 used, few
minor faults, otherwise fine ............................ Est. $500/750

1766 H Russia 1942 to 1954 Collection $1,500
O.g. in 2 well filled Lindner hingeless albums, only missing a 
few low value sets for completion (no souvenir sheets), clean,
fine to very fine. Scott $6,000+ ................ Est. $2,000/2,500

1767 Hm Russia 1857 to 1925 Collection $600
Several hundred mint and used in Palo album, noted unusual 
items and varieties, back of the book incl. #B24-29 n.h. (not
certified), some Airs and Offices Abroad, overall high cat.,
inspection is needed, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $900/1,500

1768 H
HH Russia Souvenir Sheet Lot $600

N.h. to o.g. (on early), 1937 to 2006, over 140 souvenir and
mini-sheets, noted #1080a-82a (cat. $150), 1325 (cat.
$200), Moscow Olympic miniature sheets (cat. $1000+)
and many more, minor dupl., some condition issues on early,
otherwise fine to very fine ............................ Est. $750/1,000

1769 m Russia Collection to 1972 $500
Hundreds of mostly used on well filled Scott pages to 1972,
numerous better Soviet sets, back of the book incl.
Semi-postals, Airs, Wenden, Offices in China and Turkey,
Civil War issues, few minor faults, otherwise fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1770 Hm Russia General Accumulation $400
19th & 20th Century mint and used mostly on manila
stockpages in 7 binders and a folder, interesting assortment
of thousands, incl. some Armenia, careful inspection
recommended as there are pockets of value, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1771 H) St. Pierre & Miquelon Collection $450
19th & 20th Century exceptional collection mounted on
quad pages in binder, features Scott #1-3 ($240), 79-109
($135), 136-159 ($254), C25 ($130) and other better items,
also some imperfs and covers, worth inspection, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800

1772 H
H St. Pierre & Miquelon Never Hinged

Selection $100
Between #226//435 and C26//C67, dupl. up to 5 each, fine
to very fine. Scott $825 (Owner’s) .................. Est. $150/200

1773 H San Marino Collection to 1973 $200
Several hundred mostly mint mounted in Scott specialty
album, noted #490 sheetlet n.h., Airs incl. C63-C71, C62b
n.h. (large mount marks), Parcel Post incl. Q36, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1774 H San Marino Accumulation on
Stockpages $150
19th & 20th Century mostly mint accumulation on black
stockpages, incl. # C11-16 Zeppelin set signed ($247) and
various Dues, generally fine to very fine. 2014 Scott $1,794
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $200/300

1775 H
H Saudi Arabia Modern Mint Collection $500

N.h., 1980s and later on stockpages (some earlier), sets,
souvenir sheets and singles, some minor dupl., fine to very
fine. 2010 Scott $3,686 (Owner’s) ............... Est. $700/1,000
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1776 Hm Serbia Mint and Used Collection $200
Written up on homemade pages, 1880 to 1945, classics used
and mint, noted #59-67 imperf. pairs, value in German
Occupation issues incl. #2NB6 n.h., sheets of 2NB7c-10c
(cat. €300), couple covers, fine to very fine ...... Est. $300/400

1777 Hm Spain Collection to 1995 $500
Few thousand mint and used in 2 Scott specialty albums,
classics used, modern n.h., Semi-postals, Airs, some Civil
War issues, nice collection to expand, generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $700/1,000

1778 Hm Spain Collection to 2000 $250
Couple thousand in well filled Minkus specialty album,
classics mostly used, mint from about 1940 with modern n.h., 
Semi-postals, Airs, Officials, nice collection to expand,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

1779 Hm Spain & Colonies Collection $250
Hundreds of mint and used in 2 Minkus specialty albums to
1994 and 1 Scott specialty album for Colonies, nice collection 
to expand, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $350/500

1780 (H) Spain Aerogramme Collection $150
Over 250 unused (few scattered used) in 2 binders, wide
variety of values and formats, fine to very fine . Est. $200/300

1781 H Spanish Colonies Collection $150
Few hundred mint in Scott specialty album, good variety of
issues with much modern material, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1782 Hm Sweden 2 Collections $350
First few hundred in Davo album, 1858 to 1982 mostly used,
second in well filled Kabe hingeless album, 1976-1985 with
n.h. material, generally fine to very fine. Scott $4,000+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $500/750

1783 m Sweden Used Stock $350
195 diff., mostly better singles on dealer sales pages, 1855 to
1939, generally fine. Scott $5,998 (Owner’s) .. Est. $500/750

1784 Hm Sweden Accumulation $150
Several hundred used in 2 stockbooks organized by Scott,
few hundred in 2 oldtime collections with better classics, plus
new issues (1960s to 1980s) still in original packaging,
inspect, generally fine .................................... Est. $200/300

Switzerland

1785 m Used Collection $1,800
Hundreds in 2 Lighthouse hingeless albums to 2002
(missing pages for 1970-1985), with dupl., several items
signed, classics incl. 8 (5), 10 (3), 11, 13 (cert.), 15, 17, 19,
30-31, 35, PAX set, Semi-postals incl. #B4-6, B80, B104
(cert.), B119, B143, B206, Airs incl. C3-12, plus small
stockbook with standing Helvetica used, B104 used, B206
used, etc., worth a look, few faults on classics, otherwise fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1786 m Used Collection Web $850
Hundreds on well filled Scott specialty pages to 1972, with
some scattered mint, noted #7-8, 10 (2), 12, 31, 226 (o.g.,
tone spots), Semi-postals incl. B80 n.h., Airs incl. C1 (not
signed), Dues, Officials, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1787 Hm Standing Helvetica Group Web $500
20 mint and used items, all with certs. or signed, incl. #88
mint, 97a mint, 111 mint, 111a used, 87b used, 88b mint,
121a used, also 87b printed on reverse, 83 used with
pre-printing paper fold over, lovely group, fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $700/1,000

1788 m Used Stock $450
314 diff., sets and better singles on dealer sales pages, 1850 to
1939, generally fine. Scott $7,568 (Owner’s) .. Est. $650/900

1789 H
HH Mint Collection to 1979 $450

Several hundred o.g. and n.h. in 2 Lighthouse hingeless
albums (pages to 1999), first album few scattered early used,
later incl. #182, 184, 226, 304-305 (n.h.), second album
Semi-postals and other back of the book, noted B105 n.h.,
B130 n.h., B143 n.h., B116 n.h., nice collection to expand,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $600/800

1790 m Used Officials Collection $450
Hundreds in Lindner album, good variety of issues, noted
#2O29, 2O56, 3O25, 7O18-20, nice collection to expand,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

1791 H
H Collection to 1998 $300

Several hundred mostly n.h. in Scott specialty album, some
classics used incl. #8, 10, 12, mint from 1881 and n.h. from
about 1905, Semi-postals incl. B7-9, B116, B144, Officials,
nothing too expensive, but nice collection to expand,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

1792 m Group of Certified Classics Web $250
Used, consists of #5 close to clear margins, small thin (Weid
cert.), 8b clear margins, sound (Weid cert.), 12 sound 3
margins (Weid cert.), 16 close to large margins (signed
Weid), Zumstein 23Aa (cat. Sfr1000) first impression,
touching to clear margins (Weid cert.), 17a cutting to clear
margins (signed Weid), 52a no gum (Guinand cert.), fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $350/500

1793 ) Stampless Accumulation $150
134 covers, 1815 to 1860s, good variety of cancels and
markings, inspect, fine ................................... Est. $200/300

1794 ) Postal Stationery Accumulation $150
Approx. 800 used (few scattered mint) pieces, 1870 to 1940s, 
some envelopes, majority postal cards, noted 66 Pro Patria
cards from 1910 to 1938, numerous towns and usages, nice
group for study, fine ....................................... Est. $200/300

1795 H
H Syria Imperforate Sets $100

N.h., in marginal blocks of 4, consists of #288-292,
293-297, 315-321, 331-333 and C124-C134, cat. as perf
$381, very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

1796 Hm Thailand Intact Mint and Used Web $1,400
On Minkus pages to 1980, strength in early period mint or
used incl. #71, 73-74 mint, 106-08 used, some better Semis,
1926 on virtually compl., few with minor issues, mostly fine
to very fine. Scott $14,000 ........................ Est. $2,000/3,000

1797 Hm Thailand 1968 to 1980 Stock $1,300
Hundreds of n.h. and used sets in stockbook, most sets of
period represented with usually 3-10 of each, plus many used
(not counted), good thematic appeal, many $25 to $100+
sets, good lot for retail, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,800/2,500
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1798 ) Thailand Modern Postal History $800
Couple thousand covers in full banker box, 1950s to 1990s,
mostly commercial, noted large group of souvenir sheets (not 
often found on cover), good variety of issues, great lot for
show or internet dealer, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1799 Hm Thailand Mint and Used Collection $500
Few hundred mounted in Scott specialty album to 1980s,
various overprints on early issues, value in mint from 1960s
onwards, nice collection to expand, generally fine to very fine. 
Scott $4,471 (Owner’s) ............................... Est. $700/1,000

1800 H
H Thailand Year Sets $100

N.h., in original books, 1981, 1983, 1984 (2), 1986, 1989 to
1992, 1993 (2), plus folders incl. #1001a, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1801 m) Turkey and Related $70
Incl. small group of circa 1900-1920s period used, and 7
used postcards incl. 1907 Jaffa to France picture card, 1911
from Haidar-Pasha to Switzerland, etc., interesting group,
fine ................................................................ Est. $100/150

1802 m Uruguay Large 19th Century
Accumulation Web $2,000
Hundreds of used on clear stockpages with dupl., cancels,
shades, varieties, multiples, noted #4 unused (signed
Buhler), 4b used (cert.), 5c used (cert.), difficult to dupl.
today, worth a close look, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1803 Hm Uruguay 1858 to 1860 Accumulation Web $2,000
250+ mint and used organized by plate positions, identified
forgeries incl. Spiro sheets, noted #5 (16 unused, 3 used), 6
(29 unused), 7 (10 unused, 6 used), 8 (7 unused, 7 used), 9 (7 
unused, 5 used), 12 (19 unused, 1 used), 15 (11 unused), 17
(3 unused), very high cat., great specialist lot, generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1804 Hm Uruguay Errors and Freaks Web $100
Group of 37 items, classics to early 20th Century, showing
pre-printing paper folds, imperf. between and imperf.
margins, inverted overprints, double overprints, etc., great
specialist group, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $150/200

1805 F Uruguay Classic Forgery Group Web $100
12 examples from first to third issues, excellent reference
group, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $150/200

1806 H
HH Vatican Complete Mint to 1995 Web $500

In 2 Lighthouse hingeless albums, early issues o.g. or n.h.,
#35-40 o.g. (most with small thins, 39 sound with cert.),
C17 used, fine to very fine. Scott $4,657 (Owner’s) 
.................................................................... Est. $700/1,000

1807 H
HH Vatican Mostly Mint Stock $250

Dupl. on stockpages, collection virtually compl. to 1996 n.h.
to o.g. in 3 albums (reportedly cats. $2100+), #173 n.h.
block of 10, etc., fine to very fine ..................... Est. $350/500

1808 H
HH r Vatican Accumulation $220

Mostly mint assortment of singles, blocks and full sheets,
incl. 1933 Semi-postal set, 1952 Papal States Centennial
souvenir sheet and more, nice group, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1809 H
HH Vatican Mostly Mint Collection $150

On White Ace pages in 5 binders and a small collection in
German hingeless album from 1929 to 2000, mostly compl.
sets, majority n.h., fresh, clean and worthwhile, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

1810 (H) Yemen Aerogramme Collection Web $300
36 items mostly unused, primarily from private collection of
H.S.H. Prince of Conde, who handled postal services for the
Imam, rareties abound with number of items only 50 to 100
issued, worth a careful inspection, very fine .... Est. $400/600

Foreign General Collections

1811 Hm) Scandinavia Extensive Collection Web $3,500
Few thousand mint and used with some covers in Scott
specialty albums to 1980s, Norway classics used incl. #1,
2-3, 6-7, 14, 67-69 (mint), Iceland incl. #1-14 mint (6
used), 33 used, 34-44B used, 71-85 used, 92-98 used, 140
used, 152-166 mint, Airs with C4-8, C9-11 mint, 1933
Zeppelin dispatch cover, O25 mint (cert.), O53-67 mint,
Finland incl. 1-2 used (cert.), 11 used, 37 mint, 57-58 used,
C1 used, Faroes 1 mint, D.W.I. mint and used incl. 12
unused, Denmark incl. #1 used, 82 and 135 used,
Greenland incl. 19-27 mint, mixed condition on 19th
Century, otherwise fine to very fine .......... Est. $5,000/7,000

1812 H Strong Middle East Stock $3,500
Never offered in 34 red boxes incl. 2 not worked up on #102
cards, mostly mint with occasional used, all priced from
2002-2006 period, incl. early Turkey, Israel, Egypt, some
full, some not, retail up to $80, some Michel only listed, little
dupl., many popular countries throughout, ready for
immediate retail, fine to very fine .............. Est. $5,000/7,500

1813 Hm European Early Collection $1,800
Hundreds of mint and used on quadrille pages, incl.
Hungary perf varieties of numeral issues, Sardinia various
embossed issues, Italy with surcharged Official set, Parcel
Post surcharged set, Dues, Special Delivery, Austrian
Occupation, Libya, Latvia, Liechtenstein with 1921 Arms
and Castles set, Luxembourg, early Norway, Portugal,
Romania, extensive Imperial Russia incl. what looks like #1, 
early Revolution sets, Semi-postals, Offices in Levant,
Sweden with Semi-postal surcharges, surcharge blocks,
coils, Officials, Dues, Switzerland, many better sets
throughout, mixed condition ................... Est. $2,500/3,500

1814 Hm Western Europe Accumulation $1,400
Thousands of mint and used from classics to 1990s, large
group organized in stockbooks by Scott numbers with dupl.,
plus collections and other stockbooks, filling 4 banker boxes,
several $100+ items, consists of Switzerland, Liechtenstein,
France, Italy, Austria, Greece and Belgium, from local
collector and accumulated over decades, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1815 Hm Intact Scandinavia Collection $1,400
Mint or used in 5 Lighthouse hingeless albums to mid
1970s, consists of Finland (cat. $3881), Iceland (cat. $2511), 
Denmark and Greenland (cat. $3554), Norway (cat. $2772), 
and Sweden (cat. $4323) with coils, booklet panes, classics
mostly used, 20th Century mostly mint compl. sets, some
back of book, few vars. listed by Facit #, 19th century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine. Scott
$17,000 ................................................... Est. $1,700/2,500
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1816 H
HH Scandinavia Mint Collection $1,000

Hundreds of o.g. (early issues) and n.h. in Scott specialty
albums and 2 Davo albums (Finland), Sweden 1886 to 1998, 
Norway 1925 to 2000, Denmark 1884 to 1999, Iceland 1876
to 1999 and Finland 1875 to 1998, nice collection to expand,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1817 Hm Central America Collection $1,000
Couple thousand mint and used in 3 Scott specialty albums to 
1978, value in Canal Zone, Costa Rica, Nicaragua and El
Salvador, nice selection of modern n.h. sets throughout,
inspect, generally fine to very fine. 2013 Scott $9,800+
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1818 Hm Latin America Collections $800
Several thousand mint and used in various albums in 3
banker boxes, noted classics used, modern mint sets, better
Mexico, Ecuador, Peru, Cuba, worth a look, fine or better 
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,800

1819 Hm Europe Accumulation $700
Thousands of mint and used in various albums and
stockbooks filling 4 banker boxes, noted better France,
Switzerland, Russia, Scandinavia and Vatican, hours of fun
in this lot, generally fine ............................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1820 Hm Asia and Germany Collection $600
Mint and used collections in 3 albums and on pages, incl.
Indochina with French Offices (cat. $385), Germany to
1968 mint or used with few Offices, virtually no States (cat.
$3700), Indonesia to 1980 with Indies (cat. $1556), Laos,
Cambodia and Vietnam to mid 1970s mostly mint and
virtually compl. incl. souvenir sheets (cat. $3700), mostly
fine to very fine. Scott $9,300 .................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1821 Hm Scandinavia Accumulation $500
Few thousand of mint and used from classics to 1990s,
mostly organized in stockbooks by Scott numbers with dupl., 
plus collections and other stockbooks, filling 2 banker boxes,
some $100+ items, consists of Sweden, Norway, Denmark
and Finland, from local collector and accumulated over
decades, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $750/1,000

1822 Hm Eastern Europe Accumulation $500
Few thousand of mint and used from classics to 1990s,
mostly organized in stockbooks by Scott numbers with dupl., 
filling 2 banker boxes, some better items noted, consists of
Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Romania, from local
collector and accumulated over decades, generally fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1823 Hm Latin America Collection $500
Few thousand mint and used in 8 Scott specialty albums to
1973, incl. Surinam and British Honduras, value in modern
mint, nice collection to expand, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $700/1,000

1824 H
H r Middle East Modern Accumulation $500

N.h., mostly in multiples and sheets, comprised of Armenia
#432 (570 strips in sheets and multiples), Dubai 134-143
(60), Sharjah 1966 Fish (Michel 229-45, 120 sets), Umm Al 
Qiwain 1967 Fish (Michel 171A-188A, 675 sets), 1967
Fish Airmails perf (Michel 189A-197A, 62 sets) and imperf
(Michel 189B-197B, 160 sets), huge cat. value, fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $700/1,000

1825 Hm Europe Collection $400
19th & 20th Century mint and used on homemade quad
pages in 4 Elbe springback albums, most substantial being
Germany with nice assortment of material from various
periods, incl. Saar, Danzig, locals, etc, also worthwhile
Switzerland and Poland, generally fine. 2013 Scott $6,500+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $600/800

1826 H Andorra and Monaco Collection $350
Hundreds of o.g. (some n.h. and scattered used) in Scott
specialty album, Andorra to 1983 and Monaco to 1980 incl.
#176 o.g., nice collection to expand, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $4,900+ (Owner’s) ...................... Est. $500/750

1827 m Scandinavia Mostly Used $350
Substantial collection/accumulation housed in 3 banker
boxes, highlights incl. stockbooks, circuit books, glassines,
etc., thousands of different cancellations on earlier, most
identified, plus substantial number of varieties listed in Facit, 
also hundreds of Cinderellas, Revenues and related material,
some reference material also incl., definitely worth careful
inspection for better items, generally fine ........ Est. $500/750

1828 Hm General Accumulation $250
Thousands of 19th & 20th Century mint and used in various
stockbooks, albums, folders, also Brazil stock sorted on small 
stockcard, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $400/600

1829 Hm Dominican Republic and Haiti
Collection $200
Hundreds of mint and used in Scott specialty album to
1970s, nice collection to expand, generally fine to very fine.
Scott $2,150 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $300/400

1830 H
H New Issue Accumulation $200

Many hundred mostly n.h. sets and singles, much topical
appeal, very fine ............................................. Est. $300/400

1831 H
H Russia and Eastern Europe New Issues $150

Many hundred mint sets, singles and souvenir sheets from
various sources, incl. Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Romania, Hungary etc., much topical appeal, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1832 Hm Middle East Accumulation $150
Hundreds of mint and used on album pages, stockbooks, in
glassines and loose, noted Egypt Occupation of Palestine,
Jordan, UAR, inspect, fine to very fine ........... Est. $200/300

1833 Hm Latin America Collections $150
Hundreds of mint and used on album pages to 1960s and in
stockbook, noted collections of Peru, Uruguay and Bolivia,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/300

1834 Hm Accumulation on Stockpages $100
19th & 20th Century mint and used on manila stockpages in
4 binders and an album, incl. Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Poland, Romania, etc., some worthwhile early issues,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $200/300

1835 Hm) Middle East Accumulation $100
Stamps and covers in banker box, modern commercial and
FDs, incl. old Jordan auction lot marked $800, also
interesting Egypt, have a look, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200
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Worldwide Collections

1836 Hm High Catalog Classic Group $10,000
Hundreds of better cat. mint and used singles ($100+ each)
identified on black stockcards, noted U.S. incl. #67 used,
Canada incl. 64 mint, Cape triangles incl. “wood blocks”,
better Chile and Uruguay, Italian and German States,
Switzerland, German Colonies, Russia #1 pen cancel,
Australian States, many items signed, few with certs., some
items not counted, worth a very close inspection, mixed
condition ............................................. Est. $15,000/20,000

1837 Hm) 1840 to 1890 Collection Web $10,000
Few thousand mint and used in beautiful Schaubek album,
some items with certs., good showing for many countries,
extensive Europe, incl. German and Italian States, covers
scattered throughout, noted Finland #2 pen cancel (cert.),
British Colonies incl. Ceylon, Hong Kong, Cape of Good
Hope triangles, Canada, Latin America unpicked, pencil
notations in margins (can be erased), lovely remainder
collection, ready to be expanded again, generally fine,
originally a very extensive collection from Europe 
............................................................. Est. $15,000/20,000

1838 H
H r Dealers Stock on Sales Pages $8,000

Souvenir sheets, blocks and strips, 95%+ n.h. from 1920s to
2010, good representation of countries such as China and
PRC, Macau, San Marino, Portugal, Belgium, Singapore,
Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Thailand, Iraq, Ireland, present
and former British, German, Dutch and French Colonies,
good run of Latin America, especially Paraguay and
Nicaragua, etc., very strong in topical material, butterflies,
mushrooms, soccer, Olympics, scouts, birds, gems, space,
trains, Lady Di, animals, dinosaurs, Rotary and many others, 
housed in 70 Elbe-style binders, estimated Scott cat. is
$80,000+ based on retail prices of $66,257 (tapes enclosed
in each binder), material is retail priced at 10% to 40% off
Scott, modest dupl., averaging two to three, very clean lot,
mounted on standard sheets ready to sell, fine to very fine 
............................................................. Est. $11,000/20,000

1839 Hm 39 Scott International Juniors $7,000
Thousands of used and mint to 1995 (missing New
Hebrides to Nyassa album and China album), plus blank
pages for later issues to mid 2000s (not all countries), noted
Japan and other Asia, British, French and Portuguese
Colonies, nice group of modern mint sets throughout, all
albums well filled, excellent collection to breakdown into
country or regional lots, lots of value here, generally fine
............................................................. Est. $10,000/15,000

1840 m Massive Used Accumulation $5,000
Thousands of singles sorted in glassines by countries, classics 
to some modern with light dupl., noted cat. values to $400+,
good variety of issues and countries, collector culled obvious
faulty, good lot for approvals or internet, generally fine. Scott
$215,000+ (Owner’s) ......................... Est. $10,000/15,000

1841 Hm Unoffered Red Box Stock $5,000
Probably never offered at shows or through internet, 120 red
boxes, generally ¾ full, mostly 20th Century to around 2000,
retail to $48+, mostly under $10 and many under $1, minor
dupl. up to about 4 copies, priced during mid 1990s to mid
2000 so needs updating, countries incl. France, Germany,
Japan, some classics, some compl. sets, excellent lot for retail,
mostly fine to very fine ............................ Est. $7,500/10,000

1842 H
HH r Stock on Sales Pages $5,000

Substantial dealer stock of mini-sheets, souvenir sheets,
strips and blocks in 8 small and 18 large binders, vast
majority mint n.h. and cover a period into year 2000+ time
frame, good representation in Japan, Macau, Liechtenstein,
China, PRC, Ireland, Netherlands, Gibraltar, Australia,
Belgium, Bahrain, France and other popular countries,
strong in topical material, with prices discounted 10%-40%
from Scott cat. values, the retail is $43,058, which puts
estimated cat. at $50,000+, very clean lot, fine to very fine 
............................................................... Est. $7,000/10,000

1843 Hm Collector’s Intact Mint and Used $3,750
On pages in folders and 5 albums (3 of Canada to 2007 with
some mint incl. 1897 Jubilee to $4, 1908 Tercentenary set,
1930-32 set to 50c, Netherlands 1 album to 1980s reasonably 
full with #1-3, G.B. modern in album with some mint,
earlier on pages), each country with total cat. on folder, no
U.S., 19th century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $5,000/7,500

1844 Hm 1960s Store Stock $3,500
Tens of thousands of used and mint organized by Scott
numbers on Elbe linen pages in 135 binders filling 20 banker
boxes, with dupl., noted Asia incl. China, Western Europe,
various Colonies, this was store stock of “R and Stamps” of
Carmel, CA, some toning issues noted, nothing expensive,
but cat. values have gone up considerably since 1960s, stock
was insured for $7000 in January 1965, intact as received,
this will take some time to go through, but you will be
rewarded, generally fine, material has been in storage since 1965 
................................................................. Est. $5,000/7,500

1845 Hm Dealer Stock $3,500
Mint and used on almost 300 dealer stockpages, total
marked retail prices of $34,666, with card cat. values ranging
from $15 to $1,000, noted Iran (total marked price $13,641),
Japan (total marked price $4,157) and various countries incl.
Canada, Denmark, British Commonwealth, etc. (total
marked price $16,868), few with small faults, nice lot for
dealers as it has already been broken down for sale, inspect,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $5,000/7,000

1846 H
H Better Never Hinged $3,500

141 sets from Abu Dhabi to Yugoslavia, incl. Belgium,
British Antarctic Territory, PRC, Falklands, French India,
Polynesia, FSAT, Germany, Hong Kong, Iceland, Jordan,
Luxembourg, Malaya, Monaco, Nepal, Saar, St. Pierre &
Miquelon, Sarawak, Tristan da Cunha, Vatican and
Venezuela, very clean lot, very fine. Scott $17,490 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1847 Hm Large Accumulation $3,000
Wide array of collections, incl. several albums of Japan,
Cambodia, Laos and Viet Nam, collections of Vatican,
Korea, Greece, Philippines, Romania, China and PRC to
name a few, topical related albums such as Olympics, Disney, 
Royal Wedding, mint sheet file of 1940s Japan, 4 vol.
worldwide, Iceland, France & Colonies, several collections
of British Colonies, plate collection of British Penny Reds,
oldtime albums in 1917 Scott International Junior and a
1940s International, a huge variety of stockbooks, boxes,
glassines, loose pages and large envelopes filled with wide
variety of material, incl. album pages with mint sets to
$200+, Mexico full sheets of Exportas, Year sets, APS
circuit books, cards of high-end G.B. classics incl. #1 (3),
etc., lot filled with surprises, reserve ample time to view this,
fine .......................................................... Est. $4,000/5,000
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1848 H Better Sets and Singles $3,000
2 filled binders, virtually all l.h., plus a few used, strong in
G.B. & Colonies, plus nice representation of Italy &
Colonies, Austria, France, Germany, Japan, etc., worth a
look, fine to very fine. Scott $23,878 ......... Est. $4,000/5,000

1849 H
HH Modern Mint Stock $2,500

Few thousand n.h. and o.g. sets and souvenir sheets in
glassines, some dupl., value in former British Colonies and
Europe, $1 and up cat. (no junk), good for stock, many
topical items, fine to very fine. Scott $28,900+ 
................................................................. Est. $3,500/4,000

1850 Hm 24 Banker Box Lot $2,000
Huge accumulation from dealer of 40 years who swept his
stock clean of everything that was excess, everything
imaginable, collections, stockbooks and pages, presentation
packs (over 100), year sets, Omnibus sets, mint sheets, boxes, 
files, etc., countries noted are China, PRC, Japan, Germany,
Switzerland, Russia, India, Austria, Canada, Korea, G.B.,
France, Netherlands, Spain & Colonies, India, Vatican,
Mexico, also Disney, a myriad of topicals and even some
kiloware, well worth examining, fine ........ Est. $3,000/3,500

1851 Hm Oldtime Accumulation $1,800
Thousands of mint and used in various stockbooks and on
album pages filling 7 banker boxes, noted better classic used
Scandinavia, France #329 n.h. (small faults, cat. $700),
some Asia incl. Japan Park sets mint, used classic Hong
Kong, Canada incl. large and small Queens used, modern
topical sets mint, there are some sleepers in here, high cat.,
worth a close look, mixed condition .......... Est. $2,500/3,000

1852 m Collection in 24 Scott Internationals $1,800
Thousands of mostly used to 1977 with scattered modern
mint sets, dupl. on extra pages, value in European countries,
some British Colonies, few surprises, inspect, generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500

1853 Hm Collection in 21 Minkus Albums $1,800
Thousands of mint and used in Global Supreme albums to
1994, good variety of countries and issues with some better
scattered throughout, generally fine ......... Est. $2,500/3,500

1854 Hm Dealer Collection Hoard $1,800
Dealer pressed for time decided to auction off a sizable
number of collections that came in recently that he didn’t
have time to work up, result 7 banker boxes of collections,
mint and used, in addition to a number of worldwide
collections are individual collections, some fairly extensive of
Spain, Vatican, Indonesia, France, Denmark, Germany,
China, Japan, Mexico and others plus stack of black
stockcards and large file box with hundreds of desirable sets,
inspect to appreciate, fine ......................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1855 H
HH Modern Mint Collection $1,600

Few thousand sets and singles in 69 stockbooks, late 1940s to 
late 1980s, early issues mix of l.h. and n.h., modern is n.h.,
noted 1970s PRC and other Asia, no apparent dupl., very
clean lot, very fine .................................... Est. $2,200/3,500

1856 Hm Collection in 21 Scott Internationals $1,500
Thousands of mint and used, 19th Century to 1983, noted
some better classics from Europe, PRC mint ($1000+ cat.),
neatly mounted and condition better than usually seen, great
collection to expand, fine .......................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1857 Hm Large Collector Accumulation $1,500
Thousands of mint and used in various albums and
stockbooks filling 9 banker boxes, classics to modern, noted
Europe, Latin America, Ireland, Mexico, Iceland, bird
topical, many better items sprinkled throughout, worth
inspection, fine ........................................ Est. $2,500/3,500

1858 Hm Collection in 12 Scott Internationals $1,400
Thousands of mint and used on pages to 1974, modern mint
sets throughout, noted French and Portuguese Colonies,
Latin America, Europe and Japan, generally fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

1859 Hm Various Scott Internationals $1,400
Thousands of used and mint in 23 vols. (no sets), some good
vols., some not so good, have a look, fine ... Est. $2,000/3,000

1860 Hm Accumulation of Better Items $1,200
Hundreds of mint and used in stockbook, formed by
collector from his collection, some misidentified, value in
U.S. classics used incl. #71, 120, large Bank Notes to 90¢
values, 240, 291, Netherlands used incl. 3 (9), 6 (8), 12 (5),
54 (2), 85 (mint), 101 (mint), 104 (4 used, 1 mint), 105 (mint 
and used), 134 mint, Germany C44-45 (2) used, few faults,
inspect, generally fine ............................... Est. $1,800/3,000

1861 Hm Accumulation From Local Collector $1,000
Thousands of used and mint filling 19 banker boxes, noted
#102 sales cards, U.S. used and mint, approval sheets,
sorted and unsorted in glassines, country collections on
album pages, filled stockpages, misc. supplies, collections of
Japan, Austria, France, U.S. Revenues, Norway, etc., intact
as received, needs sorting, generally fine ... Est. $2,000/3,000

1862 Hm Better Estate Accumulation $1,000
Few hundred mint and used on stockpages, removed from
main collection by owner, noted n.h. Iran sets, Greece
#C1-4 n.h., France 66 mint, 128 n.h., 226b used, 329 n.h.,
Germany 683-684 n.h., G.B. 1 used, Greenland 10-18 n.h.,
Italy C62-65 o.g. (2), Argentina C1-19 o.g., New Guinea
C57-58 used, Norway 3 used, Switzerland 304-305 used,
Uruguay C27-60A o.g., Austria 354-373 n.h., great group
for stock, worth a close look, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1863 H
H Modern Never Hinged Accumulation $1,000

Thousands of n.h. sets, souvenir sheets and singles
(occasional o.g.) with dupl. in stockbooks, on stockpages and 
album pages, noted France, N. Korea, Bulgaria, Laos,
Luxembourg, Mexico, Ryukyus, Sweden, Russia year sets,
British Colonies, topicals, etc., excellent lot to break down for 
retail, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1864 Hm Collection in 19 Minkus Albums $1,000
Thousands of mint and used in Global Supreme albums to
1990, noted some better Australia, Canada, China, G.B. incl. 
#1 used, Russia and modern mint sets, inspect, fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1865 Hm Accumulation in 6 Banker Boxes $1,000
Thousands of mint and used in various stockbooks, folders
and album pages, noted mint stamp on stamp collection on
pages filling a banker box, better G.B. Dues mint and used,
Ryukyus stock, extensive used G.B. classics on stockpages,
China with some PRC, few covers, modern new issues,
worth a close look, generally fine .............. Est. $1,500/2,000
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1866 Hm) Dealer 20 Year Accumulation $1,000
15 banker boxes from cleaning out back room, noted U.S.
collection in Harris album with better items, Australia
collection with modern mint, 2 of the boxes are stuffed with
loose kiloware, FD’s, modern U.S. mint stationery, modern
used Japan, some U.S. postage, fine ......... Est. $1,500/2,000

1867 P Proof and Essay Lot Web $1,000
87 on card (mostly reduced), good variety of countries, noted
large group of U.S. Philippines revenues, Latin America,
Curacao, some with tone spots, very unusual group,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1868 Hm 12 Boxes of Various $1,000
Culled from large estate, mint and used, mix of disorganized
in glassines, on stockpages, and organized in albums, red
boxes, glassines by topic, mini country collections on pages,
99 French Africa deluxe sheets, etc., needs inspection as
anything could be in there, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1869 Hm Better Dealer Accumulation $1,000
19th & 20th Century mint and used neatly sorted and priced
in hundreds of glassines and stockcards, incl. Asia, British
Cols., Europe, good Russia, Germany and Switzerland,
careful inspection recommended, fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,400/2,000

1870 H A-F Modern Mint Collection $900
Few thousand mounted in well filled Scott International,
1969 to 1977 issues, value in PRC issues, noted
#1047-1052, 1054-1057, 1076-1079, 1084-1089,
1104-1107, 1108-1113, 1126-1129, 1255-1270, 1573,
worth a look, fine to very fine .................... Est. $1,300/2,000

1871 Hm Collection in Master Supreme Globals $850
Mint and used housed in 12 vols., incl. decent holding of
mint U.S. starting with 2c reds, Farleys, $5 Hamilton n.h.,
C18, C20-22, etc., Foreign mostly scattered mint n.h. to o.g., 
some albums very few stamps, best countries are Taiwan and
Japan with virtually compl. mint run 1968 to 1987, other
better countries incl. Cuba, Hawaii, New Zealand, Niue,
Thailand and Tuvalu, also incl. boxes of mint and used, plus
a substantial amount of Disney material, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,200/1,800

1872 H Mint Somewhat Better Selection $800
Mostly 20th Century culled from large estate, mostly cat.
$20+ incl. FSAT with #16-19, Germany, some classics,
couple questionable, 1915 oldtime approval(?) book with
mint and used incl. mint G.B., Switzerland 1900 Allegory set 
mint, U.S. Louisiana Purchase to 10¢ mint, 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1873 Hm Unusual Accumulation $750
Thousands of mint and used in manila folders (on pages and
stockpages) filling 17 banker boxes, no rhyme or reason to
this accumulation, the good, the bad and the ugly, inspect,
generally fine ........................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1874 Hm Eclectic Accumulation $750
19th and 20th Century mint and used on quad and
stockpages, varied assortment of countries, incl. material
from Asia, Europe, Italy, Spanish Cols., U.S. and more,
careful inspection recommended as better items to be found
throughout, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $1,000/1,500

1875 Hm Collections Culled From Estate $750
In albums mint and used, few on pages only, Norway and
Scandinavia collection old cat. $2800, topical collections,
worldwide on stockpages, brown and blue Internationals,
Germany & Colonies collection, etc., generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1876 Hm Accumulation of Scott Junior Albums $700
3 banker boxes filled with oldtime albums, thousands of used
and mint, noted some better used U.S. and Italy, plus box
with Scott brown Internationals (one set to 1926 and one
19th Century album, all sparsely filled), mixed condition 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1877 Hm The Good, the Bad and the Ugly 
Part One $700
Tens of thousands of used and mint from massive 6 pallet
shipment we received, on stockpages, glassines, envelopes,
sales circuit books, housed in 21 banker boxes, wide mix of
mostly common with a few surprises to be found, a sorters
dream lot, fine, see lot 1885 ........................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1878 Hm Various Collections $700
Thousands of mint and used in 30+ albums and stockbooks, 
incl. Russia, Egypt, Ecuador/Venezuela, Austria,
Columbia/Panama and Switzerland, noted a well filled Scott
International vol. I and III, 1937 KGVI Coronation
omnibus, two 1953 QEII Coronation omnibus and much
more, good fun with some useful items, fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1879 Hm Oceania Collection on Oldtime Pages $700
Few hundred mint and used to 1910s, noted Australian
States, Samoa, Solomon Is., New Hebrides, New Caledonia, 
New Zealand, Fiji, Hawaii, Australia and Papua, very
interesting oldtime group, high cat., few faults, generally fine
 ................................................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1880 H
HHm Consignment Balance $700

Few thousand mint and used in various collections,
stockbooks, glassines, etc., noted Fr. Polynesia collection
with some better modern mint, Australia collection, modern
PRC mint, early Brazil, Portugal mint on pages, New
Zealand collection with Chalon Heads, Bermuda collection,
Israel 1949 to 1953 tab collection, have a look, generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1881 Hm Interesting Accumulation $700
Few hundred mint and used on small stockpages and in
glassines, noted Israel #55 n.h. tab block of 4 (cat. $450),
Modena 10-14 mint, Brazil 21-28 mint, Chile 1-12 used,
early Korea, Italian States, early Switzerland 226 on flight
cover, Latin America, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1882 Hm Oldtime Mostly Mint Collection $700
Virtually all 20th Century on quadrille pages to 1940s in 9
albums, incl. Commonwealth to GV, some mint blocks,
Canada with Admirals to 20¢, Falkland Dependencies
imprint blocks, Mexico, Greece #C38-47 pairs, French
Colonies, Newfoundland, Russia, Iran with 1911-13 set
inverted centers (10 diff.), 567 inverted center, 1930s French 
Oceania values with violet “V” handstamps (unlisted), Peru
Official group, etc., inspect, mostly fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500
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1883 Hm Oldtime Retired Dealer Hoard $700
Last act of dealer when he retired 20 years ago was to scoop
up everything left and put it in garage, he is finally letting it
go, noted 20 large 9x12 binders filled with stocksheets of
worldwide, both used and mint, just about all countries
represented, especially strong in British Empire and Asia,
oldtime Regent album, collection of Germany (incl. DDR),
plus lots more worldwide mint and used on #102 cards,
stockbooks, loose stocksheets, glassines, approval sheets,
baggies, even two bags of old off-paper kiloware, it fills seven
banker boxes, generally fine ..................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1884 H
H Modern Accumulation $550

Combination of investor lot and dealer newer issues excess,
virtually all n.h., heavy in popular material from 1990s to
2011, extensive run of Ireland, souvenir sheets, strips, blocks
and booklets, also stockpages filled with newer issues from
New Zealand, Singapore, Hong Kong, Scandinavian
countries, G.B. incl. multiples of modern £1, £2 and £5
pound issues, very modern Australia, Germany, plus
shoebox filled to brim with both modern and earlier material,
most all n.h., most items identified by Scott number, very
clean lot, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $800/1,200

1885 Hm The Good, the Bad and Ugly Part Two $500
Tens of thousands of used and mint from massive 6 pallet
shipment we received, on stockpages, glassines, envelopes,
sales circuit books, housed in 22 banker boxes, wide mix of
mostly common with a few surprises to be found, a sorters
dream lot, fine .......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1886 Hm) Accumulation in 7 Banker Boxes $500
Thousands of mint and used, classics to modern, noted better 
19th Century U.S. and Canada used, worldwide modern
mint sets (many topical), off paper, loose, on album pages
and on stockpages, large group of dolphin and whale related
modern covers, generally fine ................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1887 H
H Modern Disorganized Accumulation $500

Thousands of n.h. sets and souvenir sheets in glassines and
loose, filling 3 banker boxes, mostly late 1970s to late 1990s,
good variety of countries and issues with minor dupl., ready
to break down for retail, fine to very fine ... Est. $1,000/1,500

1888 H
HH Stamp Shows and Events Collection $500

Hundreds of mint sets, singles and souvenir sheets in 3
albums and on loose pages, 1897 to 2008 issues for various
national shows from numerous countries, noted French
Colonies, high cat., fine to very fine ............. Est. $750/1,000

1889 H 1976 to 1980s Collection $500
Few thousand mint sets mounted in 7 Scott Internationals
(occasional used), noted former French and British
Colonies, Europe, Taiwan, Latin America, clean lot, fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1890 Hm Consignment Balance $500
Thousands of used and mint in albums (incl. Minkus Global 
Supreme 5 vol. set) and a few stockbooks filling 8 banker
boxes, nothing expensive, but a few surprises here and there,
generally fine .............................................. Est. $750/1,000

1891 Hm Collection in Lincoln Album Web $500
Hundreds of mint and used to early 20th Century, noted
value in European countries, noted Poland #1 used, early
Switzerland, China incl. 8-9, Japan, Natal 97 unused, 98
revenue cancel, Hawaii, mixed condition .... Est. $700/1,000

1892 Hm Collection and Accumulation $500
8 Scott International albums filled with thousands of mint
and used, both sets and singles, better countries incl. Korea,
Japan, China, G.B., Hong Kong, Hungary, Thailand and
Italy, also incl. 9 boxes of excess, mostly used, but scattered
mint, generally fine ..................................... Est. $700/1,000

1893 m Oldtime Collection $450
Kind of collection just about everyone loves, Scott
International albums, parts 1, 2 and 3 filled with so many,
first two fan out to about 45 degrees and binding held
together with filament tape, definitely an oldtime collection,
predominantly used, but still nice representation of mint, just 
about every country represented, obviously labor of love by
previous owner, strongest in period 1930s to 1950s, inspect
to appreciate, generally fine ............................ Est. $600/800

1894 Hm Retail Stock $400
Few thousand mint and used, mostly modern singles and sets 
on #102 sales cards filling 12 red boxes, good variety with
minor dupl., nothing too expensive, but no “clunkers” either, 
ready for sale, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $600/800

1895 Hm Priced Dealer Stock $350
2 banker boxes with hundreds of singles, sets and souvenir
sheets on sales pages, large binders mostly under $30 retail
with strength in Middle East, small binders with many
$20-$50 items, strength in British Commonwealth, have a
look, fine ..................................................... Est. $700/1,000

1896 Hm Collection in 6 Supreme Globals $350
Few thousand used and mint to 1970, noted some better used 
Canada, group of 1930s to 1940s mint China, occasional
mint British set, European used and mint, inspect, generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750

1897 Hm Various Country Collections $350
Selection of mint and used sets and singles in various Scott
and Minkus specialty albums, consists of Independent
Africa, Equatorial Guinea, Yemen (virtually all Minkus
listed), Netherlands & Colonies, oldtime Scott Junior
album, Scandinavia, Grenada and Dominican Republic,
have a look, generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $500/750

1898 Hm Accumulation in 2 Banker Boxes $350
Few thousand mint and used on stockpages, homemade
album pages, noted large quantity of Japan, 2 collections of
G.B. incl. #1 (2) used, needs inspection, fine . Est. $500/750

1899 Hm Accumulation From Estate $350
Few thousand mint and used on stock and album pages,
noted Austria, Germany, Liechtenstein (new issues in
folders), 1974 UPU n.h. collection on Lighthouse hingeless
pages, couple oldtime Scott Junior albums, Scandinavia used 
stock, inspect, fine .......................................... Est. $500/750

1900 Hm Stock For Retail $350
Hundreds of mint and used sets and singles in stockbook,
excellent variety of issues, noted QEII definitive sets n.h.,
imperf. Hungary sets, used classics, many thematic items,
Latin America, excellent lot for break down, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/750
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1901 Hm Vest Pocket Dealer Stock $350
Mint and used sets and singles housed in 3 banker boxes,
hundreds of pages of medium and higher priced material,
plus a treasure hunt going through thousands of glassines
packed with stamps, many surprises along the way, inspect,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $500/750

1902 m Collector Accumulation $350
12 large binders filled with 13 pocket Bristol stockpages of
Foreign, put together over 40 years by collector whose traits
were detail and quality, countries prominently represented
are France, G.B., Switzerland, Canada & Provinces, Japan,
Mexico, Colombia and Denmark, a substantial number are
cat., while the vast majority are used, decent representation of 
mint, many in multiples of 2 to 5, generally fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $500/750

1903 H
H New Issue Accumulation $350

N.h., hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets in stockbooks,
year sets, presentation folders, on pages, etc., few scattered
FDs, noted large group of Disney, books of trains and birds,
British omnibus issues, Marshall Is., Australia and New
Zealand, clean lot, very fine ............................ Est. $500/750

1904 Hm Accumulation From Estate $350
Thousands of mint and used filling 5 banker boxes, contains
over 45 binders, plus sorted by country, some collateral
material, no scarce items noted, but better items can’t be
ruled out, worth a look, fine ............................ Est. $500/750

1905 Hm 5 Box Accumulation $350
Culled from large estate, mint and used, mostly
disorganized, incl. packet material, possibly better scattered
throughout, a lot of work but fun at the same time, good
winter project, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $500/750

1906 Hm Collection on Homemade Pages $300
Few thousand mint and used filling 7 banker boxes, many
pages sparse, some pages well filled, issues to 2000s (very
little before 1920s), some value in modern mint sets,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

1907 H
H r Modern Souvenir Sheets $300

N.h., few hundred on sales pages in 3 binders, good variety of 
countries, subjects, very fine. Scott $3,500+ .. Est. $400/600

1908 Hm Accumulation From Estate $300
Filling 4 banker boxes, incl. mostly modern used stock of
Denmark, Norway and Sweden to about 2000, plus tens of
thousands of mint and used, old and new, in glassines, loose
and stockbooks, on album pages, fine ............. Est. $400/600

1909 Hm) Unusual Accumulation $300
Group of sets, souvenir sheets and some covers, classics to
modern in 2 vols., noted many thematic incl. Olympics,
sports, trains, Europa, imperf., deluxe proofs, booklets, etc.,
excellent lot for retail, fine to very fine ............. Est. $400/600

1910 (H) Rocket Mail Accumulation $300
Selection of covers and mint labels with dupl., 1930s to 1970,
good variety of countries and flights, noted U.S. EZ #8C1
(4), 26D1 (5), India EZ 2C1 (2), G.B. EZ 5C1c, Australia
EZ 3, Germany EZ 6, fine to very fine ............ Est. $400/600

1911 Hm Collector Accumulation $300
19th and 20th Century mint and used on stockpages in
binders and albums, generally fine to very fine  Est. $400/600

1912 Hm Collections on Pages $250
19th and 20th Century mint and used on album pages sorted
by country in file folders, incl. G.B. & Cols., Asia, Latin
America, Europe, Spanish and French Cols., etc., generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/600

1913 Hm Large Cinderella Lot $250
Filling 2 banker boxes, incl. lots of unlisted, federal and state
Revenues, fair and exposition labels and stamps, wide range
of etiquettes, fishing and hunting licenses with stamps, movie 
fantasy stamps and paper money, booklets and part booklets
of Wells Fargo Express franks, telephone cards, matchbook
covers, Canadian phone cards, accordion views of various
cities and places, lottery and sweepstake tickets, German
cigarette cards, beer, liquor and opium labels and forms,
railroad memorabilia, Flying A associated scenic stamp
books and loose stamps, WWII food and gas rationing
stamps, old checks and legal documents, correspondence
from 1860s onward, baggage tags, fancy cancels, meters, old
photos, propaganda stamps, etc., treasure trove of weird
stuff, generally fine ........................................ Est. $400/600

1914 Hm Asia Mint and Used Accumulation $250
Rather disorganized group in stockbook, stockpages, album
pages and some loose materials from all Asian areas incl nice
range of Malaya Japan Occ., interesting lot that we
recommend careful inspection, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $350/500

1915 m Oldtime Collection $200
Few thousand mostly used on homemade pages to 1930s in
18 small binders, value in Europe, some scattered covers
noted, fun lot, generally fine ........................... Est. $300/400

1916 Hm Collection in 3 Supreme Globals $200
Few thousand used and mint to 1964, scattered British, some 
better European and Latin American countries used and
mint, inspect, generally fine ........................... Est. $300/400

1917 Hm Balance of Estate $200
Hundreds of mint and used in albums, stockbook, cigar box,
glassines, etc., noted Indochina and early South Viet Nam,
hundreds of Fr. Morocco used in stockbook, France
collection on Minkus pages with 1950s mint, have a look,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $300/400

1918 P Specimens and Proofs $200
Hundreds incl. Cuba #231S (cat. $225), Latin America
with Argentina #161-171TC, Czechoslovakia proofs and
trial colors, New Zealand black proofs, Nicaragua punched
hole specimens, Ecuador Revenue and Fiscal specimens,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

1919 m Perfin Collection $200
Nice selection of 2600+ on homemade album pages incl.
many never seen, plus 1966 and 1969 Perfins cat. published
by the Perfins Club, please inspect, fine .......... Est. $300/400

1920 m Oldtime Kiloware Lot $200
One man’s 40 year love affair with kiloware produced 3
banker boxes of material, meticulously sorted out only the
best, which he cat. and put up on #102 cards generally 3 to 5
stamps per card, there are 8 boxes of Japan, 5 of Germany, 3
of Canada and 1 each for Switzerland, G.B. and Denmark,
additionally stockpages, stockbooks and glassines of
worldwide, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $300/400
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1921 Hm Mint and Used Stock $200
Housed on 13-pocket Bristol stockpages in nine large
binders, much related to Asian area, Latin America and
European countries, ranging from n.h. to some cto’s,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

1922 Hm Mini Collections $200
2 banker boxes filled with more than a hundred, covering
everything from classic to modern, ideal for worldwide
collector or dealer seeking to pump up his mini lot offerings,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $300/400

1923 Hm 1894 Scott Album $200
Beginners collection when it was put into this Part 1 (A-L)
1894 Scott International Album, now 120 years later, it has
some nice classic material from G.B. (incl. four-margin used
Penny Black) plus other desirable early material from
Canada, Newfoundland, France, Germany and German
States, Italy, Greece, etc. worth careful inspection, mixed
condition ....................................................... Est. $300/400

1924 m Perfins and Precancels $200
Banker box filled with worldwide, gathered over time by
dealer who wasn’t familiar with that part of hobby, absolutely
unpicked, from late 19th Century onward, emphasis on
U.S., but good representation of both precancels and perfins
from major countries around the world, worth inspection,
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1925 Hm Dealer’s Floor Sweeping Lot $200
Very disorganized group of mint, used, souvenir sheets,
booklets, postage, etc, in 2 banker boxes, a little bit of
everything can be found here, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1926 m Group With Olympic Collection $200
3 stockbooks mainly used with early Austria, South and
Central America and range of British Colonies revenues incl.
India and Egypt plus 1968 Olympic collection of mint and
FDCs, generally fine to very fine .................... Est. $300/400

1927 Hm Miscellaneous in 2 Banker Boxes $200
Mint and used, messy accumulation of what looks like wide
range of materials, little bit of everything, close inspection
will yield some interesting items, generally fine to very fine
 ...................................................................... Est. $300/400

1928 Hm Accumulation Culled From Estate $200
In full banker boxes, disorganized, incl. on #102 cards, old
Junior International, mint U.N., on pages, etc., mostly 20th
Century, little recent, fine ............................... Est. $300/400

1929 H
H New Issue Accumulation $200

From large estate, loose, mostly 1960s-80s period but some
recent, incl. Germany, recent Hong Kong, Monaco, some
min. sheets, excellent lot to break down for stock, clean, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $300/400

1930 F Oldtime Forgery Reference Group $200
Many hundreds, from deceased dealer priced up in binder,
sorted by country, some crude some very good copies, “H”
on incl. Haiti, Heligoland, Latvia, Paraguay 1870
“reprints”, U.S. incl. Crosby City Post, Confederates,
Roman Sates, Samoa, etc., interesting ............ Est. $300/400

1931 m Collector’s Mostly Used Duplicates $200
Many thousands in full banker box, sorted by country in
glassines, strength in Canada, good lot for better packets, fine 
overall ............................................................ Est. $300/500

1932 Hm Collection in 5 Minkus Supreme
Globals $150
Several thousand mint and used to 1971, noted some value in
British and French Colonies and Europe, nice collection to
expand, fine ................................................... Est. $250/350

1933 Hm Estate Balance $150
Few hundreds on stockpages and in glassines, value in
Canada mint and used on stockpages incl. Jubilee mint
values to 8¢, early G.B. QEII mint sets, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1934 H Accumulation in Small Box $120
Several hundred mostly mint singles, sets and souvenir
sheets, noted better Lebanon souvenir sheets, have a look,
fine ................................................................ Est. $120/180

1935 Hm Revenues and Older Cinderella $100
Hundreds, culled from large estate, loose, in stockbooks,
etc., incl. Commonwealth, fine ....................... Est. $200/300

1936 Hm Hunting Permit Accumulation $100
Incl. U.S. Federal ducks with several used incl. $15 values,
#RW29 and RW37 n.h., few modern mint (face $55), large
group of State issues, Canada Federal and Quebec issues
with dupl. (face $127 Federal issues), fine ...... Est. $150/200

1937 Hm 19th and Early 20th Century Albums $100
Mint and used in 4 early well preserved albums, incl. 2
Arthur Maury albums, Yvert et Tellier and a Lincoln stamp
album, all with various early issues, also an interesting
selection of material on old quad album pages and in
envelopes incl. German Offices & Cols., Russia, France,
some sheets of early El Salvador and Nicaragua, etc., mixed
condition ....................................................... Est. $150/200

1938 Hm Collection in Old Scott Junior Album $100
Hundreds of mint and used on pages to 1930, value in U.S.
and European material, mixed condition ........ Est. $150/200

Worldwide Aerogrammes

See Various Foreign Country Lots

1939 (H) Commonwealth Large Collection $700
Few thousand unused (scattered used) in binders and on
loose pages filling 8 banker boxes, noted Barbados, Solomon
Is., Nauru, Nepal, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Tanganyika,
KUT, Cayman Is., Bahamas, Australia, Gold Coast, Ghana
(errors noted), British Guiana, Canada (incl. proofs),
Southern Rhodesia, Egypt, Virgin Is., Brunei, Burma,
Kuwait, Gambia, Falklands, Ceylon, Australia, South
Africa, Grenada, Bermuda, worth a close inspection, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500
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1940 (H) Commonwealth Collection $700
Couple thousand unused (scattered used) in binders and on
loose pages filling 6 banker boxes, noted Jamaica, Malaysia,
Mauritius (specimens), G.B., Australia, Guyana, Gambia,
Tristan da Cunha (many varieties), Gold Coast, Falkland
Is., Bangladesh, Nigeria, Cyprus, New Zealand, Zambia
incl. 1967 Kessler listing copies (unique?), Zanzibar incl.
#FG-3 with specimen overprint and others, careful
inspection will prove worthwhile, very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1941 (H) European Area Collection $500
Hundreds of unused (few scattered used) in binders and on
loose pages in 5 banker boxes, noted items from Austria,
Russia, Norway, Belgium incl. U.N.O. Force, Sweden,
Denmark, Italy, Iceland, Netherlands, France, Finland,
Vatican and Germany (incl. POW and private), well worth
inspection, very fine .................................... Est. $700/1,000

1942 (H) WWII British Military Forces Web $450
Fantastic group of 16 items from East Africa command,
mostly used, incl. Kessler #1a, 2 (2), 6-8, 13a, 14, 16, 16a
(mint and used), 21, 22 and 23b, almost impossible to dupl.
today, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $600/800

1943 (H) Middle East and Africa Collection $350
Outstanding group of over 400 mostly unused from Muscat, 
Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Sharjah, Liberia, Ethiopia and
Libya, some errors and proofs noted, worth a look, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1944 (H) WWII British Military Web $300
Group of over 30 mint and used form India and Ceylon
military commands, most with illustrations, lovely group,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

1945 (H) Mint Assortment $300
Couple hundred unused (few scattered used) in banker box,
noted binder with Canada proofs, Cayman Is. specimens,
Ethiopia errors, India misprints and many others, very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1946 (H) Interesting Group $250
2 albums with unfolded and unused items, noted U.S. with
many errors, reverse die cuts, Australia specimens,
Singapore double print, Israel Pik-O-Lets, plus others,
interesting lot, very fine .................................. Est. $350/500

1947 (H) Latin America Collection $200
Hundreds of unused (scattered used) in 5 binders and on
loose pages, incl. Brazil, Mexico, Honduras (double ovpts.
and essays noted), Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Cuba and
Columbia (SCADTA lettersheet noted), lovely group, very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1948 (H) Asian Area Collection $180
Hundreds of unused (scattered used) in 6 binders and on
loose pages, noted Thailand, Iran (errors noted), Indonesia,
Iraq, Viet Nam, Afghanistan, Philippines, Israel (incl.
errors) and others, clean lot, very fine ............. Est. $250/350

1949 (H) WWII British Military Web $150
Group of 29 used from the Middle East command, some
with illustrations, wide variety of cancels, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

1950 (H) Mostly Independent Africa Collection $150
Group of over 170 unused (scattered used) from former
French and Belgian Colonies, noted Senegal, Benin,
Katanga, Gabon, Niger, Congo, Somalia, Cameroons and a
nice group from Fr. Polynesia, very fine ......... Est. $200/300

1951 (H) WWII British Military Web $100
Group of 17 used and mint from the South East Asia
command, mostly illustrated, generally fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1952 (H) Mint Balance $100
Several hundred unused (scattered used) in 6 binders, with
South Africa, Sierra Leone (FG-4a noted), Singapore,
South West Africa, U.S. (incl. reverse die cuts) and U.N.,
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

1953 (H) Airgraphs, V-Mail and Illustrated
Telegraph Forms $100
Approx. 125 mint and used from U.S. and G.B. incl. Forces
in India, Egypt, Middle East, New Zealand, Saar, Africa,
interesting group, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $150/200

Topical Collections

1954 H Mostly Mint Stock $1,500
Probably never offered at shows or through internet, topics
incl. Olympics, ships, Disney, 23 red boxes generally ¾ full,
mostly 1940s to around 2000, retail to $18 but few over,
mostly under $5 and many under $1, minor dupl. up to about
4 copies, priced during the mid 1990s to mid 2000 so needs
updating, excellent lot for retail, mostly fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500

1955 H
H Marine Life Collection $1,200

Couple thousand mostly n.h. (few scattered used) sets,
souvenir sheets and some singles in 18 homemade albums,
plus a few covers and a stockbook with items to incl. in
collection, modern issues of A-Z countries, good variety of
subjects, clean, very fine ........................... Est. $1,800/2,500

1956 H
H Massive Mint Butterfly Collection $1,200

Attractive mostly 20th Century collection originally housed
in 8 large binders, mainly compl. n.h. sets, features Asia with
Malaysia, PRC, Commonwealth, Europe and Middle East,
well collected over many years, substantial cat. value, worth
inspection, fine to very fine ....................... Est. $1,800/2,500

1957 H
H Boy Scout 1925 to 2002 Collection $1,000

N.h. in 10 albums on printed pages, virtually compl. except
few scarce min. sheets (ie. Egypt), retail $14,000, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1958 H
HH Modern Mostly Mint Accumulation $400

Thousands of singles and sets in 4 stockbooks and on
stockpages, excellent variety of countries and issues, very
little dupl., noted book on “drama”, the Pope, famous people, 
etc., fun lot, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $600/800

1959 H
H Mint Boy Scout Stock $375

Many hundreds n.h. in 2 red boxes, in oversized with min.
sheets, few stationery, mostly 1960s to circa 2000, minor
dupl. only, clean, fine to very fine .................... Est. $500/750
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1960 Hm Various Subjects $200
Housed in 4 loose-leaf Voyager albums, collection a mixture
of used and mint, and covers a wide range of topical subjects,
ships, trains, birds, animals, soccer and other sports, nudes,
space, movie stars, trains, butterflies, and fish to name just a
few, generally fine to very fine ......................... Est. $300/400

1961 H) “Zeppelin” Related Group $100
Modern mint sets and souvenir sheets, plus commemorative
covers, few photos and postcards, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Worldwide Covers

1962 ) British Commonwealth Stock $1,500
Few hundred, stampless to mid 20th Century, good variety
of countries and issues, noted Indian States, sleeved and
priced, owners retail $13,097, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1963 () Zeppelin Collection Web $1,000
50+ with dispatches from Germany incl. #C39, C41, C44,
U.S. incl. C15, Switzerland, Iceland, Brazil, also some
Condor and other usages, nice group, generally fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1964 ) European Stock $1,000
Few hundred, stampless to mid 20th Century, good variety
of countries and issues, sleeved and priced, owners retail
$13,400, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $1,400/1,800

1965 ) Trans-Atlantic Mail Web $1,000
24 mounted on well written up pages, mostly carried via
Cunard Line, noted Constantinople to Genoa via “Triest”
(1858), British packet mail, Halifax-Bermuda packet line,
various vessels, Ireland to U.S. unpaid, fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

1966 ) Interesting Accumulation $1,000
About 400 items, noted Japan pre-WWII, Palestine related,
1868 Haiti stampless, 1891 Romania to U.S., Cape triangle,
some sleepers in here, high retail value, fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1967 ) Accumulation From Stamp Dealer $800
Accumulation of more than 10,300 filling 7 banker boxes,
majority commercial with large number pre-1945, incl.
Zeppelins, first flights, censored, early metered, Balloon
post, FDs, diplomatic mail, shows, reg., etc., fair amount of
China and Japan prior to WWII, PRC incl. commercial with 
stamps cat. to $200, Germany Third Reich commercial and
propaganda covers and cards, classic from 1850s-60s,
France and Italian States, worth careful inspection to
appreciate, fine ........................................ Est. $1,100/1,500

1968 ) Latin America Stock $700
Couple hundred stampless to early 20th Century, good
variety of countries and issues, sleeved and priced, owners
retail $5220, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $1,000/1,200

1969 ) Asia Area Stock $700
Couple hundred mostly 20th Century, good variety of
countries and issues, noted India, Japan, Korea, sleeved and
priced, owners retail $5777, generally fine to very fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1970 ) Better Accumulation $700
45 covers and a couple fronts, 19th to early 20th Century,
noted CSA #5, U.S. incl. 76 with New York steamship
cancel, 98 to France, early Saudi Arabia incl. L94, C.G.H.
13, some early Latin America, D.W.I. 10, Canada 14,
Ceylon 1900 postcard, early Palestine, worth a close look,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1971 ) Group of Better Web $700
21 covers or cards, incl. Portugal 22 (cert.), 32 (cert.),
Austria 6 on advertising cover (cert.), Norway 2 and 5 (cert.), 
7 and 9 (cert.), Thailand postal card used, Foochow 1 with
French military SL cancel, very nice group, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1972 ) 20th Century Lot $500
6 banker boxes with over 10,000 from all parts of the world,
vast majority commercial, no U.S., generally dollar box
material with an occasional surprise, fine .. Est. $1,000/1,200

1973 ) Correspondence to U.S. $500
1920s-50s, several thousand loose in full banker box, much
Middle East, South America and strong German Leipzig
1946-48 Fair stock of usages, censored, few commems or
FDs but mostly commercial, condition mixed, but many
interesting items, excellent lot to break down for retail, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,200

1974 ) Middle East Stock $500
Couple hundred 20th Century, good variety of countries and
issues, sleeved and priced, owners retail $3586, generally fine 
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $750/900

1975 ) Accumulation From Consignment $500
Hundreds in full banker box, good variety of countries,
noted first flights, commercial, censored, many on Ebay
pages, noted interesting group of early WWII Pan-Am
commercial mail with censor markings written up on cards
(very high retail), inspect, generally fine to very fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1976 ) Commercial Group $500
Unpicked, many hundreds in 1 banker box (about 75%) full,
mostly 1930s-80s period incl. G.B. penny black, strongest in
Latin America, WWII German Feldpost, fine 
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1977 ) Mostly Modern Accumulation $350
Thousands of mostly commercial mail filling 7 banker boxes, 
good variety, perfect for $1 box, fine ............ Est. $700/1,000

1978 ) Large Modern Accumulation $350
Thousands of mostly Foreign FDs and event covers filling
11 banker boxes, scattered U.S. and commercial, good
variety of countries and topics, good for thematic stock or $1
boxes, fine ................................................... Est. $700/1,000

1979 ) Modern Commercial Lot $350
Several thousand in 3 stuffed banker boxes, good variety of
countries (no U.S.), early 20th Century to modern, great for
$1 boxes and a few for stock, fine .................... Est. $500/750
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1980 ) South America Stock Web $350
About 100, mostly Airmail usages, noted reg., censored,
various destinations and countries, incl. a couple SCADTA
covers, 4 rare U.S. FAM #6 covers from Argentina, all
sleeved and priced, owners retail $2600+, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1981 ) Modern Commercial Accumulation $300
Thousands of covers filling 5½ banker boxes, good variety of
countries, scattered U.S. and a few British Colonies,
excellent for $1 boxes, fine .............................. Est. $600/800

1982 ) Commercial Culled Lot $300
From large estate, few hundred loose in ½ full banker box,
mostly early to mid 20th Century, incl. Canada with better
FDs, Germany with inflation, G.B. stampless fronts, inspect, 
fine overall ..................................................... Est. $400/600

1983 ) Bargain Box Hoard $250
Thousands of worldwide commercial in 4 stuffed banker
boxes, plus banker box of FDs, mostly modern, good variety, 
excellent for $1 boxes, fine .............................. Est. $500/750

1984 ) High Quality Lot $250
Couple hundred hand picked for interest, attractiveness and
value, incl. Zeppelin, U.S. Possessions, classics, military,
maritime, Airs, etc., perfect for bourse or internet dealer,
excellent variety, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $500/750

1985 ) 1950s to 1960s First Days $250
Thousands in 4 full banker boxes with dupl., colorful lot of
mostly European sets, maximum cards, silk cachets and a
broad range of popular thematic subjects, found in back of
the closet and untouched, fine to very fine ....... Est. $500/750

1986 ) Stuffed Banker Box $250
Few thousand U.S. and worldwide incl. 19th Century,
flights, maritime mail, topicals, colorful frankings, nothing
recent, plenty of nice surprises in this lot, perfect for internet
or bourse dealer with high potential retail, fine  Est. $500/750

1987 () Zeppelin Flight Group $200
43, mostly U.S. and Germany dispatches, Graf Zeppelin and 
Hindenburg flights (majority), plus a few postcards noted
U.S. #C18, 5 dispatches from Brazil, various U.S.
commemorative cachets, inspect, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1988 ) First Day Accumulation $150
4 banker boxes with mostly modern (some scattered
commercial), about ¼ from Netherlands, large group of
Denmark and Sweden, plus some WWII Germany, also
noted Canada, G.B., Australia, WWF, Diana, Europa,
good variety of issues, excellent thematic appeal, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1989 ) Better Accumulation $150
Small box of 150 from stampless to about 1950, nice lot with
items retailing $10 to $50, inspect, generally fine 
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1990 ) Ship Mail $150
Approx. 450 from 1920s to 1950s, good variety of countries
and vessel cancels, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $200/300

1991 ) Gulf States Parcel Post Receipts $150
From a very wide variety of towns franked with high value
stamps, 1980s usages on dispatch notes from Bahrain (41),
Kuwait (37) and UAE (23), stamps alone cat. in excess of
$2000 as used, interesting group, fine ............ Est. $200/300

1992 ) 3 Boxes of First Days $150
2000-3000, unorganized, mostly 1960s-80s but up to 1990s,
some sleeved, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $200/300

1993 ) Modern FD Lot $100
Few thousand in 4 full banker boxes (1½ boxes Germany, ½
box Canada, 2 boxes with various countries), cacheted,
unaddressed, lots of modern thematic subjects, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

1994 ) Accumulation in 2 Banker Boxes $100
Few thousand mostly U.S. with FD’s, events, commercial,
noted some interesting Foreign commercial mail, plus FD’s,
inspect, generally fine .................................... Est. $200/300

1995 ) Accumulation From Estate $100
Hundreds in banker box, commercial and FDs, plus some
Revenue documents, mostly 1950s to 1980s, some earlier
Newfoundland and Canada, fine ................... Est. $200/300

1996 () Flight of the Arctic Tern Web $100
Set of 12 diff. (one signed by co-pilots Rosetti and Norton)
for 1987 polar flight, with 1988 letter signed by Richard
Norton and photo signed by both pilots, scarce, fine to very
fine, 48 of 110 sets produced .............................. Est. $150/200

1997 H) Postal Stationery Accumulation $100
About 325 mint and used sleeved pieces, envelopes, postal
cards and a few wrappers, 19th to mid 20th Century, good
variety of countries, noted British Colonies, Latin America
and Europe, inspect, fine ............................... Est. $150/200

1998 ) Accumulation From Estate $100
Few hundred covers and postal stationery, noted U.S. early
postal cards used, modern aerogrammes addressed to Tonga
from a variety of countries, 4 “Tin Can” mail with U.S.
adhesives from 1930s, WWF FDs, U.S. commercial mail,
an eclectic group, generally fine ...................... Est. $150/200

1999 ) Accumulation From Consignment $50
Several hundred covers and postcards, mostly early to mid
20th Century commercial mail from U.S. and Germany,
with a scattering of other countries, fine .......... Est. $100/150

2000 ) South America Documents $50
Couple hundred incl. Peru, with few receipts, newspapers,
mostly 1800s, fine .......................................... Est. $100/150

Literature

Individual Titles

2001 L Afghanistan: Uyehara & Dietrich,
Afghan Philately 1871-1989 $50
HB, copyright 1995, as new, h.s. of dealer on outside pages,
fine ................................................................ Est. $100/150

2002 L Egypt: Chalhoub, Joseph, The Nile Post $50
HB, copyright 2003, as new with slip cover, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150
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2003 L Great Britain: Lowe, Robson, The
Encyclopedia of British Empire
Postage Stamps $200
HB, 1951-1990, original edition compl., fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

2004 L Great Britain: Wilson, Sir John, Royal
Philatelic Collection $200
With slipcase (minor damage), very fine ........ Est. $250/350

2005 L Great Britain: Lowe, Robson, The
Encyclopedia of British Empire
Postage Stamps $130
HB, vols. 1-3 and 5, fine ................................ Est. $200/300

2006 L Samoa: Odenweller, Robert, The
Stamps & Postal History of
Nineteenth Century Samoa $100
HB, #385 of 500, copyright 2004, as new, with slipcover 
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

2007 L Spain: Griebert, Hugo, The Stamps of 
Spain 1850-1854 $50
HB, 1919, some spin wear, with plates, excellent reference,
fine ................................................................ Est. $100/150

United States Titles

2008 L White, Roy H., Encyclopedia of the
Colors of U.S. Postage Stamps $300
Vols. 1-5 in 3 binders (Dues) plus “The Papers and Gums of
U.S. Postage Stamps 1847-1909", loose-leaf, as new, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

2009 L White, Roy H., Encyclopedia of The
Colors of U.S. Postage Stamps $300
Vol. 1-5 in 3 binders (Dues) plus “The Papers and Gums of
U.S. Postage Stamps 1847-1909", couple of volumes
without the binder, as new, fine ...................... Est. $400/600

2010 L Dietz, Arthur, Confederate States
Catalog $100
3 editions HB, 1945 Good condition, 1959 (binding issue,
and 1986 (as new), the definitive source on the Confederacy,
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

2011 L Lyons, Larry, Carriers, Locals, Fakes,
Forgeries and Bogus Posts $100
3 vol. HB, 1998, as new, fine .......................... Est. $150/200

2012 L Springer, Sherwood, Works by
Springer $50
U.S. Tax Paids, BNA Fantasies, 2 sets 1st to 10th and large
part 3rd set, fine ............................................. Est. $100/150

2013 L Philatelic Foundation, Philatelic
Foundation Opinions $50
Vols. 1-5, plus 5 dupl., also The Experts Book in banker box,
fine ................................................................ Est. $100/150

2014 L Uruguay: Lee, Emanuel, The Postage
Stamps of Uruguay $50
HB, 1931, with plates, binding wear, excellent reference for
the early issues, fine ........................................ Est. $100/150

Worldwide

2015 L Billig, Fritz, Billig’s Philatelic
Handbooks $100
HB, vols. 1-21, 23-28 and 33 and additional vols. 1//33 with
dupl., 20 total books, fine ............................... Est. $200/300

2016 L Sanabria, Nicolas, The World Airmail
Catalogue $60
1966 edition, the classic source for Airmails of the world,
clean condition, fine ....................................... Est. $100/150

2017 L Nankivell/Melville, The Postage Stamp $50
HB, Volumes 1-15 (October, 1907 - March, 1915), Pitman
& Sons, rarely seen, fine ................................. Est. $100/150

2018 L American Philatelic Congress, The
Congress Books $50
HB, 26 vols., mostly 1978 to 2000 and indexes, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

2019 L Billig, Arthur, Billig’s Philatelic
Handbooks $50
HB, vols. 1-29, 31-33, 35, 42 and 44, fine ...... Est. $100/150

2020 L Lindquist, H.L., The Stamp Specialist $50
HB, 28 with minor dupl., fine ........................ Est. $100/150

Literature Country Balances

2021 L Canada Accumulation $50
In banker box, incl. The Admiral Issue of Canada, The
Postage Stamps and Postal History of Canada, BNA
Reference Manual of Forgeries vols. 1-3, inspect, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

2022 L Great Britain Journals $100
Consisting of The Philatelic Journal of G.B., Vol. 65-75
(No.769-860), Vol. 76, No. 1 (New series), 1955-66, 45
magazines, Stanley Gibbons Monthly Journal, Volumes 1-4
(New Series), 1923-1927, HB, Stanley Gibbons Monthly
Circular, Nos. 1/49 (Sep. 1919/Sep. 1923), 3 bound
volumes, loose or missing pages #’s 25-39, Stanley Gibbons
Monthly Journal. Volumes 1-22 (1890-1914), HB, The
Philatelic Record, Vols. I /XXI (1879/1899), missing
Volumes VIII, IX, X, XII, XIV, decent binding overall, fine
lot .................................................................. Est. $200/300

2023 L India and Related Extensive Group $300
In 3 banker boxes, incl. India Study Circle News sheets and
Bulletin runs (circa 1950s), India Post 1995 to 2010, India
Postal Guide 1903, Cooper. India Used Abroad. 1950. 100
pages, Cooper, Stamps of India. 2nd ed, 1951. 228 pages,
separated spine, Lang. British India Postal Stationery, 1997,
Samuel. Specimen Stamps of British India. 1980, spiral
bound, Nayeem. The Philatelic and Postal History of
Hyderabad Philatelic History, Volumes I- II. 1967, 1970,
Nayeem. Hyderabad Philatelic History. 1980, etc., excellent
reference for the advanced collector, fine ........ Est. $400/600

2024 L Mexico Group $50
In banker box, incl. Stamps of The Mexican Revolution
1913-1916, The Revenue Stamps of Mexico, and The
Cancellations of Mexico 1856-1874, have a look, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150
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2025 L Ottoman Empire and Turkey Group $50
In 2 banker boxes, emphasis on cancels, but some stamp
information, mostly photocopies or printed from web, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

United States

2026 L Duplicated - 16 Boxes $1,000
Stamp related works incl. back of book, incl. U.S.
Cancellations by Skinner (3), Encyclopedia of Plate Varieties 
(2), Patent Medicine Tax Stamps (3), 19th Century Postage
Stamps by Brookman (at least 4 sets of various printings plus
half dozen more vols. 1-2), Postage Stamps of The U.S. by
Luff (2), also Johl, more 19th Century than 20th Century
related, excellent lot for the literature dealer for resale, fine 
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

2027 L Postal History and FDs - 7 Boxes $350
Incl. International Postal Rates 1872-1996, ASCC (3), lots
of FD related incl. Mellone’s Planty Photo Encyclopedia of
Cacheted FD vols. 1-13, Simpson Postal Markings
1851-1861 (3), some dupl., fine to very fine .... Est. $500/750

2028 L Possessions - 6 Boxes $200
1 box of mostly “hawaiianstamps.com” generated, 1 box of
mostly Canal Zone Study Circle plus “Canal Zone Stamps”,
also “The Stamps of Hawaii” (2), all classic Possessions
represented, fine to very fine ........................... Est. $300/400

2029 L General Stamp Related Group $150
3 banker boxes with various publications, incl. Possessions,
noted Neinken One Cent Stamp of 1851-1861, Weiss 20th
Century Fancy Cancellations, Cole Cancellations and Killers 
of the Banknote Era, inspect, fine ................... Est. $300/400

2030 L Old Catalogs and Periodicals $100
In 2 banker boxes, noted 1862 to 1955 issues, mostly U.S.,
mostly late 1800s to early 1900s, unusual group, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

2031 L Precancel Group $100
Filling 3 banker boxes, mostly Precancel Stamp Society cats., 
plus some precancel and perfin adhesives, also JW Bureau
Print album, fine to very fine .......................... Est. $200/300

2032 L States Postal History - 3 Boxes $100
Strength in Western incl. heavily dupl. Helbock, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

2033 L Box from Estate $50
Noted The Yucatan Affair, Album Weeds (2), Postal
Stationery of Hawaii, Canal Zone Postage Stamps, U.S.
Postage Stamps of the 19th Century 3 vols. (reprint) and
Ryukyus Handbook, fine .............................. Est. $100/150

Worldwide

2034 L 13 Boxes $450
With Germany and Canada, also incl. Album Weeds vols.
1-8 (2 sets), Postal History International vols. 1-7, Perkins
Bacon records vols. 1-2, The Serrane Guide, general and
specialized works, mild dupl., fine ............... Est. $750/1,000

2035 L Foreign General Group $350
7 banker boxes with works on stamps, revenues, postal
history, strength in Middle East and Philippines, incl.
Garrett A Postal History of The Japanese Occupation of
The Philippines 1942-1945, Peterson/Lewis Postal History
of The Spanish Philippines 1565-1898, Koeppel and
Manners Indian States Revenues, Coles and Walker Postal
Cancellations of The Ottoman Empire, inspect, fine 
.................................................................... Est. $700/1,000

2036 L Postcard Group $150
U.S. and Foreign in 3 banker boxes, minor dupl., incl.
Handbook of the Postal Cards of the World’s Columbian
Exposition, Postcards of the British Empire Exhibition 1924 
and 1925, Picture Postcards in the U.S. 1893 to 1918, worth
a look, fine ..................................................... Est. $300/400

2037 L Ephemera Related Group $100
3 banker boxes, noted Fruit Crate Art, Images of the Great
War vol. 1-3, cat. of Olympic Labels, unusual group, fine 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

2038 L Flight and Airmail Lot $100
In 2 banker boxes, incl. AAMC vol. 1-5, 5th Edition (2 sets), 
Airmail Operations during WWII, Graf Zeppelin’s Flights
to South America, Airmails of Canada and Newfoundland
6th Edition, have a look, fine .......................... Est. $200/300

2039 L Name Sale Catalogs $100
3 banker boxes with various auction cat., incl. 2 sets of
Honolulu Advertiser, Zoellner, Weill Brothers, Ishikawa,
Joyce and Siegel Rarities, good reference, fine  Est. $200/300

2040 L Revenues - 2 Boxes $100
Incl. Barefoot, strength in Latin America and Europe, fine to 
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/300

2041 L British Commonwealth Miscellaneous
Group $100
Incl. The Royal Philatelic Society, London, 1869-1969.
1969, HB, Easton, British Postage Stamp Design. 1945,
HB, Balian. Stamps of Egypt, 1998 HB, British Africa and
British Asia sections from the catalog of the Royal Philatelic
Collection in special red cases, etc., fine lot ..... Est. $150/200

2042 L Accumulation from Estate $50
Banker box with various publications, U.S. and Foreign,
noted U.S. Cancels 1890-1900 by Sol Salkind, Tete-beche
Varieties of Transvaal by Drysdall and Criddle, Control
Numbers and The Classification of the Stamps of the Large
Hermes Heads by Vlastos and The Allied Occupations in
Italy by Gabbini and Raybaudi, fine to very fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

2043 L Various Mostly Hardbound $50
Incl. Ragatz, The Early Philatelic Forgeries of All
Countries. 1953, HB, Chapier. Les Timbres de Fantaisie
1920s? 65 pages plus 40 page supplement, Schmid, How to
Detect Damaged, Altered, and Repaired Stamps (1979),
HB, Easton. The De La Rue History of British and Foreign
Postage Stamps 1855 to 1901. 1958, HB, fine lot 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

2044 L Forgeries Group $50
Incl. Fakes, Forgers, Experts, vols. 1, 3-6, Fournier Album
of Philatelic Forgeries, fine ............................ Est. $100/150
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2045 L Perfin Group $50
2 banker boxes with the Perfin Club 1966 to 1998 cat., fine 
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

2046 L Middle East Lot $50
Filling 2 banker boxes, incl. The Postal History of Palestine
and Transjordan, large group of information printed off the
internet, fine .................................................. Est. $100/150

2047 Supplies: Mounts $200
Couple hundred packs of Showgard and Scott black mounts
filling a banker box, many diff. sizes, mostly unopened,
inspect ........................................................... Est. $300/400

2048 Supplies: Dennison Hinges $100
2½ packages of the pre-folded, plus 18 small boxes with
Dennison’s transparent tape (cut your own hinges in a roll) 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

2049 Supplies: Middle East Empty Albums $150
42 hingeless by Farahbaksh of Germany, as new 
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

2050 Coins: Worldwide Accumulation $700
5 banker boxes with thousands of coins, majority organized
by country, many mounted in 2x2 holders, noted some U.S.
mis-strikes, a stamp dealers way to get rid of a coin dealers
stock, fine ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

2051 Coins: Sterling Silver Medals $350
94 enclosed in philatelic covers, very fine ........ Est. $500/750

2052 Coins: Accumulation From Estate $100
Incl. 5 Morgan or Peace dollars (common dates, circulated),
$1.80 face in silver dimes, steel pennies, 20+ well circulated
Liberty nickels, Foreign coins separated by country (incl.
some silver), inspect, very good ...................... Est. $150/200

2053 Currency: Large China Accumulation $3,000
Substantial accumulation of over 270 various Bank Notes
mostly from China and a few from other Asian countries,
features different periods and banks, incl. Taiwan and PRC,
generally Fine-UNC, well worth inspection 
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

End of Sale - Thank You
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